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This is a FIRST submission of items concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This is a SECOND or SUBSEOUENT submission of items concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This is an express request to begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371 (fl) at any time rather than delay examination
until the expiration of the applicable time limit set in 35 U.S.C. 371 (b) and the PCT Articles 22 and 39(1).

A proper Demand for International Preliminary Examination was made by the 19th month from the earliest claimed priority date.

A copy of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2))

a. .transmitted herewith (required only if not transmitted by the International Bureau).

b. .has been transmitted by the International Bureau.

c. Dis not required, as the application was filed in the United States Receiving Office (HO/US)
A translation of the International Application into English (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).

Amendments to the claims of the International Application under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3))

a. EIare transmitted, herewith (required only if not transmitted by the International Bureau).

b. .have been transmitted by the International Bureau.

c. Dhave not been made; however, the time limit for making such amendments has NOT expired.
d. I:Ihave not been made and will not be made.

A translation of the amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).

An oath or declaration of the inventorls) (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4)).

CI A translation of the annexes to the International Preliminary Examination Report under PCT Article 36 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(5)).
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An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.

An assignment document for recording. A separate cover sheet in compliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.

A FIRST preliminary amendment.

A SECOND or SUBSEOUENT preliminary amendment.

A substitute specification.

A change of power of attorney and/or address letter.

Other items or information:

Six (6) sheets of drawings (Figs. 1a-7l
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his 1 entio ’relates to video display systems,

  
 

and more specifically to video display systems mounted in

5 and operating in mass transit subway cars.

It is commonplace to provide visual advertising

displays such as posters in mass transit subway cars, where

the displays are available for reading by subway passengers

10 during travel. It is also known to equip subway cars with

closed. circuit television cameras, for surveillance of

passenger behaviour and other safety checks. Images of

such surveillance are either displayed at a central

security facility, or recorded for subsequent viewing in

15 the event of safety problems.

It is also commonplace to equip subway cars with

audio public address systems for a myriad of uses,

including transit service announcements, community service

20 events, advertising, safety and emergency procedures, as

well as inter—staff communications.

 
Proposals have been made previously‘ to equip

other transportation items, especially aircraft, with

25 television or video systems, primarily ' for the

entertainment of passengers on long journeys. Examples of

such systems in the patent literature can be found in U.S.

Patent 4,647,980 Steventon et al., U.S. Patent 4,630,821

Greenwald, U.S. Patent 4,352,124 Kline, U-S. Patent

30 5,123,728 Gradin et al., and U.S. Patent 3,457,006 Brown et

al.

Entertainment of passengers on subway cars has

until now generally been ignored, since the average journey

3S taken by a passenger on a mass transit subway system is

usually short, lasting perhaps fifteen minutes.
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Nevertheless, subway transit riders offer an attractive

audience for visual advertising messages, as evidenced by

the proliferation of advertising signs which commonly adorn

a subway car. In addition, mass transit systems such as

subways are in need of extra sources of revenue, to keep

passenger fare structures at an affordable level as

operating costs rise, and to avoid decreased ridership as

a result.

It is an object of the present invention. to

provide a public service message display system,

entertainment system and advertising system for mass

transit subway cars.

It is a further object to provide a novel source

of extra revenue for a mass transit subway system.

The present invention provides a television

public service message display, entertainment and

advertising system for subway cars, in which television

monitors are provided at spaced intervals in subway cars,

to display short duration televisual entertainment and

advertising features to subway riders. The system is

designed so that advertising spots on it can be sold by the

transit system to potential advertisers and sponsors, for

extra revenues for the transit system. It takes advantage

of the fact that Subway riders are, for the most part,

occupying a subway car under relatively crowded conditions

but for only a relatively brief duration. They are looking

for something on which to focus their attention during

their brief ride, whilst at the same time often finding it

inconvenient to open newspapers, magazines or the like

under crowded circumstances and becoming bored by static

advertising or other displays around them. The present

510
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invention provides properly positioned television monitors

displaying moving images of news items, advertising

material and the like, viewable by substantially all riders

in the car, and filling their need for visual entertainment

during the brief duration of their subway rider

Thus, according to the present invention, from

one aspect, there is provided a video system for displaying

televised material to passengers in a mass transit subway

car, and comprising at least one video display monitor

adapted for mounting inside a subway car so as to display

televised materials to passengers riding therein, and a

video signal source unit operatively connected to said at

least one monitor.

According to a second aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a subway car for mass

transportation and comprising a video display system

including at least one video display monitor having a video

screen, the monitor being mounted in the subway car in a

manner such that the video screen thereof is readily

visible to passengers in the subway car, and a video signal

source unit operatively connected to said at least one

monitor.

The term "video signal source unit" as used

herein embraces player units for playing pre—regorded video

material, such as computer—based digital video recorders. fl

(including CD-ROM players), video tape players and video

 

disk players, and television receivers for receiving live

or pre-recorded broadcast television signals from a remote

transmitter and' supplying these to the video display

monitors mounted in the subway cars. One system according

to the invention utilizes receivers including computer-

4511
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based digital video recorders for receiving broadcast

television signals from a remote transmitter as the video

signal source unit. Such video signal source unit can be

located either within the mass transits' premises or on a

5 remote broadcasting site- Alternatively, the invention

utilizes a video tape player, a video disk player, or a

computer—based digital video recorder, as the video signal

source unit. The video signal source unit may be located

in the same subway car as that in which the monitor or

10 monitors are located, or in adjacent or remote cars of the

same train, with the necessary operative connection between

the player and the monitor(s). An individual subway car

can be equipped with its own video signal source unit,

connected to‘a plurality of monitors mounted at different,

15 appropriately‘ chosen locations along the length. of the.

subway car. Alternatively, one central video signal source

unit can be located in one car of subway’ train, and

connected to monitors in some or all of the cars of the

train, to provide a central video signal source unit for

20 the train.

 
Computer (PC) based digital video recorders

basically transmit video signals from a hard drive or CD—

ROM storage. They are however also capable of receiving

25 transmitted input at intervals, e.g. news item updates, at,

say, hourly intervals, to add to their stored transmittable

video data. In this sense they also act as television

receivers.

30 I The video signal source unit and video display

monitors used in the present invention can be of known,

standard. form, obtainable as off the shelf items from

manufacturers and sales outlets. The connections between

them, for display of televised material, are also standard\\¥
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and well within the skill of the art. For example, use can

be made of the existing subway infrastructure by which

audio announcements are currently transmitted.

AlternatiVely, the connections may be by use of coaxial

cables, fibre optics, cell phone systems or satellite

transmission, or by other appropriate means.

A preferred system according to the invention is

a subway car or plurality of subway cars equipped with a

plurality of television monitors, especially LCD—based

television monitors, and a video signal source comprising

a video tape player, video disk player or computer-based

digital video recorder, the video signal source and the

monitors being interconnected by suitable electrical cable

systems which are self—contained within the subway car. In

this way, new subway' cars cxul be built with. the 'Video

system or parts thereof installed, and usable on

substantially any transit system, since the operation of

the video system is independent of any previously installed

track, tunnel or control systems.

The video system according to the present

invention provides a means for communicating a very wide

range of information to viewers in an environment ideally

suited to communicating short video messages to viewers,

especially commercial messages or sponsored community

service, or informational news bytes. Most subway rides

are of short duration, e.g. 15-30 minutes or less. It is

normally undesirable to play television programs of any

significant length to subway passengers for fear of

distracting them from their proper points of interchange

and disembarkation on the subway system. However, the

system according to the invention is ideally suited for

displaying a series of short, 30 second — 1 minute
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messages, in sequence, such as a series of commercial

messages. These can range from straightforward advertising

as seen on commercial television, or the type of news feed

with. corporate sponsorship as seen tar cable television

viewers, with news services provided by specialized

companies in' this .business. If the information is

delivered by video tape player, video disk player or

computer—based digital video recorder, it can be repeated

at intervals of, say, 5—15 minutes, based upon the average

duration of individual subway rides, i.e. the pre—recorded

program is of total duration of about 5—15 minutes. If the

feed is delivered from an outside source, its delivery

depends on the package of the server, and according to

agreement between the purchaser and the mass transit

management, and other interested parties as necessary.

Typically, the television images displayed by the

monitors of the system according to the invention do not

incorporate sound, though they may contain rolling script,

similar to cable television news channels, or similar to

Closed—captioning for the hearing impaired. This avoids

risk of interference with announcements being played to

passengers through the normal audio address system carried

by the subway train, and avoids adding to the general noise

level experienced by passengers on the subway cars, a noise

level which is commonly quite high even under normal

running conditions. However, sound may be incorporated

where appropriate, for example in safety’ or emergency

situations, or to mark the beginning of a message to which

transmission wishes to callthe subway or provider

attention.

The manner in which the video display monitors

are disposed and mounted in the subway car depends to some

gm
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extent on. the design. of the subway' car itself. Such

designs can vary between different subway systems.

Normally from 6—12 such colour monitors are provided in

each subway car, suitably of 12"-13" size, spaced along the

length of the car, and disposed above the windows of the

car, in'a manner and at a location which does not interfere

with the operation of any other essential element of the

car (door operation, lights, heating, air conditioning

etc.)- A subway car is normally constructed so that it has

a cavity wall, defined between its outer structural shell

and its inner lining wall, the cavity providing for wiring

and cables and other mechanical functions, and, at places,

containing insulation. The video display monitors in the

system of the invention are suitably mounted in the cavity

wall.

Li a preferred arrangement, the video display

monitors have a strong metal frame construction, fixed to

the frame of the subway car. The screens are preferably

covered with “ a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of

polycarbonate, shaped to coincide with the shape of the

internal wall of the subway car at the location of

mounting. For example, when the monitor is mounted at the

junction of the wall and ceiling of the subway car, where

there is commonly provided a concavely curved segment of

internal wall, the transparent cover unit is suitably

similarly concavely curved, so that it can be mounted as a

continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mounted behind it. The screen is

suitably angled downwardly, for best viewing by passengers

seated opposite the screen. The entire structure of the

monitor, including the cover' unit if used, is suitably

housed in a stainless steel or strong plastic casement,

designed to appear integral with the subway car, without
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visible edges or protuberances, and matching the materials

and colours of the subway car interior.

The video monitors used in the system of the

present invention can be of standard, cathode ray tube—

based design. Such monitors have the advantage of economy,

being Inass—produced. items manufactured. on. a ‘Very' large

scale. They are eminently suitable for use in most

embodiments according to the invention, and can be viewed

clearly from a variety of angles. However, in circumstances

where the subway car in operation encounters locations of

large magnetic field, it is possible' that the picture

displayed on a CRT monitor will be distorted as the monitor

moves through such location. Any such distortion effect

can be reduced by surrounding the monitor, to an extent

practical and consistent with its provision of full visual

display, with an apprOpriate shield such as a steel or

other ferromagnetic casement. Where such a magnetic field

problem turns out to be particularly acute, the CRT—type

monitor may be replaced by a monitor incorporating a colour

liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, which is not sensitive

to intermittent encountering of external magnetic fields.

Specific preferred embodiments of the present

invention are illustrated in the accompanying diagrammatic

drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows in plan view (Fig. 1A) and in side

elevation (Fig. 1B), an existing subway car as used on the

Toronto Transit Systenx with indications of appropriate

locations for mounting ‘video monitors according to the

invention;
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Figure 2 is a sectional view of a subway car

according to the invention with video monitors in place;

Figure 3 is a detail, in section, of an existing

subway car illustrating the location for receiving a video

monitor according to the invention;

Figure-4 is a detail similar to Fig. 3, with the

video monitor in place;

Figure 4A is a view, similar to Fig. 4, of an

alternative embodiment;

Figure 5 is a detail in perspective view, of a

subway car equipped with a monitor according to one

embodiment of the invention;

Figure 6 is a detail similar to Fig. 5 but of a

further alternative embodiment;

Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 6, showing

the general appearance when the monitor is operating.

A typical subway car 10, as illustrated in Figs.

1A and 1B, is equipped with sliding doors l2 and windows

14, spaced at convenient intervals along the length of the

car. Passenger seats, in sets of 2's and 3's, are disposed

beneath and alongside the windows 14, clear of the doors

12, some sets 16 being inward facing, other sets 18 being

forward facing and other sets 20 being rearward facing.

Suitable locations for video monitors 22 in

accordance with the invention are at the junction of wall

and ceiling of subway car 10, above the windows 14 and
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clear of the doors 12. They are thus disposed opposite to

sets of inward facing seats 16, and angled downwardly for

ease (of viewing (of passengers 24 seated fill such inward

facing seats 16, as shown in Fig. 2, with direct sight

lines 26, but visible to passengers seated elsewhere, and

standing iJ1 the car 10. A video ELEEEE_23 is suitably

located in the driver's cab 27 (Fig- 1A), and connected to

all the monitors 22 by cables (not showing) disposed in the

cavity walls of the car.

Fig. 3 shows ea detail of the car 10, at the

location where a monitor 22 is to be installed. The car

wall has an outer shell 28 in which windows 14 are

sealingly mounted, and structural pillars 30 mounted at

intervals and secured to the vertical structural member 32.

Centrally secured to the exterior skin and body structure

of body 34 of the car is a main air duct 36 and a housing

38 carrying ceiling lights running substantially the full

length of the car 10. The space between. the ceiling

housing 38 and the top of the pillars 30 is normally

Occupied by back lit advertising panels 40. Removal of

appropriate portions of these panels 40 provides space for

location of video monitors 22, according to the preferred

embodiment of the invention.

Thus as shown in Fig. 4, the video monitor 22 is

enclosed and rigidly mounted in its own enclosure 42, of

stainless steel, rigid plastic or the like. The enclosure

in turn is secured to the top of structural pillar 30 and

the side of housing 38, in a space between the ends of

illuminated panels 40, and. protruding rearwardly' to a

position adjacent the outer part of the exterior skin and

body structure 34. The front wall of enclosure 42 is

comprised of a clear transparent polycarbonate shield 44,
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through. which the screen 46 the monitor 22 is clearly

visible. The screen 46 is angled downwardly' for best

viewing by a passenger 24 seated opposite. The enclosure

42 with monitor 22 therein and connections protruding

outwardly therethrough is removable as a .unit, for

replacement or service.

An alternative embodiment is illustrated in Fig.

4A, a View similar to that of Fig- 4. In this alternative

embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD~

based _video monitor 22A. which is of thin, rectangular

cross—section, and occupies less space in the ceiling

structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be moved towards

the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially

flush with or even behind the light panel 40. This use of

an LCD-based monitor gives a better aesthetic appearance to

the inside of the subway car. as a whole, as well as

improving the display performance by minimizing the

interference discussed. Aneffects, as previously

appropriately shaped enclosure 42A for the LCD—based

monitor, with transport screen 44A, replaces enclosure 42

for the CRT video monitor, and is similarly mounted in

place.

Fig. 5 shows a front, perspective view of the

arrangement shown in section in Fig. 4. The monitor 22 and

its covering shield 44 are recessed behind the upper

portion of the adjacent advertising panels 40, and the

sides of the enclosure 42 protrude inwardly from the lower

portion of panels 40. This provides ease of access to the

enclosure 42 for its removal when necessary.

An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.

Here the polycarbonate shield 44 is convexly curved, and is
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diSposed further forward from the monitor screen 44. The

shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the

exterior skin and body structure 34, to provide a perhaps

more aesthetically appealing arrangement. In Fig. 7, there

is diagrammatically illustrated the arrangement of Fig. 6

in practical illuminatedoperation. Poster—type

advertisements are provided by advertising panels 40

flanking the video monitors 22, whilst the video monitor

22, disposed at intervals along the length of the car 10,

video information and/or advertisingshow spots, at

convenient, easily' viewed .locations and disposition to

passengers riding in the car 10.

It will be appreciated that the specific

embodiments illustrated and described herein are by way of

example only, and are not to be construed as limiting on

the scope of the invention. The description. pertains

specifically to the type of subway car currently in use in

the Toronto Transit System, and illustrates a means and

location for mounting the video monitors in such a system.

Details of construction, and hence details of appropriate

mounting for video monitors may differ from subway system

to subway system according to the form of car in Use. Such

mounting .details do not depart fron1 the scope of the

present invention. In all cases, it is contemplated that

a plurality of monitors will be provided in each car, each

rigidly mounted at a convenient location clear of the doors

and windows, and at a disposition where it can be viewed by

passengers riding the subway car, without difficulty. The

provision. of such ‘videc> monitors mounted in their~ own

enclosures as described herein, and faced with a

transparent screen of, for example, polycarbonate, allows

for considerable.variation in the detail of mounting means

and locations, to adapt them to different constructions of
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A video system for displaying televised

material to assengers in a mass transit subway system, and

comprising at least one video display monitor adapted for

mounting insid a subway car so as to display televised

material to pas ngers riding therein, and a video signal

source unit oper tively’ connected. to said. at least one

monitor-

 
2. The v o ystem of claim J. comprising a

plurality of video di lay monitors operatively connected

to a single video signa source unit. 
3. The video sy tem of claim 2 wherein the video

"51"”d.“ signal source unit comprise a video tape player, or video

disk-player or computer—base digital video recorder.
 

  

 
 
 

 

The video system of claim 3 wherein the video :.5ub011
signal sour e system includes a pre—recorded video

LN
transmission p ogram for feeding to display on_the monitors

of duration abou 5—15 minutes.

5. The 'deo systenl of clain1 4 wherein the

program is repeatable, and includes a series of commercial

messages of 30 second — minute duration.

 

  
 
 

he |video systewl of any' preceding claim

wherein the video moni rs are secured to the subway car at

a location of junct o tween wall and ceiling of the car,

with the screens th monitors directed obliquely

downwardly towards the ar seats.
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f;(}£)eL2 7. The video system of any preceding claim which
is sound free.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

The video systenl of clainl 1 or clainl 2

wherein the ideo ource unit is a television receiver for

receiving bro d at television signals from a remote

which the video dis lay monitors include LCD screens.

10. A su way car for mass transportation and

comprising a video di play system including at least one

video diSplay monitor having a video screen, the monitor

being mounted in the 5 way car in a manner such that the

video screen thereof is readily visible to passengers in

and a vi eo -the subway car, anal source unit operatively

connected to said at leas o onitor.

11. The subwa car of clahn 10 including a

plurality of said monitors, spaced along the length of the

car on opposed sides thereo

12; The

longitudinal opposed sidewall

subway car of claim 11 including

and a ceiling adjoining the

sidewalls, and wherein each sa d monitor is mounted at the

junction of the sidewall and c iling, with the screens of

the monitors directly obliquely downwardly towards the car
seats .

 

 

13., The subway car of claim 12 wherein the video

monitor sc een is substantially flush with the adjacent

wall surface structure of the car.
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The subway car of any of claims 10-13

wherein the ideo signal source unit comprises a video tape

player, a vid 0 disk player or computer-based digital video

recorder.

15. he subway car of any of claim 10-14 wherein

the video monito 8 include LCD screens.

16. T e subway car of any' of claims 10-15

including a self-c tained.wiring—cabling system connecting

the video monitors 0 the video signal source unit.
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ABSTRACT

A television system for subway cars (10) includes a plurality of TV

monitors (22) mounted at intervals along the cars (10), at the junction of the

sidewall and the ceiling, and a central video signal source unit (23) such as a

video tape player, video disk player, computer—based digital video recorder or

television receiver, connected to the video monitors (22). Programs of short

duration, e.g. 5-15 minutes, matching the average length of a subway ride, and

comprising advertising messages, news bytes and the like are played and

displayed in the monitors repeatedly during the subway ride.
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SUBWAY TV MEDIA SY§TEM

This invention relates to video display systems, and

more specifically to video diSplay systems mounted in and

operating in mass transit subway cars.

It is commonplace to previde visual advertising

displays such as posters in mass transit subway cars, where

the displays are available for reading by subway passengers

It is also known to equip subway cars with

closed circuit television cameras, for surveillance of

during travel.

passenger behaviour and other safety checks. Images of such

surveillance are either displayed at a central security

facility, or recorded for subsequent viewing in the event of

safety problems.

It is also commonplace to equip subway cars with

audio public address systems for a myriad of uses, including

transit service announcements, community service events,

'advertising, safety and emergency' procedures, as well as

inter-staff communications.

Proposals have been made previously to equip other

transportation items, especially aircraft, with television or

video systems, primarily for the entertainment of passengers

on long journeys. Examples of such systems in the patent

literature can be found in U.S. Patent 4,647,980 Steventon et

al., U.S. Patent 4,630,821 Greenwald, U.S. Patent 4,352,124

Kline, U.S. Patent 5,123,728 Gradin et al., and U.S. Patent

3,457,006 Brown et al.

- -'According to the present invention, from.one aspect,

there is provided a video system for displaying televised

material to passengers in a mass transit subway car, and

comprising at least one video display monitor adapted for

mounting inside a subway car so as to display televised
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materials to passengers riding therein, and a video signal

source unit operatively connected to said at least one

monitor.

According to a second aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a subway car for mass

transportation and comprising a video display system including

at least one video display monitor having a video screen, the

monitor being mounted in the subway car in a manner such that

the video screen thereof is readily visible to passengers in

the subway car, and a video signal source unit operatively

connected to said at least one monitor.

The term “video signal source unit" as used herein

embraces player units for playing pre-recorded video material,

such as video tape players and video disk players, and

television receivers for receiving broadcast television

signals from a remote transmitter and supplying these to the

video display monitors mounted in the subway cars- The

preferred system according to the invention utilizes receivers

for receiving' broadcast television signals from a remote

transmitter as the video signal source unit. Such video

signal source unit can be located either within the mass

transits’ premises or on a remote broadcasting site.

Alternatively, the invention utilizes a video tape or video

disk player as the video signal source unit. The video signal

source unit may be located in the same subway car as that in

which the monitor or monitors are located, or in adjacent or

remote cars of the same train, with the necessary operative

connection between the player and the monitor(s). An

individual subway car can be equipped with its own video

signal source unit, connected to a plurality of monitors

mounted at different, appropriately chosen locations along the

length of the subway car. Alternatively, one central video
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signal source unit can be located in one car of subway train,

and connected to monitors in some or all of the cars of the

train, to provide a central video signal source unit for the
train.

The video signal source unit and video display

monitors used in the present invention can be of known,

standard form, obtainable as off the shelf items from

manufacturers and sales outlets. The connections between

them, for display of televised material, are also standard and

well within the skill of the art. For example, use can be

made of the existing subway infrastructure by which audio

announcements are currently transmitted. Alternatively, the

connections may be by use of coaxial cables, fibre optics,

cell phone systems or satellite transmission, or by other

appropriate means. Coaxial cable connections are preferred.

The video system according to the present invention

provides a means for communicating a 'very wide range of

information to viewers in an environment ideally suited to

communicating short video messages to viewers, especially

commercial messages or sponsored community service, or

informational news bytes. Most subway rides are of short

duration, e.g. 15 minutes or less. It is normally undesirable

to play television programs of any significant length to

subway passengers for fear of distracting them from their

proper points of interchange and disembarkation on the subway

system. However, the system according to the invention is

ideally suited for displaying a series of short, 30 second -

l minute'messages, in sequence, such as a series of commercial

messages. These can range from straightforward advertising as

seen on commercial television, or the type of news feed with

corporate sponsorship as seen by cable television viewers,

with news services provided by specialized companies in this
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business- If the information is delivered by video tape or

video disk player. it can be repeated at intervals of, say, 5-

10 minutes, based upon the average duration of individual

subway' rides. If the feed. is delivered front an outside
source, its delivery depends on the package of the server, and

according to agreement between the purchaser and the mass

transit management, and other interested.parties as necessary.

Typically, the television images displayed by the

monitors of the system according to the invention do not

'incorporate sound, though they may contain rolling script,
similar to cable television news channels, or similar to

closed—captioning for the hearing impaired. This avoids risk

of interference with announcements being played to passengers

through the normal audio address system carried by the subway

train, and avoids adding to the general noise level

experienced by passengers on the subway cars, a noise level

which is commonly quite high even under normal running

conditions. However, sound may be incorporated where

appropriate, for example in safety or emergency situations, or

to mark the beginning of a message to which the subway or

transmission provider wishes to call attention.

The manner in which the video display monitors are

disposed and mounted in the subway car depends to some extent

on the design of the subway car itself. Such designs can vary

between different subway systems. Normally from 6-12 such

colour monitors are provided in each subway car, suitably of

12"-13" size, spaced along the length of the car, and disposed

above-the‘windows of the car, in a manner and at a location

which does not interfere with the operation of any other

essential element of the car (door operation, lights, heating,

air conditioning etc.).- A sybway car is normally constructed

so that it has a cavity' wall, defined. between its outer
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structural shell and its inner lining wall, the cavity

providing for wiring and cables and other mechanical

functions, and, at places, containing insulation. The video

display monitors in the system of the invention are suitably

mounted in the cavity wall.

In a preferred arrangement, the video display

monitors have a strong metal frame construction, fixed to the

frame of the subway car. The screens are preferably covered

with a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of polycarbonate, shaped

to coincide with the shape of the internal wall of the subway

car at the location of mounting. For example, when the

monitor is mounted at the junction of the wall and ceiling of

the subway car, where there is commonly provided a concavely

curved segment of internal wall, the transparent cover unit is

suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can be mounted

as a continuum with the internal walls and.blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mounted behind it. The screen is

suitably angled downwardly, for best viewing by passengers

seated opposite the screen- The entire structure of the

monitor, including the cover unit if used, is suitably housed

in a stainless steel or strong plastic casement, designed to

appear integral with the subway car, without visible edges or

protuberances, and matching the materials and colours of the

subway car interior.

Specific preferred embodiments of the present

invention are illustrated in the accompanying diagrammatic

drawings in which:

Figure 1 shown in plan view (Fig. 1A) and in side

elevation (Fig. 13), an existing subway car as used on the

Toronto Transit System with indications of appropriate
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locations for mounting video monitors according to the

invention;

J

Figure 2 is a sectional view of a subway car

according to the invention with video monitors in place;

Figure 3 is a detailed, in section, of an existing

subway car illustrating the location for receiving a video
monitor according to the invention;

Figure 4 is a detail similar to Fig. 3, with the

video monitor in place;

Figure 5 is a detail in perspective view, of a

subway car equipped with a monitor according to one embodiment
of the invention;

Figure 6 is a detail similar to Fig. 5 but of an

alternative embodiment;

Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 6, showing the

general appearance when the monitor is operating.

A typical subway car 10, as illustrated in Figs. 1A

and 13, is equipped with sliding doors 12 and windows 14,

spaced at convenient intervals along the length of the car.

Passenger seats, in sets of 2's and 3’s, are disposed beneath

and alongside the windows 14, clear of the doors 12, some sets

16 being inward facing, other sets 18 being forward facing and

other sets 20 being rearward facing.

Suitable locations for video monitors 22 in

accordance with the invention are at the junction of wall and

ceiling of subway car 10, above the windows 14 and clear of
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the doors 12. They are thus disposed opposite to sets of

inward facing seats 16, and angled downwardly for ease of

viewing of passengers 24 seated in such inward facing seats

16, as shown in Fig. 2, with direct sight lines 26, but

visible to passengers seated elsewhere, and standing in the

car 10.

Fig. 3 shows a detail of the car 10, at the location

where a monitor 22 is to be installed. The car wall has an

outer shell 28 in which windows 14 are sealingly mounted, and

structural pillars 30 mounted at intervals and secured to the

vertical structural member 32. Centrally secured to the

exterior skin and body structure of body 34 of the car is a

main air duct 36 and a housing 38 carrying ceiling lights 40

running substantially the full length of the car 10. The

space between the ceiling housing 38 and the top of the

pillars 30 is normally occupied.by back lit advertising panels

40. Removal of appropriate portions of these panels 40

provides space for location of video monitors 22, according to

the preferred embodiment of the invention.

Thus as shown in Fig. 4, the video monitor 22 is

enclosed and rigidly umunted in its own enclosure 42, of
stainless steel, rigid plastic or the like. The enclosure in

turn is secured to the top of structural pillar 30 and the

side of_housing 38, in a space between the ends of illuminated

panels 40, and protruding rearwardly to a position adjacent

the outer part of the exterior skin and body structure 34.

The front wall of enclosure 42 is comprised of a clear

transparent polycarbonate shield 44, through which the screen

46 the monitor 22 is clearly visible. The screen 46 is angled

downwardly for best viewing by a passenger 24 seated opposite.

The enclosure 42 with tnonitor 22 therein and connections
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arrangement shown in section in Fig. 4.

protruding outwardly therethrough is removable as a unit, for

replacement or service.

Fig. 5 shows a front, perspective view of the
The monitor 22 and

its covering shield 44 are recessed behind the upper portion

of the adjacent advertising panels 40, and the sides of the

enclosure 42 protrude inwardly from the lower portion of

panels 40. This provides ease of access to the enclosure 42

for its removal when necessary. '

An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. Here

the polycarbonate shield 44 is convexly curved, and is

disposed further forward from the monitor screen 46. The

shield 44 now blends with top forward facing part 48 of the

advertising panels 40, the exterior skin and body structure

34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing

arrangement. In Fig. 7, there is diagrammatically illustrated

the arrangement of Fig. 6 in practical operation. Poster-type

illuminated advertisements are provided by advertising panels

40 flanking the video monitors 22, whilst the video monitor

22, disposed at intervals along the length of the car 10, show

video information and/or advertising spots, at convenient,

easily viewed locations and disposition to passengers riding

in the car 10. '

It will be appreciated that the specific embodiments

illustrated and described herein are by way of example only,

and are not to be construed as limiting on the scope of the

invention: The description pertains specifically to the type

of subway car currently in use in the Toronto Transit System,
and illustrates a means and location for mounting the video

monitors in such a systenL Details of construction, and hence

details of appropriate mounting for video monitors may differ
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from subway system to subway system according to the form of

car in use- Such mounting details do not depart from the

scope of the present invention. For example, the screens of

the TV monitors can be brought further forward from the

positions illustrated, so that they are flush with the
illuminated advertising panels or other items alongside them.

This eliminates any obstruction of viewing of the screens from

positions not directly in front of them. In all cases, it is

contemplated that a plurality of monitors will be provided in

each car, each rigidly mounted at a convenient location clear

of the doors and windows, and at a disposition where it can be

viewed by passengers riding the subway car, without

difficulty. The provision of such video monitors mounted in

their own enclosures as described herein, and faced with a

transparent screen of, for example, polycarbonate, allows for

considerable variation in the detail of mounting means and

locations, to adapt them to different constructions of subway

cars currently in use on different mass transit systems.
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Applicant or Patentee: BLAIR Scott Attorney’s
Serial or Patent No.: ' Docket No.
Filed or Issued: BLASCZlA
For: SUBWAY TV EDIA YSTEM 

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY
STATUS (37 CFR 1.9(f) and 1.27(b)) - INDEPENDENT INVENTOR

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that I qualify as an
independent inventor as defined in 37 CFR 1.9(c) for purposes of
paying reduced fees under section 41(a) and (b) of Title 35,
United States Code, to the Patent and. Trademark Ofice with
regard to the invention entitled SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM
described in

( ) the specification filed herewith

( ) appl’n. serial no. , filed

( ) patent no. , issued -
 

I have not assigned, granted, conveyed or licensed and am under
no obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, convey or
license, any rights in the invention to any person who could not
be classified as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if
that person had made the invention, or to any concern which would
not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CPR 1.9(d) or
a nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e).

Each person, concern or organization to which I have assigned,
granted, conveyed, or licensed or am under an obligation under
contract or law to assign, grant, convey, or license any rights
in the invention is listed below:

( ) no such person, concern, or organization
( ) persons, concerns or organizations listed below'

'NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from each
named person, concern or organization having rights to the
invention averring to their status as small entities. (37
CFR 1.27)

(X) INDIVIDUAL ( ) SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN ( ) NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent,
notification of any change in status resulting in loss of
entitlement to small entity status prior to paying, or at the
time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance
fee due after the date on which status as a small entity is no

longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.28(b)).
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I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own
knowledge are true and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false
statements and the like so made are punishable by" fine or

imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the
United States Code, and that such willful false statements may

jeopardize the validity of the application, any patent issuing
thereon, or any' patent to which this verified statement is
directed.

SCOTT BLAIR
NAME OF INVENTOR

  

NAME OF INVENTOR

  

Signature of Inventor Signature of Inventor
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considered to go beyond the disclosure as tiled (Rule 70.2(c)):

4. Additional observations, it necessary:
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V. Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (N) Yes: Claims 1-16
No: Claims

Inventive step (IS) Yes: Claims
No: Claims 1-16

Industrial applicability (IA) Yes: Claims 1-16
No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet

Vll. Certain defects in the international application

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted:

see separate sheet
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Concerning goint V of the international greliminary examination regort:

Prior art document FR,A,2652701 cited in the International Search Report discloses

(see in particular page 1, lines 8 to 21, page 4, lines 154 to 157, and page 4, line 165 to
page 5, line 169; claims 1 and 2) a video system for displaying televised material to
passengers in a mass transit transport system such as a plane, train or bus, and
comprising a plurality of video display monitors, at spaced intervals and which may
comprise individual monitors combined with a common monitor (see page'2, lines 64 to
68), the video system being adapted for mounting inside a plane, train car or bus so as
to display televised material to passengers riding therein, and comprising a'video signal
source, eg. a satellite receiver, a video tape recorder or video disc system operativer
connected to said at least one monitor.

The video system defined in claim 1 of the present application differs from the video

system disclosed in FR,A,2652701 only in that it is installed in a subway system, and
such that the monitors are placed along the upper portion of the sidewalls of the

subway car at the location where the sidewalls adjoins the ceiling, the screens of the
monitors being directed obliquely downwardly towards the car seats.

The subject—matter of claim 1 is thus new vis-a-vis the art known from FR,A,2652701, in
the sense of Article 33(2) PCT.

However, these differences do not confer onto claim 1 any element of inventive

significance vis-a-vis the art known from FR,A,2652701, since a subway car or carriage
is essentially a train carriage, and a skilled person would readily realise that the

teachings of FR,A,2652701 are equally applicable to any mass transport system. Thus
a skilled person confronted with the problems addressed in the present application in
connection with a subway system would immediately realise that the solution provided

in FR,A,2652701 to the same problems in connection with other mass transportation

systems such as trains is equally applicable to a subway system.
Furthermore, a skilled person confronted with the problem of having to locate the

display monitors would evidently envisage any location, in the subway (or other train)
car which provides optimum passenger coverage according to normal design
considerations, such as available mounting space, location of the passengers seats,

light conditions, etc... (see in that respect also FR,A,2652701).
In that respect, it is to be noted that claim 1 is silent as to any specific
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conditions/features relating to the subway car in which the video system is to be

installed. I

Installing the display monitors along the upper portion of the sidewall at the location

where the sidewall adjoins the ceiling is no more than a simple alternative to other
mounting places, such as the middle of the ceiling, or on separating walls of the train

carriage if present, or above the seats, or in the seat backs. A skilled person would
obviously envisage to locate the display monitors in the manner claimed in claim 1

according to features defining the subway car, such as e.g. the arrangement of

passenger seats.

It is to be noted that directing the display screen obliquely downwards in such a case is

no more than a straightforward, common and obvious measure the adoption of which

lies within the normal design competence of a skilled person. It is common in the field

of displays to place the screen so as to optimize visibility thereof, in placing it so that

any potential viewer can face it. Considering that the passengers in a subway car are

generally located below the ceiling Isidewall line of the subway car, it seems obvious
that directing the screens downwardly (towards the passengers line of sight) improves

the visibility thereof. ‘

In conclusion, in the absence of any specific features in claim 1 susceptible to define a

specific adaption of the display monitors system to aspecific subway car, the system
defined in claim 1 does not reveal any feature representing an inventive contribution to'

the art known from FR,A,2652701 and the general knowledge and competence of a

skilled person.

Claim 1 therefore lacks inventive step in the sense of Article 33(3) of the PCT.

Considering the teachings of EP,A,0577054 instead of those of FR,A,2652701 leads to
the conclusion that the subject-matter of claim 1 is new but lacks inventive step vis-a-

vis the art known from that document (see in particular column 1, lines 5 to 11 and 22

to 34; column 2, lines 20 to 28 and 37 to 43; column 3, line 51 to column 4, line 7 and

column 10, lines 8 to 15 of EP,A,0577054).

Similar considerations lead to the same conclusions for independent claim 9 which

defines a subway car. Actually, claim 9 is silent as to specific features defining a

subway car, or as to features distinguishing a subway car from e.g. a train carriage.
The only features mentioned in that claim relate to the video system installed in the
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subway car for which protection is sought.

In that respect, it is also to be noted that, as is the case for claim 1, claim 9 is silent as

to any specific adaption of the video system to a subway car.

None of the dependent claims presently on file seems to reveal a feature susceptible to

confer onto the subject-matter of claim 1 or claim 9 inventive step vis-a-vis the art

known from the prior art documents identified above or common knowledge of a skilled

person.The features recited in the dependent claims relate to common and known
implementations of video systems, or to simple measures a skilled person would
envisage to take without having to exercise any activity of inventive significance.

By way of example, reference is made to claims 2 and 7.

Providing a video source in the form of a video tape player, a video disk player or a

computer based digital video recorder is common in the art of video distribution. Using

displays in the form of LCD screens as indicated in claim 7 is also a common measure
known in the art. These features are also known from EP,A,0577054 (see e.g. column

1, line 14 to column 2, line 48 and column 4, lines 28 to 31) or from FR,A,2652701 (see

e.g. page 3, lines 87 to 94, claims 1 and 3).

Consequently, claims 2 to 8 and 10 to 16 do not meet the requirements of Article 33(3)
of the PCT.

All claims meet the requisite of industrial applicability in the sense of Article 33(4) PCT,

since video systems find wide use in many technical fields, such as e.g. television,

advertisement, information techniques.

oint VII of the international reliminar examination re ort::    Concernin

Independent claims 1 and 9 are not in the two-part form in accordance with Rule 6.3(b)
PCT, which in the present case would seem to be appropriate, with those features

known in combination from the prior art (preferably a document cited in the

International Search Report) being placed in a preamble (Rule 6.3(b)(i) PCT) and with

the remaining features being included in a characterising part (Rule 6.3(b)(ii) PCT).

Also, the relevant background art disclosed in the documents identified in the

International Search Report is not mentioned in the description, nor are these

documents identified therein.
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SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

This invention relates to video display systems,

and more specifically to video display systems mounted in

and operating in mass transit subway cars.

It is commonplace to provide visual advertising

displays such as posters in mass transit subway cars, where

the displays are available for reading by subway passengers

during travel. It is also known to equip subway cars with

closed. circuit television cameras, for surveillance of

passenger behaviour and other safety checks. Images of

such surveillance are either displayed at a central

security facility, or recorded for subsequent viewing in

the event of safety problems.

It is also commonplace to equip subway cars with

audio public address systems for a myriad of uses,

including transit service announcements, community service

events, advertising, safety and emergency procedures, as

well as inter—staff communications.

Proposals have been made previously' to equip

other transportation items, especially aircraft, with

television or video systems, primarily for the

entertainment of passengers on long journeys. Examples of

such systems in the patent literature can be found in U.S.

Patent 4,647,980 Steventon et al., U.S. Patent 4,630,821

Greenwald, U.S. Patent 4,352,124 Kline, U.S.

5,123,728 Gradin et al., and U.S. Patent 3,457,006 Brown et

Patent

al.

Entertainment of passengers on subway cars has

until now generally been ignored, since the average journey

taken by a passenger on a mass transit subway system is

usually short, lasting perhaps fifteen minutes.
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Nevertheless, subway transit riders offer an attractive

audience for visual advertising messages, as evidenced by

the proliferation of advertising signs which commonly adorn

a subway car. In addition, mass transit systems such as

subways are in need of extra sources of revenue, to keep

passenger fare structures at an affordable level as

operating costs rise, and to avoid decreased ridership as

a result.

It is an object of the present invention to

provide a public service message display system,

entertainment system and advertising system for mass

transit subway cars.

It is a further object to provide a novel source

of extra revenue for a mass transit subway system.

The present invention provides a television

public service message display, entertainment and

advertising system for subway cars, in which television

monitors are provided at spaced intervals in subway cars,

to display short duration televisual entertainment and

advertising features to subway' riders. The system is

designed so that advertising spots on it can be sold by the

transit system to potential advertisers and sponsors, for

extra revenues for the transit system. It takes advantage

of the fact that subway riders are, for the most part,

occupying a subway car under relatively crowded conditions

but for only a relatively brief duration. They are looking

for something on which to focus their attention during

their brief ride, whilst at the same time often finding it

inconvenient to open newspapers, magazines or the like

under crowded circumstances and becoming bored by static

advertising or other displays around thenu The present
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invention provides properly positioned television monitors

displaying moving images of news items, advertising

material and the like, viewable by substantially all riders

in the car, and filling their need for visual entertainment

during the brief duration of their subway ride.

Thus, according to the present invention, from

one aspect, there is provided a video system for displaying

televised material to passengers in a mass transit subway

car, and comprising at least one video display monitor

adapted for mounting inside a subway car so as to display

televised materials to passengers riding therein, and a

video signal source unit operatively connected to said at

least one monitor.

According to a second aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a subway car for mass

transportation and comprising a video display system

including at least one video display monitor having a video

screen, the monitor being mounted in the subway car in a

manner such that the video screen thereof is readily

visible to passengers in the subway car, and a video signal

source unit operatively connected to said at least one

monitor.

The term "video signal source unit" as used

herein embraces player units for playing pre—recorded video

material, such as computer-based digital video recorders

(including CD—ROM players), video tape players and video

disk players, and television receivers for receiving live

or pre-recorded broadcast television signals from a remote

transmitter and supplying these to the video display

monitors mounted in the subway cars. One system according

to the invention utilizes receivers including computer—
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based digital video recorders for receiving broadcast

television signals from a remote transmitter as the video

signal source unit. Such video signal source unit can be

located either within the mass transits' premises or on a

remote broadcasting site. Alternatively, the invention

utilizes a video tape player, a video disk player, or a

computer—based digital video recorder, as the video signal

source unit. The video signal source unit may be located

in the same subway car as that in which the monitor or

monitors are located, or in adjacent or remote cars of the

same train, with the necessary operative connection between

the player and the monitor(s). An individual subway car

can be equipped with its own video signal source unit,

connected to a plurality of monitors mounted at different,

appropriately chosen, locations along the length of the

subway car. Alternatively, one central video signal source

unit can be located in one car of subway train, and

connected to monitors in some or all of the cars of the

train, to provide a central video signal source unit for

the train.

Computer (PC) based digital video recorders

basically transmit video signals from a hard drive or CD-

ROM storage. They are however also capable of receiving

transmitted input at intervals, e.g. news item updates, at,

say, hourly intervals, to add to their stored transmittable

In this sense they also act as television

receivers.

The video signal source unit and video display

monitors used in the present invention can be of known,

standard form, obtainable as off the shelf items from

manufacturers and sales outlets. The connections between

them, for display of televised material, are also standard
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and well within the skill of the art. For example, use can

be made of the existing subway infrastructure by which

audio announcements are currently transmitted.

Alternatively, the connections may be by use of coaxial

cables, fibre optics, cell phone systems or satellite

transmission, or by other appropriate means.

A preferred system according to the invention is

a subway car or plurality of subway cars equipped with a

plurality of television monitors, especially LCD-based

television monitors, and a video signal source comprising

a video tape player, video disk player or computer—based

digital video recorder, the video signal source and the

monitors being interconnected by suitable electrical cable

systems which are self—contained within the subway car. In

this way, new subway cars can be built with the video

system or parts thereof installed, and usable on

substantially any transit system, since the operation of

the video system is independent of any previously installed

track, tunnel or control systems.

The video system according to the present

invention provides a means for communicating a very wide

range of information to viewers in an environment ideally

suited to communicating short video messages to viewers,

especially commercial messages or sponsored community

service, or informational news bytes. Most subway rides

are of short duration, e.g. 15—30 minutes or less. It is

normally undesirable to play television programs of any

significant length to subway passengers for fear of

distracting them from their proper points of interchange

and disembarkation on the subway system. However, the

system according to the invention is ideally suited for

displaying a series of short, 30 second — 1 minute
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messages, in sequence, such. as a series of commercial

messages. These can range from straightforward advertising

as seen on commercial television, or the type of news feed

with corporate sponsorship as seerl by cable television

viewers, with news services provided by specialized

companies in this business. If the information is

delivered by" video tape player, video disk player or

computer—based digital video recorder, it can be repeated

at intervals of, say, 5—15 minutes, based upon.the average

duration of individual subway rides, i.e. the pre—recorded

program is of total duration of about 5-15 minutes. If the

feed is delivered from an outside source, its delivery

depends on the package of the server, and according to

agreement between the purchaser and the mass transit

management, and other interested parties as necessary.

Typically, the television images displayed by the

monitors of the system according to the invention do not

incorporate sound, though they may contain rolling script,

similar to cable television news channels, or similar to

closed-captioning for the hearing impaired. This avoids

risk of interference with announcements being played to

passengers through the normal audio address system carried

by the subway train, and avoids adding to the general noise

level experienced by passengers on the subway cars, a noise

level which is commonly quite high even under normal

running conditions. However, sound may be incorporated

where appropriate, for example in safety or emergency

situations, or to mark the beginning of a message to which

the subway or transmission provider wishes to call

attention.

The manner in which the video display monitors

are disposed and mounted in the subway car depends to some
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extent on the design. of the subway' car itself. Such

designs can vary between different subway systems.

Normally from 6—12 such colour monitors are provided in

each subway car, suitably of 12"-13" size, spaced along the

length of the car, and disposed above the windows of the

car, in a manner and at a location which does not interfere

with the operation of any other essential element of the

car (door operation, lights, heating, air' conditioning

etc.). A subway car is normally constructed so that it has

a cavity wall, defined between its outer structural shell

and its inner lining wall, the cavity providing for wiring

and cables and other mechanical functions, and, at places,

containing insulation. The video display monitors in the

system of the invention are suitably mounted in the cavity

wall.

ha a preferred arrangement, the video display

monitors have a strong metal frame construction, fixed to

the frame of the subway car. The screens are preferably

covered with a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of

polycarbonate, shaped to coincide with the shape of the

internal wall of the subway car at the location of

mounting. For example, when the monitor is mounted at the

junction of the wall and ceiling of the subway car, where

there is commonly provided a concavely curved segment of

internal wall, the transparent cover unit is suitably

similarly concavely curved, so that it can be mounted as a

continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mounted behind it. The screen is

suitably angled downwardly, for best viewing by passengers

seated opposite the screen. The entire structure of the

monitor, including the cover unit if used, is suitably

housed in a stainless steel or strong plastic casement,

designed to appear integral with the subway car, without
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visible edges or protuberances, and matching the materials

and colours of the subway car interior.

The video monitors used in the system of the

present invention can be of standard, cathode ray tube—

based design. Such monitors have the advantage of economy,

being mass-produced items nmnufactured on ea very large

scale. They are eminently suitable for use in most

embodiments according to the invention, and can be viewed

clearly from a variety of angles. However, in circumstances

where the subway car in operation encounters locations of

large magnetic field, it is possible that the picture

diSplayed on a CRT monitor will be distorted as the monitor

moves through such location. Any such distortion effect

can be reduced by surrounding the monitor, to an extent

practical and consistent with its provision of full visual

display, with an appropriate shield such as a steel or

other ferromagnetic casement. Where such a magnetic field

problem turns out to be particularly acute, the CRT—type

monitor may be replaced by'a monitor incorporating a colour

liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, which is not sensitive

to intermittent encountering of external magnetic fields.

Specific preferred. embodiments of the present

invention are illustrated in the accompanying diagrammatic

drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows in plan view (Fig. 1A) and in side

elevation (Fig. 1B), an existing subway car as used on the

Toronto Transit Systenl with indications of appropriate

locations for mounting video monitors according to the

invention;
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Figure 2 is a sectional View of a subway car

according to the invention with video monitors in place;

Figure 3 is a detail, in section, of an existing

subway car illustrating the location for receiving a video

monitor according to the invention;

Figure 4 is a detail similar to Fig. 3, with the

video monitor in place;

Figure 4A is a view, similar to Fig. 4, of an

alternative embodiment;

Figure 5 is a detail in perspective View, of a

subway car equipped with a monitor according to one

embodiment of the invention;

Figure 6 is a detail similar to Fig. 5 but of a

further alternative embodiment;

Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 6, showing

the general appearance when the monitor is operating.

A typical subway car 10, as illustrated in Figs.

1A and 1B, is equipped with sliding doors 12 and windows

14, spaced at convenient intervals along the length of the

car. Passenger seats, in sets of 2's and 3's, are disposed

beneath and alongside the windows 14, clear of the doors

12, some sets 16 being inward facing, other sets 18 being

forward facing and other sets 20 being rearward facing.

Suitable locations for video monitors 22 in

accordance with the invention are at the junction of wall

and ceiling of subway car 10, above the windows 14 and
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clear of the doors 12. They are thus disposed opposite to

sets of inward facing seats 16, and angled downwardly for

ease of viewing of passengers 24 seated in such inward

facing seats 16, as shown in Fig. 2, with direct sight

lines 26, but visible to passengers seated elsewhere, and

standing 111 the car 10. 14 video player 23 is suitably

located in the driver's cab 27 (Fig. 1A), and connected to

all the monitors 22 by cables (not showing) disposed in the

cavity walls of the car.

Fig. 3 shows a (detail of the car 10, at the

location where a monitor 22 is to be installed. The car

wall has an outer shell 28 in which windows 14 are

sealingly mounted, and structural pillars 30 mounted at

intervals and secured to the vertical structural member 32.

Centrally secured to the exterior skin and body structure

of body 34 of the car is a main air duct 36 and a housing

38 carrying ceiling lights running substantially the full

length of the car 10. The space between the ceiling

housing 38 and the top of the pillars 30 is normally

occupied by back lit advertising panels 40. Removal of

appropriate portions of these panels 40 provides space for

location of video monitors 22, according to the preferred

embodiment of the invention.

Thus as shown in Fig. 4, the video monitor 22 is

enclosed and rigidly mounted in its own enclosure 42, of

stainless steel, rigid plastic or the like. The enclosure

in turn is secured to the top of structural pillar 30 and

the side of housing 38, in a space between the ends of

illuminated. panels 40, and protruding rearwardly to a

position adjacent the outer part of the exterior skin and

body structure 34. The front wall of enclosure 42 is

comprised of a clear transparent polycarbonate shield 44,
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through which the screen 46 the monitor 22 is clearly

visible. The screen 46 is angled downwardly for best

viewing by a passenger 24 seated opposite. The enclosure

42 with monitor 22 therein and connections protruding

outwardly therethrough is removable as a unit, for

replacement or service.

An alternative embodiment is illustrated in Fig.

4A, a view similar to that of Fig. 4. In this alternative

embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-

based video monitor‘ 22A. which, is of thin, rectangular

cross—section, and occupies less space in the ceiling

structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be moved towards

the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially

flush with or even behind the light panel 40. This use of

an LCD-based monitor gives a better aesthetic appearance to

the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as

improving the display performance by minimizing the

interference effects, as previously discussed. An

appropriately shaped enclosure 42A for the LCD—based

monitor, with transport screen 44A, replaces enclosure 42

for the CRT video monitor, and is similarly mounted in

place.

Fig. 5 shows a front, perspective view of the

arrangement shown in section in Fig. 4. The monitor 22 and

its covering shield 44 are recessed behind the upper

portion of the adjacent advertising panels 40, and the

sides of the enclosure 42 protrude inwardly from the lower

portion of panels 40. This provides ease of access to the

enclosure 42 for its removal when necessary.

An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.

Here the polycarbonate shield 44 is convexly curved, and is
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disposed further forward from the monitor screen 44. The

shield. 44 now blends with forward. facing part 48 the

exterior skin and body structure 34, to provide a perhaps

more aesthetically appealing arrangement. In Fig. 7, there

5 is diagrammatically illustrated the arrangement of Fig. 6

in practical operation. Poster-type illuminated

advertisements are provided by advertising panels 40

flanking the video monitors 22, whilst the video monitor

22, disposed at intervals along the length of the car 10,

10 show video information and/or advertising spots, at

convenient, easily 'Viewed locations and disposition to

passengers riding in the car 10.

It will be appreciated that the specific

15 embodiments illustrated and described herein are by way of

example only, and are not to be construed as limiting on

the scope of the invention. The description pertains

specifically to the type of subway car currently in use in

the Toronto Transit System, and illustrates a means and

20 location for mounting the video monitors in such a system.

Details of construction, and hence details of appropriate

mounting for video monitors may differ from subway system

to subway system according to the form of car in use. Such

mounting details do not depart fronl the scope of the

25 present invention. In all cases, it is contemplated that

a plurality of monitors will be provided in each car, each

rigidly mounted at a convenient location clear of the doors

and windows, and at a disposition where it can be viewed by 
passengers riding the subway car, without difficulty. The

30 provisum1 of such video nonitors nwunted in their own

enclosures as described herein, and faced with a

transparent screen of, for example, polycarbonate, allows

for considerable variation in the detail of mounting means

and locations, to adapt them to different constructions of
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subway cars currently jfl use on different mass transit

systems.
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CLAIMS :

l. A video system for displaying televised

material to passengers in a mass transit subway system, and

comprising at least one video display monitor adapted for

mounting inside a subway car so as to display televised

material to passengers riding therein, and a video signal

source unit operatively connected to said at least one

monitor.

2. The video system of claim 1 comprising a

plurality of video display monitors operatively connected

to a single video signal source unit.

3. The video system of claim 2 wherein the video

signal source unit comprises a video tape player, or video

disk player or computer-based digital video recorder.

4. The video system of claim 3 wherein the video

signal source system includes a pre—recorded video

transmission program for feeding to display on the monitors

of duration about 5-15 minutes.

5. The ‘video systenl of clainx 4 wherein the

program is repeatable, and includes a series of commercial

messages of 30 second — 1 minute duration.

6. The video systen1 of any preceding claim

wherein the video monitors are secured to the subway car at

a location of junction between wall and ceiling of the car,

with the screens of the monitors directed obliquely

downwardly towards the car seats.
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7. The video system of any preceding claim which

is sound free.

8. The video systenl of clainl l or clainl 2

wherein the video source unit is a television receiver for

receiving broadcast television signals from a remote

transmitter and supplying the signals to the video display

monitors.

9. The video system of any preceding claim, in

which the video display monitors include LCD screens.

10. A subway car for mass transportation and

comprising a video display system including at least one

video display monitor having a video screen, the monitor

being mounted in the subway car in a manner such that the

video screen thereof is readily visible to passengers in

the subway car, and a video signal source unit operatively

connected to said at least one monitor.

11. The subway car of claim 10 including a

plurality of said monitors, spaced along the length of the

car on opposed sides thereof.

12. The subway car of claim 11 including

longitudinal opposed sidewalls and a ceiling adjoining the

sidewalls, and wherein each said monitor is mounted at the

junction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screens of

the monitors directly obliquely downwardly towards the car

seats .

13. The subway car of claim 12 wherein the video

monitor screen is substantially flush with the adjacent

wall surface structure of the car.
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14. The subway' car of any of claims 10—13

wherein the video signal source unit comprises a video tape

player, a video disk player or computer-based digital video

recorder.

15. The subway car of any of claim 10—14 wherein

the video monitors include LCD screens.

16. The subway' car of any' of claims 10-15

including a self—contained.wiring-cabling system connecting

the video monitors to the video signal source unit.
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E] a. Translation of the application into English. Note a processing fee will be required if submitted
later than the appropriate 20 or 30 months from the priority date.

a The current translation is defective for the reasons indicated on the attached Notice of Defective
Translation. V ' g

[j b. Processing fee for providing the translation of the application and/or the Annexes later that the
- appropriate 20 or 30 months from the priority date (37 CFR 1.492(0).

Oath or declaration of the inventors, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (b). identifying the application

e period set forth below in order to complete the requirements for

by the International application number and international filing date.
[3 The current oath or declaration does not comply with 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (b) for the reasons indicatedon the attached PCT/DOIEOI9I7. -

fl Surcharge for providing the oath or declaration later that the appropriate 20 or 30 months from thepriority date (37 CFR 1.4 e))r . '
3. Additional claim fees of S as a large entity [:1 small entity. including any required multiple
dependent claim fee, are requir . pplicant m t mit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for
which fees are due (37 CFR I.492(g)). See attached PTO-8’75.

ALL OF THE ITEMS SET FORTH IN 2(n)-2(d) AND 3 ABOVE ST BE WITHIN ONE
MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR BY E] 21 OR MONTHS FROM THE PRIORITY
DATE FOR THE APPLICATION, WI-IICHEVER IS LATER. FA; TO PROPERLY RFSPOND WILL
RESULT IN ABANDONMENT.

The time period set above may be extended by filing a petition and fee for extension of time under the provisions of 37
CFR 1.136(a). ‘ ‘

4. Translation of the Annexes MUST be submitted no later that the time period set above or the annexes will be
cancelled. Note processing fee will be required if submitted later than 30 months from the priority date.
5. D The Article 19 amendments are cancelled since a translation was not provided by the appropriate 20 (37 CFR
l.494(d)) or 30 (37 CFR l.495(d)) months from the priority date.

Applicant is reminded that any communication to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed to the
address given in'_the heading and include the U.S. application no. shown above. (37 CFR 1.5)

A copy of thzs notice MUST be returned wrt th s response.
Enclosed: E] PCT/DOIEOI917 [1 Notice of Defective Translation .

a PTO-875 Vanda Wallace '
FORM PCT/DOIEO/905 (December 1997) Tclmtne’monul DE: (:2

asew
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430 RecjfiiCT/WO 1
Docket: 0859-96

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING %
certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service

with sufficient postage as First Class Mail in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner for

Patents, Washington, DC. 2023;, on Janugg 10 2 .
Cameron S. Gillig

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

-1 

In re PATENT application of )

Scott BLAIR ' ) Finance Division

Serial No. 09/423,284 )

Filed: November 8, 1999 )

For: SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM ) Date: January 10, 2000

SUBMISSION OF SMALL ENTITY STATEMENT

and

RE UEST FOR REFUND

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir:

The above-identified application was filed on November 8, 1999, together

with Check No. 69206 in the amount of $840.00 for the basic national filing fee.

Submitted herewith is a Verified Statement Claiming Small Entity Status —

Independent Inventor for filing in this application.

It is requested that a refund in the amount of $420.00 be credited to

Deposit Account 19-2380(0859-96) for one—half of this filing fee.

Respectfully submitted,

 
SIXBEY, FRIEDMAN, LEEDOM & FERGUSON, RC.

8180 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800

McLean, Virginia 22102

(703) 790—91 10
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~~ VERIFIED ‘STATEMENHDEGLAMII
' ‘ cuuwuc SMALL ENTITY STA'ms' .I-FRIEDMAN, LEEDOM e. FERGUSON, P.C.

 
 
 
 

(37 cm 1.9m AND 1.270») 11 States Patent Rights
INDEPENDENT INVENTOR .

g ' ' ' I ’ . ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. QfiEQ-SS

. Applicant: 5 BLAIR
Serial No: 23 2
Filed: , vem 1999

' For. SUBW Y MED ASY

. ' ” As 3 below named inventor. I hereby declare thatl quality as an independent inventorae defined
'in 37 CFR 1.9m for purposes of paying reduced fees under section 41(a) and (b) of True 35. United
States ¢ode. to Patent and Trademark Office with regard to the invention entitled;

 
SU WAY MEDI ' TEM

described in I

.. . I . , [1 the specificefion filed herewith
, « ' [X] appiiwfion serial no. 09142;,284. filed amen-“Lew 8. jggQ

[ ] patent no. , issued
  

‘ ' I have not assigned. granted. conveyed or licensed and am under no obligation under contract
or law lo assign. grant. convey or license. any rights in the invention to any person who could not be
classified as an Independent Inventor under 37 CFR 1.90:) ifthat person had made the irIVention. or to
any concern which would not quality as a small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or a nonprofit
orgahizafion under 37 CFR 1.9(3).

Each peIson. concern or organizafion to which i have assigned. granted. conveyed, or licensed
or am under an obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, convey, or license any rights in thew invention is listed below: 

[ ] no such person, ooncem. or organization
[ 1 persons. concerns or organizations Hated beiow'

\....-

' 'NdTE: Separate verified statements are required from each named person. concern or organization
having rights to the invention evening to their status as small enfilies. (37 CPR 1.27)

 
 

‘ FULL NAME

ADDRESS I
———————._.—_.__._____________

[1 individual [] Small Business Concern [] Nonprofit Organization

FULL NAME ’

' ADDRESS . _ .
l I —-——-——————-‘—-‘~—.——__.——__

I ] individual [ 1 Small Buslness Concern [ 1 Nonprofit Organizafion
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o’ I ' ' ‘ ,

.2-

moi/own?“ lea

. I I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent; notlfimfion of any change in status
' resulting In less of entitlement In small entity status plbr'lo paying. oral, the time of paying. the earliest
of tha'issue fee at any maintenance fee due after the date on which status as a small entity is no longer
appropnate (37 CFR 128(b)). ./’J' '

, I hereby declare mat all Statemenfgifiade herein of my own howleng are true and, that all
star'lenlents made on information and beliefare befiavad to be true: and funherlhat theseslallemenls were

statementa'mpy jeOpandize the validity of the application, any patent issuing thereon. or any patent toymich this verified, statement is directed. ‘
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i 420 Rec’d PCT/PTO A 8 NOV 1999'
FORM-PTO-1390 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NUMBER(Rev. 5-93]

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES 0859-96

DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/EO/US) USA... T M ,mmmmm .5,
CONCERNING A FILING UNDER 35 use. 371 )4 232 84

INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE PRIORITY DATE CLAIMED
PCT/CA98/OO439 6 May, 1998 (06.05.98) 7 May, 1997 (07.05.97)
TITLE OF INVENTION

SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

APPLICANTIS) FOR DO/EO/US

Scott BLAIR

Applicant herewith submits to the United States Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US) the following items and other information:

This is a FIRST submission of items concerning a filing under 35 U.S,C. 371.

This is a SECOND or SUBSEQUENT submissmn of items concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This is an express request to begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(fi) at any time rather than delay examination
until the expiration of the applicable time limit set in 35 U.S.C. 371(b) and the PCT Articles 22 and 39( ).

A proper Demand for International Preliminary Examination was made by the 191h month from the earliest claimed priority date.

A copy of the international Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2))

a. .transmitted herewith (required only if not transmitted by the international Bureau).
b. .has been transmitted by the International Bureau.

0. Dis not reqmred, as the application was filed In the United States Receivmg Office (RC/US)
A translation of the International Application into English (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).

Amendments to the claims of the International Application under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3))

a. Dare transmitted hereWIth (required only if not transmitted by the International Bureau).
b. .have been transmitted by the International Bureau.

c. Dhave not been made; however, the time limit for making such amendments has NOT expired.
d. Dhave not been made and will not be made.

A translation of the amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 (35 U,S.C. 371(c)(3)).

An oath or declaration of the inventoris) (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4)).EDD
10. A translation of the annexes to the International Preliminary Examination Report under PCT Article 36 (35 U,S.C. 371(c)(5)).

items 11. to 16. below concern other documenfls) or information included:

11. An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.

12. An assignment document for recording. A separate cover sheet in compliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.

13. A FIRST preliminary amendment.

A SECOND or SUBSEQUENT preliminary amendment.

A substitute specification.

A change of power of attorney and/or address letter.
IEIEIEIIEIEI

Other items or information:

Six (6) sheets of drawings (Figs. 1a-7)
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 ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NUMBER
0859-96 

lNTERNATlONAL APPLICATION NO.

PCT/CA98/OO439

$840.00

 

 

 

 

17. I The following fees are submitted: 

 Basic National Fee (37 CFR 1.492(a)(1)—(5)):

 Search Report has been prepared by the EPO or JPO

  international preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)  
 

$670.00

$760.00
N6 in'rér‘naéiéaai 'p're'Ii'nisr'Iér'y'eklainiriatibh'féé béia'tb'dséto' ié7' CPR '1148'2') ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
but international search fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.445(all2ll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

   
Neither international preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482) nor
international search fee (37 CFR 1.445(all2l) paid to USPTO . . $970.00 

 international preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)
and all claims satisfied provisions of PCT Article 33(2l-(4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 96.00

ENTER APPROPRIATE BASIC FEE AMOUNT

 
  

  

  

 
Surcharge of $130.00 for furnishing the oath or declaration later than
months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR 1.492(ell.

Numb. F..._
Total claims 18 -2o = —_
Independent cams-

“I‘Multiple dependent claim(s) (if applicable)

 
  
 
    
 

  eduction for 1/2 for filing by small entity, if applicable. Verified Small EntIty statement must also be
led. (Note 37 CFR 1.9, 1.27.1.28).

 
  

 SUBTOTAL 

    I rocessing fee of $130.00 for furnishing the English translation later than D 20 I: 30
I. months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR 1.492(fl).

 TOTAL NATIONAL FEE 

  
ee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR 1.21lhll. The assignment must be accompanied
y an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31). $40.00 per property +

 I A check in the amount of $840.00 to cover the above fees is enclosed.

 Please charge my Deposit Account No. 19-2380 in the amount of $enclosed. to cover the above fees. A duplicate copy of this sheet is

 
  
 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment to Deposit
Account No. 19—2380§0859-962. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.   

 

 

 

 
NOTE: Where an appropriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.494 or 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR 1.137la) or (b)) must be
filed and granted to restore the application to pending status.

 SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
 

 
 
 

 

Jeffrey L. Costellia

SIXBEY, FRIEDMAN, LEEDOM & FERGUSON, P.C.
8180 Greensboro Drive
Suite 800

McLean, Virginia 22102
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. Applicant: 5 BLAIR
Serial No: 23 2

Filed: ‘ vem 1999
' For. susw Y TV MED A svs

‘ t I, As a balaw named inventor. l hereby declare that] quality as an independent inventor as defined
'in 37 CPR 19$) for purposes of paying reduced fees under section 41(a) and (b) of Title 35. United
States (Jade. to Patent and Trademark Office with regard to the invention entitled;SU WAYTVMEDI ' TEM
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described in

.. . I . , [1 the specificafiun filed herewith
i ' ' [X] application serial no. 09142;?84. filed flogembi-r 8 Egg

[] patent no. , issued
  

. ' I hava not assigned. granted. conveyed or licensed and am under no obligation under contract
or law in assign, grant. convey or license. any rights in the Invention to any persan who could not be
classified as an independent anantor under 37 CFR 1.9(9) ifthat person had made the inVention. or to
any dance-m which would not quality as a small business cannem under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or a nnnprofit
organizafian Under :37 CFR 1.902).

Each person. condom or organization to which i have assignad. granted. conveyed, or licensed
or am under an obllgation under Contract or law in assign, grant, convey, or license any fights in meD invention is listed balaw: ‘

[ ]no such person, concern. or nrgsnizafinn
[ 1 persons, concerns or organizations rims beluw‘

' 'NdTE: separate varifieu statements are required from each named person. concern or organization
having rights to the invention avam'ng in their status as small Entities. (37 CPR '1 .27)

 
 

‘ FULL NAME _ ' '' r 4 ,

ADDRESS ' rW
——————~——-.—~—__._._.__.__.________

[] individual [] Small Business Concam [] Nonprofit Organization

FULL NAME .4.W’

' ADDRESS _ __ .' .
————-———-——___.__...._._.—_______

{] indiVidual [] Small Business Concern [] Nonpame Organization
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of the/issue fen or any malnfinance fee due after ttge date on which status as a small entity is an longer
appmprlate (37 CFR 1.2mm)

F l hereby declale that all statementérfiade harem of my own mudgg are true and, that all
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» madé with the mqwledge that willfur false statements and the like an made are. punishable by fine or
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statements may jeopardize the validity of the application, any patent issuing thereon. or any patent to
Mu'ch this verified statement is directed. ‘
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~ 1 Docket: 0859-96 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT application of )

Scott BLAIR )

Serial No. (New Application) ) Art Unit:

Filed: November 8, 1999 ) Examiner:

For: SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM ) Date: November 8, 1999

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Honorable Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231 
"iii:in: Sir:

9.9:

Please preliminarily amend the subject application as follows. 
W

Please amend claims 6, 7, 9, and 14-16 as follows:

Claim 6, line 1, delete "any preceding claim” and replace with ——any one of the

preceding claims——.

Claim 7, line 1, delete "any preceding claim" and replace with ——claim 1——.

Claim 9, line 1, delete "any preceding claim " and replace with --claim 1-—.
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— 2 — Docket: 0859-96

Claim 14, line 1, between "any" and "of" insert --one--.

Claim 15, line 1, delete "any of claims 1—14" and replace with ——claim 10——.

Claim 16, line 1, delete "any of claims 10—15” and replace with ——claim 10.--

REMARKS

Examination on the merits is respectfully requested.

If a conference would expedite prosecution of the instant application, the

Examiner is hereby invited to telephone the undersigned to arrange such a

conference. 
E

"ii"?!
Respectfully submitted,

   ostellia

No. 35,483

SIXBEY, FRIEDMAN, LEEDOM & FERGUSON, RC.

8180 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800

McLean, Virginia 22102

(703) 790-9110

(703) 883-0370 FAX

F :\DATA\wp2\CGILL\O859\O96\Preliminary Amendment.wpd
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SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM;::::::===:::::::::7rr~

This invention relates to video display systems,

and more specifically to video display systems mounted in

5 and operating in mass transit subway cars.

It is commonplace to provide visual advertising

displays such as posters in mass transit subway cars, where

the displays are available for reading by subway passengers

10 during travel. It is also known to equip subway cars with

closed circuit television. cameras, for surveillance of

passenger behaviour and other safety checks. Images of

such surveillance are either displayed at a central

security facility, or recorded for subsequent viewing in

15 the event of safety problems.

It is also commonplace to equip subway cars with

audio public address systems for a myriad of uses,

including transit service announcements, community service

20 events, advertising, safety and emergency procedures, as

well as inter—staff communications. 
Proposals have been made previously' to equip

other transportation items, especially aircraft, with

25 television or video systems, primarily for the

entertainment of passengers on long journeys. Examples of

such systems in the patent literature can be found in U.S.

Patent 4,647,980 Steventon et al., U.S. Patent 4,630,821

Greenwald, U.S. Patent 4,352,124 Kline, U.S. Patent

30 5,123,728 Gradin et al., and U.S. Patent 3,457,006 Brown et

al.

Entertainment of passengers on subway cars has

until now generally been ignored, since the average journey

35 taken by a passenger on a mass transit subway system is

usually short, lasting perhaps fifteen minutes.
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Nevertheless, subway transit riders offer an attractive

audience for visual advertising messages, as evidenced by

the proliferation of advertising signs which commonly adorn

a subway car. In addition, mass transit systems such as

subways are in need of extra sources of revenue, to keep

passenger fare structures at an affordable level as

operating costs rise, and to avoid decreased ridership as

a result.

It is an object of the present invention. to

provide a public service message display system,

entertainment system and advertising system for mass

transit subway cars.

It is a further object to provide a novel source

of extra revenue for a mass transit subway system.

The present invention provides a television

public service message display, entertainment and

advertising system for subway cars, in which television

monitors are provided at spaced intervals in subway cars,

to display short duration. televisual entertainment and

advertising features to subway' riders. The systenx is

designed so that advertising spots on it can be sold by the

transit system to potential advertisers and sponsors, for

extra revenues for the transit system. It takes advantage

of the fact that subway riders are, for the most part,

occupying a subway car under relatively crowded conditions

but for only a relatively brief duration. They are looking

for something on which to focus their attention during

their brief ride, whilst at the same time often finding it

inconvenient to open. newspapers, magazines or the like

under crowded circumstances and becoming bored by static

advertising or other‘ displays around. them. The present
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invention provides properly positioned television monitors

displaying moving images of news items, advertising

material and the like, viewable by substantially all riders

in.the car, and filling their need for visual entertainment

during the brief duration of their subway ride.

Thus, according to the present invention, from

one aspect, there is provided a video system for displaying

televised material to passengers in a mass transit subway

car, and comprising at least one video display monitor

adapted for mounting inside a subway car so as to display

televised materials to passengers riding therein, and a

video signal source unit operatively connected to said at

least one monitor.

According to a second aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a subway car for mass

transportation and comprising a video display system

including at least one video display monitor having a video

screen, the monitor being mounted in the subway car in a

manner such. that the video screen thereof is readily

visible to passengers in the subway car, and a video signal

source unit operatively connected to said at least one

monitor.

The term "video signal source unit" as used

herein embraces player units for playing pre—recorded video

material, such as computer—based digital video recorders

(including CD—ROM players), video tape players and video

disk players, and television receivers for receiving live

or pre-recorded broadcast television signals from a remote

transmitter and supplying these to the video display

monitors mounted in the subway cars. One system according

to the invention utilizes receivers including computer—
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based digital video recorders for receiving broadcast

television signals from a remote transmitter as the video

signal source unit. Such video signal source unit can be

located either within the mass transits‘ premises or on a

remote broadcasting site. Alternatively, the invention

utilizes a video tape player, a video disk player, or a

computer-based digital video recorder, as the Video signal

source unit. The video signal source unit may be located

in the same subway car as that in which the monitor or

monitors are located, or in adjacent or remote cars of the

same train, with the necessary operative connection between

the player and the monitor(s). An individual subway car

can be equipped with its own video signal source unit,

connected to a plurality of monitors mounted at different,

appropriately‘ chosen. locations along the length. of the

subway car. .Alternativelyy one central video signal source

unit can. be located in one car of subway‘ train, and

connected to monitors in some or all of the cars of the

train, to provide a central video signal source unit for

the train.

Computer (PC) based digital video recorders

basically transmit video signals from a hard drive or CD—

ROM storage. They are however also capable of receiving

transmitted input at intervals, e.g. news item updates, at,

say, hourly intervals, to add to their stored transmittable

video data. In this sense they also act as television

receivers.

The video signal source unit and video display

monitors used in the present invention can be of known,

standard form, obtainable as off the shelf items from

manufacturers and sales outlets. The connections between

them, for display of televised material, are also standard
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and well within the skill of the art. For example, use can

be made of the existing subway infrastructune by which

audio announcements are currently transmitted.

Alternatively, the connections may be by use of coaxial

cables, fibre optics, cell phone systems or satellite

transmission, or by other appropriate means.

A preferred system according to the invention is

a subway car or plurality of subway cars equipped with a

plurality of television. monitors, especially LCD—based

television monitors, and a video signal source comprising

a video tape player, video disk player or computer—based

digital video recorder, the video signal source and the

monitors being interconnected by suitable electrical cable

systems which are self—contained within the subway car. In

this way, new subway cars can be built with the video

system or parts thereof installed, and usable on

substantially any transit system, since the operation of

the video system is independent of any previously installed

track, tunnel or control systems.

The video system according to the present

invention provides a means for communicating a very wide

range of information to viewers in an environment ideally

suited to communicating short video messages to viewers,

especially commercial messages or sponsored community

service, or informational news bytes. Most subway rides

are of short duration, e.g. 15—30 minutes or less. It is

normally undesirable to play television programs of any

significant length to subway passengers for fear of

distracting them from their proper points of interchange

and disembarkation on the subway system. However, the

system according to the invention is ideally suited for

displaying a series of short, 30 second — 1 minute
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messages, in. sequence, such as a series of commercial

messages. These can range from straightforward advertising

as seen on commercial television, or the type of news feed

with. corporate sponsorship as seen‘ by' cable television

viewers, with news services provided by specialized

companies in this business. If the information is

delivered by video tape player, video disk player or

computer—based digital video recorder, it can be repeated

at intervals of, say, 5—15 minutes, based upon the average

duration of individual subway rides, i.e. the pre—recorded

program is of total duration of about 5—15 minutes. If the

feed is delivered from an outside source, its delivery

depends on the package of the server, and according to

agreement between the purchaser and the mass transit

management, and other interested parties as necessary.

Typically, the television images displayed by the

monitors of the system according to the invention do not

incorporate sound, though they may contain rolling script,

similar to cable television news channels, or similar to

closed—captioning for the hearing impaired. This avoids

risk of interference with announcements being played to

passengers through the normal audio address system carried

by the subway train, and avoids adding to the general noise

level experienced by passengers on the subway cars, a noise

level which. is commonly' quite high even under normal

running conditions. However, sound may be incorporated

where appropriate, for example in safety” or emergency

situations, or to mark the beginning of a message to which

the subway or transmission provider wishes to call

attention.

The manner in which the video display monitors

are disposed and mounted in the subway car depends to some
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extent on the design. of the subway‘ car itself. Such

designs can vary between different subway systems.

Normally from 6—12 such colour monitors are provided in

each subway car, suitably of 12”-13” size, spaced along the

length of the car, and disposed above the windows of the

car, in a manner and at a location which does not interfere

with the operation of any other essential element of the

car (door operation, lights, heating, air conditioning

etc.). A subway car is normally constructed so that it has

a cavity wall, defined between its outer structural shell

and its inner lining wall, the cavity providing for wiring

and cables and other mechanical functions, and, at places,

containing insulation. The video display monitors in the

system of the invention are suitably mounted in the cavity

wall.

Li a preferred arrangement, the video display

monitors have a strong metal frame construction, fixed to

the frame of the subway car. The screens are preferably

covered with a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of

polycarbonate, shaped to coincide with the shape of the

internal wall of the subway car at the location of

mounting. For example, when the monitor is mounted at the

junction of the wall and ceiling of the subway car, where

there is commonly provided a concavely curved segment of

internal wall, the transparent cover unit is suitably

similarly concavely curved, so that it can be mounted as a

continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mounted behind it. The screen is

suitably angled downwardly, for best viewing by passengers

seated opposite the screen. The entire structure of the

monitor, including the cover unit if used, is suitably

housed in a stainless steel or strong plastic casement,

designed to appear integral with the subway car, without
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visible edges or protuberances, and matching the materials

and colours of the subway car interior.

The video nwnitors used in the system of the

present invention can be of standard, cathode ray tube—

based design. Such monitors have the advantage of economy,

being mass-produced items manufactured CH1 a very large

scale. They are eminently' suitable for use in most

embodiments according to the invention, and can be viewed

clearly from a variety of angles. However, in circumstances

where the subway car in operation encounters locations of

large magnetic field, it is possible that the picture

displayed on a CRT monitor will be distorted as the monitor

moves through such location. Any such distortion effect

can be reduced by surrounding the monitor, to an extent

practical and consistent with its provision of full visual

diéplay, with an appropriate shield such as a steel or

other ferromagnetic casement. Where such a magnetic field

problem turns out to be particularly acute, the CRT~type

monitor may be replaced by a monitor incorporating a colour

liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, which.is not Sensitive

to intermittent encountering of external magnetic fields.

Specific preferred embodiments of the present

invention are illustrated in the accompanying diagrammatic

drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows in plan view (Fig. 1A) and in side

elevation (Fig. 1B), an existing subway car as used on the

Toronto Transit Systenx with indications of appropriate

locations for nmunting video monitors according to the

invention;
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Figure 2 is a sectional view of a subway car

according to the invention with video monitors in place;

Figure 3 is a detail, in section, of an existing

subway car illustrating the location for receiving a video

monitor according to the invention;

Figure 4 is a detail similar to Fig. 3, with the

video monitor in place;

Figure 4A is a view, similar to Fig. 4, of an

alternative embodiment;

Figure 5 is a detail in perspective view, of a

Subway' car equipped with a monitor according to one

embodiment of the invention;

Figure 6 is a detail similar to Fig. 5 but of a

further alternative embodiment;

Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 6, showing

the general appearance when the monitor is operating.

A typical subway car 10, as illustrated in Figs.

1A and 1B, is equipped with sliding doors l2 and windows

14, spaced at convenient intervals along the length of the

car. Passenger seats, in sets of 2's and 3‘s, are disposed

beneath and alongside the windows 14, clear of the doors

12, some sets 16 being inward facing, other sets 18 being

forward facing and other sets 20 being rearward facing.

Suitable locations for video monitors 22 in

accordance with the invention are at the junction of wall

and ceiling of subway car 10, above the windows 14 and
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clear of the doors 12. They are thus disposed opposite to

sets of inward facing seats 16, and angled downwardly for

ease of viewing of passengers 24 seated in such inward

facing seats 16, as shown in Fig. 2, with direct sight

lines 26, but visible to passengers seated elsewhere, and

standing in the car 10. A video player 23 is suitably

located in the driver's cab 27 (Fig. 1A), and connected to

all the monitors 22 by cables (not showing) disposed in the

cavity walls of the car.

Fig. 3 shows a detail of the car 10, at the

location where a monitor 22 is to be installed. The car

wall has an outer' shell 28 in. which windows 14 are

sealingly mounted, and structural pillars 30 Haunted at

intervals and secured.to the vertical structural member 32.

Centrally secured to the exterior skin and body structure

of body 34 of the car is a main air duct 36 and a housing

38 carrying ceiling lights running substantially the full

length of the car 10. The space between. the ceiling

housing 38 and the top of the pillars 30 is normally

occupied by back lit advertising panels 40. Removal of

appropriate portions of these panels 40 provides space for

location of video monitors 22, according to the preferred

embodiment of the invention.

Thus as shown in Fig. 4, the video monitor 22 is

enclosed and rigidly mounted in its own enclosure 42, of

stainless steel, rigid plastic or the like. The enclosure

in turn is secured to the top of structural pillar 30 and

the side of housing 38, in a space between the ends of

illuminated. panels 40, and protruding rearwardly' to a

position adjacent the outer part of the exterior skin and

body structure 34. The front wall of enclosure 42 is

comprised of a clear transparent polycarbonate shield 44,
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through which the screen 46 the monitor 22 is clearly

visible. The screen 46 is angled downwardly for best

viewing by a passenger 24 seated opposite. The enclosure

42 with. monitor 22 therein. and. connections protruding

outwardly therethrough is removable as a unit, for

replacement or service.

An alternative embodiment is illustrated in Fig.

4A, a view similar to that of Fig. 4. In this alternative

embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD—

based video monitor 22A. which. is of thin, rectangular

cross—section, and occupies less space in the ceiling

structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be moved towards

the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially

flush with or even behind the light panel 40. This use of

an LCD—based monitor gives a better aesthetic appearance to

the inside of the subway’ car as a whole, as well as

improving the display performance by minimizing the

interference effects, as previously discussed. An

appropriately shaped enclosure 42A for the LCD—based

monitor, with transport screen 44A, replaces enclosure 42

for the CRT video monitor, and is similarly wounted in

place.

Fig. 5 shows a front, perspective view of the

arrangement shown in section in Fig. 4. The monitor 22 and

its covering shield. 44 are recessed behind. the upper

portion of the adjacent advertising panels 40, and the

sides of the enclosure 42 protrude inwardly from the lower

portion of panels 40. This provides ease of access to the

enclosure 42 for its removal when necessary.

An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.

Here the polycarbonate shield 44 is convexly curved, and is
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disposed further forward from the monitor screen 44. The
shield 44 now blends with. forward facing part 48 the

exterior skin and body structure 34, to provide a perhaps

more aesthetically appealing arrangement. In Fig. 7, there

is diagrammatically illustrated the arrangement of Fig. 6

in practical Operation. Poster-type illuminated

advertisements are provided by advertising panels 40

flanking the video monitors 22, whilst the video monitor

22, disposed at intervals along the length of the car 10,

show video information and/or advertising spots, at

convenient, easily ‘viewed locations and disposition to

passengers riding in the car 10.

It will be appreciated that the specific

embodiments illustrated and described herein are by way of

example only, and are not to be construed as limiting on

the scope of the invention. The description. pertains

specifically to the type of subway car currently in use in

the Toronto Transit System, and illustrates a means and

location for mounting the video monitors in such a system.

Details of construction, and hence details of appropriate

mounting for video monitors may differ from subway system

to subway system according to the form of car in use. Such

mounting details do not depart fron1 the scope of the

present invention. In all cases, it is contemplated that

a plurality of monitors will be provided in each car, each

rigidly mounted_at a convenient location clear of the doors

and windows, and at a disposition where it can be viewed by

passengers riding the subway car, without difficulty. The

provision. of such video monitors mounted in their‘ own

enclosures as faced with adescribed herein, and

transparent screen of, for example, polycarbonate, allows

for considerable variation in the detail of mounting means

and locations, to adapt them to different constructions of
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CLAIMS:

1. A 'video system for displaying televised

material to passengers in a mass transit subway system, and

comprising at least one video display monitor adapted for

mounting inside a subway car so as to display televised

material to passengers riding therein, and a video signal

source unit operatively connected to said at least one

monitor.

2- The video system of claim 1 comprising a

plurality of video display monitors operatively connected

to a single video signal source unit.

3. The video system of claim 2 wherein the video

signal source unit comprises a video tape player, or video

disk‘player or computer-based digital video recorder.

4. The video system of claim 3 wherein the video

signal source system includes a pre—recorded video

transmission program for feeding to display on the monitors

of duration about 5—15 minutes.

5. The video systew1 of clainl 4 wherein. the

program is repeatable, and includes a series of commercial

messages of 30 second — 1 minute duration.

6. The ‘video systenl of any' preceding claim

wherein the video monitors are secured to the subway car at

a location of junction between wall and ceiling of the car,

with the screens of the monitors directed obliquely

downwardly towards the car seats.
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7. The video system of any preceding claim which

is sound free.

8. The video systent of clainm l or clainl 2

wherein the video source unit is a television receiver for

receiving broadcast television signals from a remote

transmitter and supplying the signals to the video display

monitors.

9. The video system of any preceding claim, in

which the video display monitors include LCD screens.

10. A subway car for mass transportation and

comprising a video display system including at least one

video display monitor having a video screen, the monitor

being mounted in the subway car in a manner such that the

video screen thereof is readily visible to passengers in

the subway car, and a video signal source unit operatively

connected to said at least one monitor.

11. The subway car of clahn 10 including a

plurality of said monitors, spaced along the length of the

car on opposed sides thereof.

12. The subway car of claim 11 including

longitudinal opposed sidewalls and a ceiling adjoining the

sidewalls, and wherein each said monitor is mounted at the

junction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screens of

the monitors directly obliquely downwardly towards the car

seats.

13. The subway car of Claim 12 wherein the video

monitor screen is substantially flush with the adjacent

wall surface structure of the car.
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14. The subway car of any of claims 10—13

wherein the video signal source unit comprises a video tape

player, a video disk player or computer—based digital video

recorder.

15. The subway car of any of claim 10—14 wherein

the video monitors include LCD screens.

16. The subway' car of any" of claims 10—15

including a self—contained.wiring—cabling systewtconnecting

the video monitors to the video signal source unit.
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ABSTRACT

A television system for subway cars (10) includes a plurality of TV

monitors (22) mounted at intervals along the cars (10), at the junction of the

sidewall and the ceiling, and a central Video signal source unit (23) such as a

video tape player, video disk player, computer-based digital video recorder or

television receiver, connected to the video monitors (22). Programs of short

duration, e.g. 5—15 minutes, matching the average length of a subway ride, and

comprising advertising messages, news bytes and the like are played and

displayed in the monitors repeatedly during the subway ride.
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Mandataire : 
' Réseau international de television, cable, dans les avions. visionnée en direct at enregistree. sur postes lndi— Ividuels.

g? La présente invention.conceme un nouveau procédér isant un réseau vidéo couleur.céblé.intemational.ins-
tallé a herd: des avions,trains,cars.aéroglisseurs.ba-
teaux,contrélé par ordinateur.diffusant simultanément 1 a
100 chaines.gratuites.par fibre optiqueJe visionnage s’ef— .'
fectue sur poste de télévision individuelmuni de casque
stéréo et sur écran géant.Une antenne collective capte les
satelittes.et des Iecteurs: cassettes et disques vidéo diffu-
sent des programmes enregistrésle réseau possede un
circuit fermé: caméra intérieure et extérieure pour l'usage
de la compagnie.Le confort des passagers est amélioré.
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Le procédé de la présente invention consiste en une maniére

d'opérer pour réaliser un nouveau produit de grande consomma-

tion,sur 1e plan mondia1,en faisant'fonctionner un ensemble de

dispositifs.

Cette invention,concerne une pluralité de dispositifs liés

.entre eux de telle sorte qu'ils ferment un seul coneept inven-
tif. ' "'

Ainsi,1e procédé mis en place selon 1a présente invention

crée des produits qui déooulent directement de lui.

vLa,présente inventionyconcerne un nouveau procédé réaii—

sant un réseau vidéo cable internationa1,programmé et contr61é

par ordinatenr,ayant plusieures chaines de télévision,diffusant

des programmes,simultanément,en couleur systéme : SECAM,PAL,

NTSC,insta11é a bord : des avions,trains,cars,aéroglisseurs,

bateauxgpour 1a communication d'informations en circuit fermé

Specifiques & chaque oompagnie,et»1e visionnage de programmes

de détente : en direct diffuses par satelittes et captés par une

antenne collective,et des programmes pré-enregistrés : sur des

cassettes et disques vidéo,dont 1e visionnage est assuré sur

des pastes individuels et collectifs : a tube cathodiques on a

criStaux liqfiides,munis de casques stéréo.
Traditionnellement,notamment dans le domaine de 1'aviation

on diffuse sur le plan internationa1,pendant les vols,des films

par projection cinematographique,collective,dont les passagers

qui sont des consommateurs,n'ont aucune possibilité de choix.

En_subissant cette diffusion,1e libre arbitre n'existe pas.

Par consequent,ce concept linite 1a liberté individuelle et

le comfort personnel de chaque passager.

Le procédé,selon l'invention,permet de remédier a cet incon—

vénient.

Il comparte,en effet,un poste de télévision couleur indivi-

due1,muni d'un casque stéréo,grace auquel chaque passager peut

choisir,5 n'importe quel moment,une des chaines commerciales,

diffusée simultanément et gratuitement,dans le cadre du-présent
réseau.
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Etant une Premiere Mondiale,un trés grand choix de program7
mes de détente et d'informations,en plusieures langues,est pro-

posé quotidienement.

Ainsi réalisé,le présent procédé,se10n l'invention,fait fonc-

tionner 1e plus vaste réseau vidéo cablé,couleur,commercial,du,

monde,étant donné qu'il s'applique dans 1e cadre de toutes les

compagnies de transport nationales et internationales,concré—
tisant un nouveau concept.

Ce procédé de visionnage,vidéo couleur,sur poste de télévi—

,sion individue1,pour chaque passager,notamment dans les avions,

constitue un dispositif de communication audio-visuel de grande

consommation.

Differents types d'avions étant en service,actue11ement,surV

1e plan international,chaque compagnie attribue un espace bien é

spécifique pour chaque fauteuil. -

Par consequent,l'insta1ation de chaque poste de télévision

.individue1,pour améliorer 1e confort de chaque passéger,sera
réalisé tenant compte des facteurs suivants : a) espace entre

les fauteuils,'b) éclairage d'ambiance, c) éciairage indivir
duel, d) inclinaison des fauteuils, e) angles de vision de

chaque utilisateur, tout en respectant les normes internatio-

nales fie sécurité,notamment l'alimentation en courant électri-
ques : secteur,piles,accumulateurso

Le cablage vidéo de chaque avion,ou moyen de transport,de
ce vaSte réseau internationa1,dont 1e visionnage est réalisé.

sur un écran géant collectif et sur des postes individuels,
constitue un nouveau dispositif,selon l'invention,formant un

seul concept.

Les écrans de télévision couleur,installes dans chaque avion,

ou moyen de transport,ont : a) pour 1e poste collectif,é cris-

ta w‘liquides : une diagonale maximale de 3 metres, et b)pour
chaque poste individue1,une diagonale comprise entre 10 et 40

centimétres,maximum.

Selon les variantes,du present procédé,chaque poste indivi-

duel est installé :

- sur un support fixé sur l'accoudoir de chaque fauteuil,

étant orientable 5 360°

- sur un support fixé sur 1'accoudoir de chaque fauteuil,

étant escamotable,té1éscopique et orientable a 360°

- sur un support fixé au p1ancher,entre les 2 fauteuils,
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étant téléscopique et orientable a 360°

— sur les dossiers des fauteuils,en face de chaque passager,

étant fixé sur un support téléscopique et orientable a 560°.
Le cablage,du présent procédé,est réalisé grace a un dispoe

sitif utilisant des fibres optique5,qui diffusent simultane—

ment plusieures chaines,couleur :

a) communication interne,en circuit fermé,spécifique a

chaque compagnie de transfiort : informations diversseslnotam-

ment mésures de securité,fuseaux horaires,météo,

b) 1a diffusion directe d'émissions émises par les satel-

lites,captées grace I a une antenna collective,

c) diffusion de programmes d'informations et de détente,

pré—enregistrés : sur cassettes et disques vidéo,chaque chaine

ayant son ou ses propres<fgcteurs.) >

'L'ensemble du présent procédé,de ce dispositif de réseau

i-vidéo c3blé,international,est programme et suivi automatique-

ment,en permanenCe;autant dans 1'ensemble,qu'individuellement

pour chaque avion,ou moyen de transport,par un ordinateur gé-

néral ainsi que des mini ordinateurs.
I Par exemple,l'antenne collective qui capte les émiSsions

diffusées par-1es satelittes est programmée et suiVie automa-

tiquement,de meme que le diSPOSitif des lecteurs vidéo : cas—

'settes et disques. I V _ ‘

Cet important réseau mondial,vidéo c3b1é,diffuse siméultané-

ment plusieures chaines commerciales et a caractére thématique,

en plusieures langues.

Le nombre de chines diffusées,simultanément,dans chaque\

avion ou moyen de transport,est compris entre 1 a 100.

Le procédé de la présente invention concerne une pluralité

de dispositifs liés entre eux formant un seul concept inventifol

Ainsi,pour augmenter encore plus 1e confort individuel de -

chaque passager,dans 1e cadre des compagnies de transport,no—

tamment 1e choix des programmes d'informations et de détente,

une autre variante,de ce réseau,du present procédé,consiste a

utiliser toujours des postes individuels de télévision couleur

ayant un lecteuf vidéo : cassette ou disque,incorporé. ‘

Pendant 1a diffusion des programmes,proposés par les dif-

férentes chines commerciales,les passagers ponrront visionner

des films,spots,pub1icitaires de marques nationales et interna-
tionales.
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Tenant compte du nombre de compagnies d'aviation,de vols

quotidiens,ainsi que de 1'ensemb1e de transports terrestres .

trains,cars,et maritimes : aéroglisseurs,bateaux,1es annonceurs

publicitaires pourront ainsi bénéficier,grgce au present disa

positif,se10n 1'invention,du plus vaste réseau cablé de télé-

vision du monde.

' ‘Ces publicités sont
L'ensemble des compagnies de transport,trouveront grace

au présent procédé un intérét technico—financier évident pour

leur rentabilisation commerciale et leur confort. '

Par l'utilisation de ces dispositifs techniques,un nonveau'

progrés conceptual est réalisé.

_ Afin d'améliorer 1a securité des passagers et des avionsg

une camera de télévision couleur,té1écommandée et orientable

a 360°,fonctionnant en circuit fermé,sera installée.Une vue in-

terieure : générale et zoom,de chaque avion on moyen de trans-

bort sera diffusée uniquement sur un moniteur,visionné par un

membre de la compagnie.

Cette caméra est dissimulée,et fixée au plafond.

Toujours dans le cadre du présent réseau de télévision cae

b1ée,une autre caméra couleur sera instalée a 1'extérieur de

360°;afin de permeté

\

1‘avion,étant télécommandée et orientable a

tre aux passagers d'admirer en direct sur leurs postes indivi—

duels ainsi que sur 1e poste collectif,écran géant,1es paysages

pendant le-v01,ainsi Que 1e décollage et 1'atterrissage.Ainsi,

méme 1e5‘passagers ne se trouvant pas assis auprés des hublots
pourront profiter grace au present dispositif,d'une magnifique

vue extérieure. . I

Grace au present procédé ,utilisant des postes individuels

de télévision,1'attention des enfants,voyageant dans les :

trains,cars,aéroglisseurs,bateaux,pourra étre captée d'une ma-

avions

niére certaine,amé1iorant 1e confort des autres passagers.

Les personnes qui ont des problémes lors des déplacements

en avion,et bateau,notamment : inhibitions,ma1aiSes,provoqués

par un état nerveux,pourront trouver grace au présent procédé

'vidéo une distraction immédiate.La tendance actuelle étant d'in-

terdire,de plus en p1us,la fumée des cigarettes dans les lieux

publiques,1es fumeurs se trouvent dans un état de stress,notam-

ment pendant des voyages de longue durée.

Le présent procédé de réseau vidéo cablé installé dans
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chaque : avion,train,car,aéroglisseur,bateau,dont 1e visionhage

des émissions est éffectué sur des postes individuels de télé—

vision,apporte une nouVeauté absolue sur le plan international,
employant un ensemble de dispositifs techniques trés performants;‘

170 Indéniablement,une ére nouvelle s'ouvre,gr3ée 5 1a présente
invention dans le domaine de la communication audio-visuelle

individualle,dans 1es moyens de transport collecfiifs.'
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REVENDICATIONS

1) Procédé en ce qu'il comporte un réseau vidéo céblé internatio—

nal programme et contralé en permanence par ordinateur,diffusafit

simultanément 1 a 100 chaines de television couleur,systéme': SECAE

PeL,NTSC,insta11é é bord des avions,trains,cars,aéroglisseurs,ba—‘

teaux,pour 1a communication d'informafiions spécifiques a cheque

compagnie,sa securité et celle des voyageurs,et 1e visionnage de

programmes ée détente : en direct,captés des satelittes grace é

une'antenne,ainsi que des programmes pré—enregistrés sur des casa

settes et vidéo disques,1e visionnage étant assuré sur un poste

individuel,pour ehaque passager,auni d'un-casque stéréoget sur un___.

écran géant collectif;

'2) Dispositif selon la revendication 1 caracfiérisé en ce que 1e

cablage vidéo,dans Cheque avian ou moyen de transpor£,pour chaque

euil et pour l'écran collecfiif9est réalisé par des fibres op-
tiques,diffusant : 1 é 100'chaines,simultauéuenfie

n

positif selon la revendication 1,2,caractérisé par 1e via
:3

V
t [.l. m

ndividuel sur paste de télévisioesdonfi 1a diagonale de5 i

l'éc“an est comprise entre 10 et 40 centimetresgmaximumgé tube ca—
0

o

I

u - cristaux liquidesgmuni‘de casque steééoo

" ssitif selon 1a revendicatiou 1,4,caractéri é par 1e vi-

-sionnfi~e,simu1tané,sur un paste de télévision couleur,é cristaux
Cl

11 uides,écran géant,collectif,dont 1a diagonale maximale esfi de

3 métres,chaque passager utilisant un casque stéréo individuel.

Dispositif selon la revendication l,2,3,caractérisé en ce que\n

1'emplacement de cheque poste de fiélévision,iadividue1,est réalisé

en fonction de cheque compagnie,selon les veriantes .

a sur un Support fizé sur l'accoudoir de cheque fauteuil,étant‘

orientable & 360° I

— sur un support fixé sur l'accoudoir do chaque fauteuil,étant

escamotable,té1éscopique et orienfiable a 300°

— sur un support fixé au planchergentre les 2 fauteuilsgétant

téléscopique et orientable a 360° ‘

- sur les dossiers des fauteuilsgen face de cheque passages:-9

su" En support téléscopique et.orientable 5 360°.

3

’
e

5) Disnositif selon 1a revendication 1,2, ,é,caractérisé en ce
0
-nne collecfiive qui capte les satelitte591es émissidns

uiffLsées,est grogrammée et suivie automatiquementgen permanence,
c

sitif selou 1a revendication 1,5,en ce que le lecteur
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Ge cassettes ei disques vidéo est individue1,branché sur le poste

de télévision de chaque passager,et selon une Variante 1e lecteur

est encastré dans ce postetfonctionnat sur piles Ouiaccumulateurs.

8) Dispositif selon 1a revendication 1,2,en ce qu'une caméra de

-té1évision couleur,té1écommandé,orientable a 360°,transmet des i-

mages en direct sur un moniteur,visionné uniquement par un membre

de la compagnie,afin d'assurer en permanence 1a securité intérieu-

re de chaque avian ou moyen de transport,ainsi que celie des voyay

geurs : vue géhérale et zoom. I ‘

9) DiSpositif selon 1a revendication 1,2,3,4, en ce_qu'une caméfa

de téiévision oculeur,télécommandé et orientable a 560° est placée
sous la fuselage et selon une variante sur le fuselage de l'avion

.ou la toit des moyens de transport : trains,cars,aéroglisseursgba—

_teau;,transmettant des images en direct sur chaque écran de télée

visiongiudividuel Pour chaque'passager at sur l'écran collectif:

paysages en vol,décollage,atterissage,etc.,tout en assurant 1a se-
curité de chaque avian ou moyen de transport a respectant 1es lois

igueur interaationales.:-
:v

. . . . - . p . n
10 Elsposatlx selon 1a reVendlcatlon 1,2,9,&,5,6,7,o,9,en ceV

ou‘un mini-ordinateur diffuse son programme et contr6le l'ensemble

des disposifiifs du réseau video c5b1é,internatidna1,dans le cadre

fie chaque avian ou moyen de t"ansport,étant relié aux autres mini-

o‘élnaieurs par la maven ée disqueétes inter-changeablesgétant

rd'nateur central qti les programme et les contraleO0 In.W l" (0‘ U 1")H dIx 0

mIn.4 [- OH Et}0H0 (I) Chout 1a mémoire camprend l'ensemble des moyens de
J

treaslort : aviafiioa,terrestre,naricime.
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The process of the present invention consists of a means of operation in order to create a -

new product of mass consumption, on a worldwide basis, by putting to use a collection of
devices. ’

This invention concerns a plurality of devices linked together in a manner so that they

form a single inventive concept. I
. Accordingly, the process created according to the present invention creates products

which filow directly from it. _ _
The present invention concerns a new procedure which creates an international cable

network, prograrmned and controlled by computer, having a plurality of television channels,

' broadcasting programs simultaneously, in color system: SECAM, PAL, NTSC, installed on board:

airplanes, trains, buses, hovercrafts, ships; for, communicating information in closed circuits for

specific parties; and for watching leisure programs: broadcast live from satellites and collected by

a collective antenna; and prerecorded programs: on cassettes or video disks, the viewing ofwhich

is assured on individual or collective terminals: through cathode ray tube terminals or liquid

crystal terminals, and including stereo earphones. _ '
. Traditionally, particularly in field of aviation, movies are broadcast on a universal basis,

during flights, by collective cinematographic projection, as a result of which the passengers, the

consumers, have no possibility of choice. .

With this type ofbroadcasting,*the freedom of choice does not exist. ,

In consequence, this concept limits the individual freedom and personal comfort of each

The process, according to the invention, provides a remedy for this inconvenience.

It consists, in practice, of an individual color television, equipped with stereo earphones,

which would allow each passenger to chose, at any time, one of these commercial channels, '

broadcasted simultaneously and without charge, within the scope of the presented network.

Page 2

Being a world premiere, a very large choice of leisure and informative programs, in many '

languages, is offered every day. ’ ' _ ‘ ’ '

Thus understood, the present process in accordance with the invention, operates the

biggest commercial color video cabled network in the world, since it applies to the network of

every transportation company whether national or international, putting in concrete form a new _
concept. . '

This viewing process, color video, on individual television sets, for each passenger,

specially in airplanes, constitutes an audiovisual communication apparatus of wide usage.

Since different types of airplanes are currently in service on an international plan, each

company attributes a specific space for each seat. ' .

’ Consequently, the installation of each individual television set, in order to improve the

comfort of each passenger, will be done in accordance to the following factors: a) space between

chairs, b) surrounding light, 0) individual lighting, d) chair inclination, e) the view angle of each
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user, at the same time respecting international safety standards, specially the electrical current

feed: area, batteries, storage cells. ‘ _
The video cabling of each airplane, or transportation vehicle, of this vast international

network, on which viewing is made possible through a communal large screen and through

individual sets, constitutes a new apparatus, according to the invention, forming one single

concept.

The color television screens installed in each airplane or transportation vehicle, have: a)

' for the collective set, with liquid crystals: a diagonal of 3 meters maximum, and b) for each

individual set, a diagonal of 10 to 40 centimeters maximum. .

According to the variables of the present process, each individual set is installed:

- on a fixed support, placed on the arm of each chair, having a 360° orientation

-. on a fixed support, placed on the arm of each chair, retractable, telescopic and having a

360‘.> orientation , _
- on a floor fixed Support, between 2 chairs, telescopic and having a 360° orientation _

Page 3

- on the back of the chairs, facing each passenger, fixed to a telescopic support and having
a 360° orientation " . I

The cabling of the present process, is made possible by a fiber optic apparatus,which

broadcasts simultaneously multiple color channels: ' a

_a) internal communication, .in closed circuit, specific to each transportation company:
difi‘erent messages, especially security measures, time zones, weather, etc.,

b) the direct broadcasting of programs transmitted by satellites, received by a collective

antenna, ' _ ' _ .

c) broadcasting of informative and leisure programs, prerecorded: on cassettes and video V .

disks, each channel having its own players

The assembly ofthe present process, this apparatus for a universal video cable network, is
programmed and tracked automatically, permanently, either as a whole or individually for each

airplane or transportation vehicle, by a general computer and in addition by microcomputers.

For example, the collective antenna which collects the broadcasted programs from the

satellites is programmed and tracked automatically, as are the video play devices: cassettes and
disks.

This important world network, video cabled, broadcasts simultaneously multiple

commercial and specialized channels, in many languages. - - I

The number of broadcasted channels, simultaneously, in each airplane of transportation .

vehicle, is between 1 to 100.

The process of the present invention concerns a plurality of apparatus linked to one
another forming one single inventive concept.

Accordingly, to add even more to the individual comfort of each passenger, within the

fi’amework of transportation companies, in particular the choice of information and leisure

programs, another variation of this network, according to the present System, lies in the consistent
use of individual color television sets which have a video player: cassette or disk, incorporated.
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During the broadcasting of these programs, ofi‘ered by the different commercial channels,

passengers will be able to view films, sports, and commercials from national and international
sources.

Page 4

Having regard to the number of aviation companies and the number of flights daily, and

also the ground transportation industry:( trains, buses), and naval: hovercrafis, ships, presenters of

commercials will accordingly benefit, with the present apparatus in accordance with the invention,
from the widest cable television network in the world.

_ These television commercials are profitable.

. Transportation companies will find, with the present process, an obvious technical and

financial interest for their commercial rentability and their comfort.

By using these technical apparatuses, a new conceptual progress is realized.

To improve the safety of passengers and airplanes, a color television camera, remote

controlled and having a 360° orientation, operating under closed circuit, will be installed. An

interior View, general and zoomed, of each airplane or transportation vehicle will be broadcasted

only on one monitor, viewed by a member of the company.

This camera is hidden, and fixed in the ceiling. _ .

Always in the outline of the present cabled television network, another color camera will

be installed inside the airplane, being rembte controlled and having a 360° orientation, in order to

allow the passengers to admire live on their individual sets, and also on the collective set, the big

screen, the views during the flight, and also during takeoff and landing. Thus, even passengers

who are not sitting at a window seat may benefit, thanks to the present apparatus, of the

magnificent outside view. '

With the present process, using individual television sets, the attention of children

traveling in: airplanes, trains,'buses, hovercrafts, ships, will be retained in a relaible way,

- improving the comfort of the other passengers.

People having problems during movements in airplanes or ships, especially inhibitions and

uneasinesses provoked by a nervous state, will be able to find, with the present video process, an .

immediate distraction. The current tendency more and more to prohibit cigarette smoke in public

places puts smokers in a state of stress, especially during trips of long duration. ~

The present video cabled network process, installed in each: airplane, train, bus,

hovercrafi, ship, where the viewing of the programs is done on individual television sets, brings an

absolute novelty on the international basis.

Undeniably, a new era opens, with the present invention, in the individual audiovisual

communication domain, in collective transportation.

Page 6
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1) Process which includes an international video cabled network programmed and
controlled permanently by computer, broadcasting simultaneously 1 to 100 color television
channels, system: SECAN, PAL, NTSC, installed on board airplanes, trains, buses, hovercrafts,
ships, for the communication of specific information to each company, its security and that of its
consumers, and the viewing of leisure programs: live, collected from satellites with an antenna, as

well as prerecorded programs on cassettes and video disks, the viewing made on an individual set,
for each passenger, equipped with earphones, and on a collective big screen.

2) Apparatus according to claim 1 characterized in thatr the video cabling, in each airplane
or transportation vehicle, for each seat and the collective screen, is realized with fiber optics,
broadcasting: 1 to 100 channels simultaneously. r _

3) Apparatus according to claims 1 and 2, characterized by individual viewing on a
cathode tube or liquid crystal television set, which the diagonal of the screen being between 10

and '40 centimeters, maximum, equipped with earphones. - _

4) Apparatus according to claims 1 and 2 characterized by the simultaneous viewing, on a
color, liquid crystal television set, big screen, collective, which the maximum diagonal is of 5
meters, each passenger using individual earphones.

5) Apparatus according to claims 1, 2 and 3, characterized in terms with the placement of
each individual television set, which is done under function of each company, according to the
variants:

- on a fixed support, placed on the arm of each chair, having a 360° orientatiOn

- on a fixed support, placed on the arm of each chair, retractable, telescopic and having a
360° orientation ' . ' ’

- on a floor fixed support, between 2 chairs, telescopic and having a 360° orientation _

- on the back of the chairs, facing each passenger, fixed to a telescopic support and having

a 3609 orientation - '
6) Apparatus according to claims 1, 2, 3 and 4, characterized in terms of which the

collective antenna which collects the broadcasted shows from satellites, is programmed and

followed permanently by computer.

7) Apparatus according to claims 1 and 5 in terms Ofwhich the cassette and video disk _

player are individual, plugged to the television set of each passenger, and according to a variant
the player is encased into this set, operating by batteries or storage cell.

8) Apparatus according to claims 1 and 2 in terms of which .a color television camera,
remote controlled, having a 360° orientation, transmits live images on a monitor, viewed only by a

member of the company, in order to assure permanently the interior safety of each airplane of

transportation vehicle, as well as that of the consumers: general and zoomed view. '
9) Apparatus according to claims 1, 2, 3 and 4, in terms of which a color television

camera, remote controlled and having a 360° orientation is placed under the firselage and

according to a variant on the fiiselage of the airplane or the roof of the transportation vehicles:

trains, buses, hover crafis, ships, transmitting live images on each television screen, individual for

each passenger and on the collective screen: flight sceneries, takeofl‘s, landings, etc., all while
assuring the safety of each airplane of transportation vehicle _- respecting enforced international
laws. -

10) Apparatus according to claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in terms ofwhich a miniature
computer broadcasts its program and controls the whole apparatuses of the international video
cabled network, in the outline of each airplane or transportation vehicle, being linked to the other
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miniature computers by interchangeable diskettes, being controlled by a central computer which

programs them and controls them permanently, which the memory includes the whole of

transportation vehicles: aviation, terrestrial, naval. ‘
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@ Entertainment and data management system for passenger vehicle including individual seat
interactive video terminals.

@ An interactive video terminal '(14) comprises a
video display screen (22) and a transparent t0uch

panel (24) overlying the screen (22) and having a

plurality of pressure sensitive areas for generating
selection signals respectively

when touched. Further are provided computing

means (30) for generating visual prompts. corre-
sponding to predetermined selectable operations of
the terminal (14) for-display on the screen (22)

underlying predetermined pressure sensitive areas
of the panel (24) respectively. Control means (28)

are provided. which control means (28) are respon-

sive to said selection signals from the panel (24) for

controlling the terminal (14) to perform said oper-

ations corresponding thereto respectively.
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requests verbally. Ordering of catalog items. pay-
ments by credit card and placing of telephone calls

are entirely free of flight attendant participation.
These and other features and advantages of

the present invention will be apparent to those

skilled in the art from the following detailed de-

scription. taken together with the accompanying

drawings, in which like reference numerals refer to
like parts.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS .

FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of afirst
embodiment of an interactive video entertain-

ment and data management system of the

present invention including individual interactive
seat video terminals: ' '

FIG. 2 is a front elevational view of a terminal of '

the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a simplified side elevational view illus-

trating an exemplary layout of components in
the terminal of FIG. 2; . _

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the layout of a

touch panel of'the terminal of FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is, a more detailed block diagram of the

system'of FIG. 1;

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a terminal of a
second embodiment of an interactive video en-

tertainment and data management system of the

present invention; and

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the system of FIG.
6.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring to FIGs. 1 to 3 of the drawing, an
interactive video entertainment and data manage-

'ment system for a passenger vehicle such as an

aircraft is generally designated as 10. and includes
a central terminal 12 and a plurality of remote

video terminals 14. Although only. one terminal 14
is illustrated. a plurality of terminals 14 are pro-

vided in the system 10, With one terminal 14 being
mounted

shoWn in FIG. 2. the illustrated terminal 14 includes
a housing 15 mounted in a seatback 16 so as to be
comfortably viewable by a passenger‘in the seat

immediately behind the seatback 16. For front row
seats. the terminal 14 is mounted in a bulkhead
forward of the seat.

The central terminal 12 includes an entertain—

ment section 12a for generating a multiplexed

video/audio signal including a plurality of movie
channels. Although not specifically illustrated. the
section 12a typically includes a plurality of VTRs

for playing different movies respectively and a mul-
tiplexer for multiplexing the channels and feeding

the resulting signal to the terminals 14 via a line

forward of each passenger seat. As
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18. The central terminal 12 also includes a data

section 12b for polling the terminals 14 for data.
and receiving the data therefrom over a line 20.

The central terminal 12 may further include a

radiotelephone transceiver unit 12c for enabling
passengers to place overseas telephone calls from
the aircraft.

The details of the central terminal 12 and lines

18 and 20 per se are ‘not the particular subject

matter of the present invention. A central terminal

and interconnecting lines suitable for practicing the

invention are commercially available from Hughes-
Avicom International (HAI) of Gle‘ndora, CA. Al~

though not illustrated in detail, the data section 12b

generally includes a mainframe class computer ca-

pable of multi-user, multi-tasking operation and
downloading of data received from the terminals 14

to an external facility_for processing. The data
section 12b communicates with. the terminals 14

using a local area network (LAN) such as the

Ampro "ArCnet" system. In this case. the line 20 is
constituted by a twisted conductor pair, and the
individual seat terminals 14 are sequentially polled

for data from the central terminal 12 using a "token

ring" communications protocol.
Each remote terminal 14 includes a video dis-

play screen 22 such as a flat liquid crystal display

(LCD) panel. A commercially available display
screen 22 suitable for application in the present

system 10 is the Sharp TFT-LCD module no.
LO4NCOt. A transparent 'tOuch panel 24 is moun-

ted closely adjacent to and overlying the screen 22
as illustrated in FIG. 3.

The touch panel 24 has a plurality of t0uch

sensitive areas which produce discrete electrical

selection signals when touched. A suitable touch

panel 24 which is commercially available from

Transparent Devices. Inc. of Westlake Village. CA
has. as illustrated in FIG. 4. 16 touch sensitive

areas arranged in rows R1 to R4 and columns C1
to C4. Each touch sensitive area is designated by a
row and column coordinate.

Asillustrated in FIG. 1. each terminal 14 in-
cludes an electronic control unit 28 which controls

a text generator 30 to generate and display the

visual prompts on the screen 22. It will be noted

that the text generator 30 may be replaced within

the ‘scope of the invention by a character generator

which generates visual prompts in the form of
icons or the like. although not specifically illus-
trated. A commercially available text generator 30

suitable for use in the system 10 is the Fujitsu

Display Controller LSI no. M888324A.

The multiplexed video/audio movie channel
signal is received over the line 18 by a tuner 32.
which tunes to a selected channel, feeds the chan-

nel video signal to the screen 22 via the text

generator 30 and feeds the channel audio signal to‘
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An outgoing telephone call can be placed by

touching column C3 or C4 in row R3. Lower level

menus including prompts for the telephone number
and payment method will be progressively dis-

played, in addition to prompts indicating the status
of the call. The headphones 34 include a micro-

phone as well as‘speakers to enable telephone '
communications. Each terminal 14 further includes
an audio selector 38 which is controlled by the

control unit 28 to connect the headphones 34 to
the telephone unit 120 through a telephone cable

40 when the telephone function is selected.
The terminal 14 is illustrated in more detail in

FIG. 5, and includes a digital processor 42 which is

preferably embodied by the Dallas 085000. Soft
Microcontroller described above. The processor 42
communicates with the data section 12b of the

central terminal 12 over the line 20 via an Arcnet

LAN interface unit 44. The terminals 14 are op-
erated as slave units and are sequentially polled

from the central terminal 12 using the Arcnet token

ring protocol.

Although not specifically illustrated, the menu

system also enables selection of "BRlGHTNESS".
"CONTRAST", "COLOR", "VOLUME" and
"HEADSET BALANCE" prompts for adjustment of

the corresponding display and sound attributes.
When one 'of these prompts is displayed, touching.

an up or down arrow prompt displayed on the
screen 22 causes the displayed attribute to be

varied in the respective direction. The display tint

can be adjusted in a similar manner. ' '

Although not shown in detail, the touch panel
24 includes four enable lines and four read lines

'gwhich are connected to the processor 42 through
buffers 56 and 58 respectively. The processor 42
controls the tuner 32 via a serial IZC bus 60, and is

interfaced to the bus 60 by an 12C interface 62

such as the Philips IZC-Bus Controller no.

PC08584. The precessor 42 also controls the

brightness, contrast, color and tint of the display on

the screen 22 over the IZC bus 60 via digital-to-
analog converters (DACs) 64. 66. 68 and 70 re-
spectively. Eight of these DACs are commercially

available in a single package as the Philips Octuple
6-bit DAC with 120 bus no. TDA8444. The card

reader 36 is connected to the processor 42 by a
buffer 71.

The terminal 14 further includes a synchroniza-

tion separator 72 which is preferably embodied by
the National Semiconductor Video Sync Separator

no. LM1881. The tuner 32 has a synchronization

signal output which is connected to the separator

72. Then a video signal is output from the tuner 32.

the separator 72 generates and feeds vertical and

horizontal synchronization (sync) pulses to the text

generator 30 for superposition of text prompts on a
movie, and feeds vertical sync pulses to the pro-
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cessor 42. ‘

The presence of vertical sync pulses indicates
to the processor 42 that a video signal is present.

In response, the processor 42 controls the text

generator 30 to utilize the sync signals from the
separator 72. When a video signal is not present,
such as while text prompts are being displayed on

the' screen 22 for ordering food, drinks.,etc., the

processor 42 does not receive vertical sync pulses

from the separator 72. and controls the text gener—

ator 30 to generate sync pulses internally for dis-

play of the text prompts. '
The terminal 14 may provide additional func-

tions such as displaying a video game Which can

be played using a remote module such as the

Nitendo Super NES (not shown). A connector 74 is
illustrated in FIG. 2 which enables the game mod-

ule to be connected to the terminal 14 by a modu-

lar telephone cable or the like. The terminal 14

may also display movie previews. weather maps.

flight status. connecting flight and other information
generated by the central terminal 12.

The terminal 14 also preferably includes an

auxiliary processor 73 as embodied by the Ampro

CoreModule xt Processor Board. The processor 73

provides an intelligent interface between the inter-
face unit 44 and the processor 42. and includes

256K bytes of non-volatile memory for the storage

of system programs. credit card sales information
and other data.

The processor 73 also enables video display of

weather maps. airport diagrams and other

computer-generated color graphics images. A color

graphics adaptor (CGA) interface unit 74 as em-

bodied by the Ampro MiniModule CGA Board con-
verts data from the processor 73 into CGA com-

posite video. A multiplexer 75 is controlled by the
processor 42 to select either the video from the

text generator 30 or the CGA video from the inter-
face 74 for display on the screen 22.

Passenger aircraft often have first class sec-
tions which provide enhanced services above those
of coach. business class. etc. In such an aircraft.

the terminals 14 may be provided in the lower
class sections. and terminals 80 illustrated in FIGs.

6 and 7 provided in the first class section. Each
terminal 80 includes a fixed housing 82 which is

detachany mounted in an armrest console 84 of a

first-class passenger seat. A personal VTR player

86 is provided in the fixed housing 82 for playing of

a movie recorded on a 'video cassette tape 88 from
a library available on the aircraft. It will be under-

stood that a player which reproduces entertainment
recorded on other video storage media Such as '

video discs. may be Substituted for the VTR player

within the scope of the invention. -

A movable housing 90 is supported at the end
of a pivotable swing arm 92, and is movable from a
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The terminal of claim 1, characterized in that :

the computing means (30) comprises

means (30) for generating said prompts in the
form of a multi-Ievel menu structure:

the control means (28, 94) comprises

means (75) for controlling the terminal (14, 80)

to perform said operations in response to a
combination of a selected menu level and said

selection signals respectively.

The terminal of claim' 1 or claimt2, character;
ized by tuner means (32) for receiving a mul- '

tiplexed video signal including a plurality of
video channels and tuning to a selected chan-

nel for display. on the screen (22). whereby

I the computing means (30) comprises
means (30) for generating predetermined

prompts corresponding to said channels for_ _

display on the screen underlying predeter- '

mined pressure sensitive areas (R/C) ‘of the
panel (24) respectively; and

the control means (28, 94) comprises

means (75) for controlling the terminal to termi- r

nate display'of said prompts and display said

selected channel from the tuner means (32) on

the screen (22) in response to a selection

signal generated by the panel (24) correspond-
ing to said selected channel.

The terminal of any of claims 1 - 3, character-

ized by video player means (86) for generating

video program signals corresponding to a pro-

.gram recorded on a video storage medium
(88) for display on the screen (22). whereby

the computing means (30) further‘com-

prises means for generating predetermined

prompts corresponding to selectable oper-
ationsof the video player means (86) for dis-

play on the screen (22) underlying predeter-

mined pressure sensitive areas (R/C) of the

panel (24) respectively; and '
the control means (28. 94) controls the

video player means (86) to perform said oper-

ations in response to said selection signals

corresponding thereto respectively.

The terminal of claims 3 and 4, characterized
in that:

the computing means (30) further com-

prises means for generating predetermined

prompts corresponding to the tuner means (32)
and the video player means (86) for display on

the screen (22) underlying predetermined

pressure sensitive areas (R/C) of the panel (24)
respectively; and

the control means (28. 94) comprises
means (75. 114) for controlling the terminal

(22) to display a selected channel from the
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tuner means (32) or the program signals from
the video player means (86) 'in response to

said selection signals corresponding thereto
respectively.

The terminal of any of claims 1 - 5. character-

ized by communication means (44) for trans-

mitting data signals external of the, terminal
(14, 80), whereby

the computing means (30) comprises:

prompt generating means (30). for generat-
ing predetermined prompts corresponding to
selectable data signals for external transmis-

sion for display on the screen (22) underlying

predetermined pressure sensitive areas (R/C)
of the panel (24): and .

data generating means (42. 95) for gen-

erating said data signals; and
the control means (28' 94) comprises

means (73) for controlling the. communication
means (44) to transmit said data signals in

response to said selection signals correspond-

ing thereto respectively.

The terminal of claim 6. characterized in that:

the prompt generating means (30) com-

prises means (30) for generating said prompts

as corresponding to items which can be selec-

tably requested; and
the data generating means (42, 95) com-

prises means for generating said data signals
as corresponding to said requested items.

The terminal of claim 7, characterized by card

reader means (36) for reading card: data from a
card inserted therein for payment for said re-

quested items, whereby

the prompt generating means (30) com-
prises means for generating a prompt instruct—

ing insertion of the card into the card reader
means (36); and

the communication means (44) comprises

means for transmitting said card data together

with said data signals corresponding to said
requested items.

The terminal of any of claims 1 — 8, character-

ized by telephone transceiver means (38).

whereby

the computing means (30) further com-
prises means for generating predetermined

prompts corresponding to selectable oper-

ations of the telephone transceiver means (38)

for display on the screen (22) underlying pre-
determined pressure sensitive areas (R/C) of

the panel (24); and
the control means (28, 94) comprises

means for controlling the telephone transceiver
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the first processor means (95) comprises

means for receiving Said card data read from

the'card reader means (36) in response to
insertion of the card therein.

An interactive data management system (10)

for a vehicle having a plurality of seats, com-

prising:

a plurality of remote video terminals (14,

80) mounted adjacent to respective seats. each

video terminal (14, 80) including: .

a videodisplay screen (22);

a transparent touch panel (24) overlying

the screen (22) and having a plurality of pres-

sure sensitive areas (R/C) for generating dis«

crete eleCtrical selection signals respectively
when touched;

communication means (44) for transmitting

“data signals external of the terminal (14. 80);
computing means (30) including prompt

generating means for generating predeter-
mined visual prompts corresponding to said

data _signals for display on the screen (22)
underlying predetermined pressure sensitive

areas (BIC) of the panel (24) and data generat-
ing means (42. 95) for generating said data

signals respectively; and I
control means (28. 94) responsive to said

selection signals from the panel (24) for con-

trolling the communication means (44) to trans-
mit said data signals corresponding thereto

respectively; and '

central terminal means (12) including:
communication means (12b) for receiving

said data signals from the terminals; and
processing means for performing oper-

ations corresponding to said received data sig-
nals.

The system of claim 18. characterized in that:

each prompt generating means (30) com-

prises means for generating said prompts as

corresponding to items which can be selec-
tably requested; and

each data generating means (42. 95) com-

prises means for generating said data signals

as corresponding to said requested items.

The system of claim 19. characterized in that:
.each video terminal (14. 80) further com-

prising card reader means (36) for reading
card data from a card inserted therein for pay-

ment for said requested items;

each prompt generating means (30) com-
prises means for generating a prompt instruct-

ing insertion of the card into the card reader

. means (36); and
each communication means (44) com-
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prises means for transmitting said card data.
together with said data signals corresponding
to said requested items respectively to the

central terminal means (12).

The system of any of claims 18 - 20. char-

acterized in that: t
the central terminal means (12) further in-

cludes means (12a) for generating a multi-
plexed video signal including a plurality of vid-
eo channels;

each video terminal (14. 80) includes tuner
means (32) for receiving the multiplexed video

signal and tuning to a selected channel for

display on the screen (22);

each prompt generating means (30) com-

prises means for generating predetermined
prompts corresponding to said channels for

display on the screen (22) underlying predeter-

mined preSSure sensitive areas (R/C) of the
panel (24) respectively: and

the control means (28, 94) comprises

means for controlling the terminal (14. 80) to
terminate display of said prompts and display
said selected channel from the tuner means

(32) on the screen (22) in response to a selec-

tion signal generated by the panel (24) cor-

responding to said selected channel.

The system of any of claims 18 - 21. char-
acterized in that:

each video. terminal (14. 80) further com-

prises video player means (86) for generating

video program signals corresponding to a pro-

gram reCOrded on a video storage medium
(88) for’display on the screen (22), whereby

each computing means (30) further com-

prises means for generating predetermined
prompts corresponding to selectable oper-
ations of the video player means (86) for dis-

play on the screen (22) underlying predeter-

mined pressure sensitive areas (R/C) of the
panel (24) respectively; and

each control means (28. 94) controls the

video player means (86) to perform said oper- ‘
ations in response to said selection signals

corresponding thereto respectively.

The System of claim 22. characterized in that:

each computing means (30) further com-
prises means for generating predetermined

prompts corresponding to the tuner means (32)

and the video player means (86) for display an

the screen (22) underlying predetermined

pressure sensitive areas (RIC) of the panel (24)
respectively; and ‘

each control means (28, 94) comprises

means (114) for controlling the terminal to dis-
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l. Imrmum cum-um- lr “\ch dc Inmmmum d un than Ixal (I! |Ifllhdllfll l flhdflfi d mlmmammu nummqug‘ m. .
we do run-menu Cl er-Iflh w «m d un \
amp»: d "n: lune dc lumrmnmn "out"!

“lune mkunuuquc rmmlquc L: \ulcmc dc lummmmn du (NM! 1“}! uh N
ounce dc lulu-m [\unlva-filml hudm-nmtmcllo “I (dun! In Nuukmtnh J tam

\mulh. (‘1 Jo "mum IA» .3: cunncum m tun-{vuan a la lung dc lummmmn ( hdqu: equqrmcm N unmade J h hm: dc
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L‘mvennrm concern: I: ‘ySllmc dc Innsmumn d'un lysu‘mc mlomumquc cm-
buxque. qm lut concu pour rtalmr un result local 3 bord dc vehlculu (momma; L'ob-
pcul durucau local tum dc subuuucr unc ligne dc msrmmon umqur aux lnnombn-

bk: lu'auons filams qm rcllalcm autrclou les orgmc's dc control: ct dc command: in pos-
ac dc condunc. Dans un than local. cell: lngnc dc mmnlon cu pal-use: panics coun-
prmcnu prochcs des organes dc control: ct dc command: ct puma: d'xhcmma In In-
lomunom dcvam em echangtcs par cc: compemem;

Un \yuemc dc mmynlon unlué au scm d'un mew local marque 5 hard dc
vthuculc‘ lcnowmésesx conqu sou: lc nom «page TORNAD. «decal dun mauled:

__ D. DUHOT Inm‘lllt_"_TOB§I_\D" Réseau lnlomuuquc HJQKDISPOMDIDIE. public dam
l: mu: Alslhom. numcro ll. l9ll'7‘ l

L'cnvlronncmcm renown": Impose un ccmn not-nor: dc coommlca. pmcs cn
cotnplc Ion dc la conception d'un requ local. La prexnc: dc loncs perturbations elec-

uonugncuqucs a rmmé lc chou d'unc lune dc transmuwon formcc dc pave make
ulndéc. L'immumlc au bnm cu mutt: dam um: cerumc rncsure pa: 1: Chou d‘un coda-
“ sans compoumc conunuc. Lc bcmm d'unc twlwoa galvamquc elm: l lSOtl Vlcnu'e
l'élecuomquc :1 I: xysx‘cmc dc céblagc cu nosfan par l'uuluauon dc lnmlomxaccm

d'uolcmcm. L35 duunces Impohamcs Uusqu'l 300 mm; mm: les equipemu d'cx-
mu: d: ccmms véhxcules {cum/lam: Imposcm que les s‘agnau: smcn: rcmu en foam.

1.: syncmc dc I'm amtncur pmuu egalmm cn complc lcs communes d: l'cmn-

ronncmcm lcnovmn. man cochporun an ccrum nombr: d'mconvemcnu. has la lop:-
logxc en anncau :1 : l'uulmuon conjoumc d‘un protocol: d'mncau a pm. Les Norm:-

nons rccucs dcvmenl cu: mums aunt d'éu: tetanus. c: qul mun upuficmw-
xncm lcs performances Invent: d'un cquxpcmcm en 25 modes). Unc moan: dc

La llgnc dc mmwon condumn dc plus a modifier l: ptomcolc remnant les éclungta
can Ics équlpemcnu :unsx quc lc passage du Mon. '

Lc system: dc transmission sclon l'invenuon adopt: une topolome en bug dam L1-

qucllc lcs mformauons émlsu 1 l'uuuauve d'un équupcmcm son: mm pa: l'emcmble

dc: :uu'csc'qmpcmenu. Cc symmc dc max-lumen eucompcsé d‘unc llmamshm-

non ex dc mus-sysxémcs. Mbcrge's au scald: cluquc éqmpcmcnt. qua connecan 1c:
équxpcmcnu icon: llgnc dc Innsmlsnon. L; llgnc dc mmmon cs: {m d'unc

chain: ouvmc dc lulsons poml-rpom: btduecuonncllcs. Ccs sous-splines soot

V as: pncs dam' cc qul sun par lc name a the dc llgnc -. Les slgmux soot mmscnformc pa:
dc: répctcun lmcgm au scm dc l: the dc llgnc dc cluquc cqulpcman L: made at pas
peopagct lc bnm I: long dc l: llgnc dc mmsslon : cooduxl é assoqu la {cocoon dc
rc’pc'leur : I: foncuon dc rrconnalsuncc dc sxgnaux dc preambulc. L4 dxspombdité du
5)1!'tmc dc msmzsnon cs: :ccmc par I: rcdondzncc dc L1 hgnc dc munussaom Eafln.
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l‘xcu A la lugne dc tnnammum en un amps home at punt) a chaquc autumn! pat
l'uulmlmn du prmocnle de b0! 3 plan «kflm par la mm ISO “021

Lonqu‘unc me dc lune (mt! dc: ugnaux a l‘mmmve dc l'éqmpemem an «In du-
quel cue c‘st hehrrgcc. It's sagmux mm mmmu umulunemem Mchxun dc: «menu
dc la lugnc dc mnsmuston auxquels I: It}: dc lune est mtntdéc. ‘

Chaquc m: «k lignc mute Ia propagauon dc: "mm I: long de la hgnc dc Inns-
mmwn. dc tell: \one quc In MIMI" puuxm HR rem par mm In equlpcmenn Cha-
quc the dc Ingne mun egalemem la mum: tn (can: do ugnaul. en It! amphflmln an
In rcsynrhmr um.

41

UM the dc hgnc an a l‘émmc den ugnaut sat (hum du ugmenu 6: la [mic dc
mmmmxon auxquch elk at Hemmer Du qu'un «put at recu d'un an \emfinu. I:
me 0: ‘ugnc s'mmdn dc rgcnmr du «gnu-m oppme. fl pmpagc sur c: segment I; ulna]
rccu 5: dc: sugmux soul rec. . sumuiuncmem dc damn dc: segments de la hm dc
wanmumnn. I: m: d: hgne chum! mammal lc uml mu d'un an segment: a
mum 1: signal mu du wgmem oppmc.

L: system: 6: mnummon «Ion l‘mvmm cm“ don: du umd'unc m-
pologu: en bus (hrs: 6: mnvmmon bdsrecumneue. Harmon d'xntomuum‘ adeno-

que: pa: was In éqmpcmcnu) I 6:: "gen: d'uneWinman “me poms-l- '
pow. terms: en (can: dc: ugruux par chaque équrptmtnu. \

La Montana. npuorflelk. dc I: ham 6: msmwon uéroit la 43:90:“th do
warm: dc mmum.

L'mvenuon a done pour ohm in 1mm: 6: mmmon 'd‘un Slfllal can: do
equupemcnu d'un‘ mam: mum-n.1qu cmharque. In amp“:qu cunt cm! a
UN: lxgnc dc nnmumon. la hm dc mnmwon cum compo»: dc hum: pow-a-
palm. canntmé encc quc lulmmm pawn-poms mm Montanaa team an:
Chaim: ouvme.

L‘u.v¢nuon Kn mlcul coman u d'autm avanum u cuatensuqm panam-
hem apparatmm 5 1: lecmte dc la ducnpuon qm wit. dome: a nu: d'ucmple non h-
rmzaut. 3mompagne: dc} figum annucu. pat-nu lesqutiln -

- L: figure I repttscnte an: we global: do swan: d: mummon 14:10:: l'mm-
um.

- In figures 2 :1 .1 «premium um hm dc mmwou tamed: luau-ms pow:
) punt. 4ch cu um Mend“: dc Ll hm: dt‘ summon.

- 1c: figuru 4 cl 5 illuszmu l'e‘muuon d'un ugtul par un equzpcmem. am 00 um
redond ac: dc 1; hp: dc mmunon.

— lcx I'm-{:1 6. 7 cl 8 “1qu la nécepm n stlccuvcd'un usual gut uneqme
avx cu mu rcdontmx-e dc 1.11ng dc mm.
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- la figure 9 rtpréaeme k mecantsmt d'anguillage dcx ugmux an um d: I: the dc
Ilgnc.

Sur Ii figure I mm npmcnm dc: tqunpemenu 2 rum par la lignc dc mums.
mm J. a Iaquclk chacun dc: equxpcmznu cu con-1ch par I'imcnnédim: «fun: the d:

Iigne 4 3:3qu l'emmlon. Ia recepuon cl la propagauondu ugnaux.

Sur la figun 2 10m npctwmesuou equxpzmmu 5!. $2. Slcnnnecus a laughed:
.mnsmmmn ulon l‘invenlion. Un ugml (mu par la (£1: dc ligne dc l'éqmpcmeni 52 cu

achcmmé le lnng dc I: ligned: msrmmon. Lu mud: lignesdes equlpemtnuSI :1 SJ

«(plum I: sugnal d'un dc: segments dc la Ignnc dc mmusuon et le propagcm aprcs
remm cn form: sut I: segment oppoge. ' ~:

Sut la {mm 3 £3! rtprtvmléc la ndondancc d: I: Ilgn: dc mun'mon. Lei mg
segmcnu ll ct I: rchcnt Ia we de ham dc l‘éqmpemenl 52 A I: we de hgnc d: l'équtpei-
men! $1.“ In deux segments 2! c: 22 rzlmu la tel: dc lune dc l'equnpemcm $2 a I: the

d: llgnc dc l'éqmpcmenl 53. la Mccpuon :1 l'émsmon mt chacun du quwt segments
H. 12. 2|. 22 peuvcnt éu‘e mmch ou unvees was be central: dc I'éqmpemem 52.

LA the dc lune d'un tqmpcmcm mm m ugnaux mt chacun dc: segments dc la
lsgne dc wammnuon auxquch elk m accord“. Cm est men-mt. pour un equnpev
mam S l. mt 241 figun: 4 dans I: as d'une lxgnc dc mmnussmn sans ndondanqmu mt la
figure 5 dam 1: cu d'une lignc dc Inna-mum: ave: redondance. Pehdan: I: duté: d:

l'ermmon dcs ugnaux. la uh: d: lime s'inmdu dc reccvoa dc: smug}: dc chxun dc:
segments dc la Ingne d: transnuwon auxqucls en: en mom.

Un equlpcmcm est pm I recevou' do smuun sur chacun dc: segment: dc la lsgne
dc mnumwon auxquels ll esxmcome. Cec: cu represeme. pour un equspemuu S 1. wt

:3 runs: bdmt Ic cud‘unc hde mmmon unstedondmce. ct m:ch figures? all!
dam I: cu d'unc Ingm- dc nnmmon ave: Wu.

Dam 1: cu d'unc lugnc do: mnmwm sans trdondanc..lné1c dc lune d: l'éqm-
pet'nem S! selecuoanc Ic pfimf usual mu dc l‘un dcs dcun 2mm: dc la km 6:
mnmwon (segment 31 de !: figure 6) ct mum-1 1: “gm! 3 l'equlrcmzm. L: the d:

Ingnc s'mlc. Ju dc mcvou du wmntoppow .12 ct pmpag: sur c: segment I: usual mu
apm I'avou mm en tom. Cm: polmsauon dun l: mu déflm par 1: puma 93ml
mu dun: um qua cc um] ext mum.

Dam 1c cud'une hng dc nnwuwon :vec mkmdmcc. l: the d: ngne dc l'cqm-

pcmcnl SI Klecuonnc l: ptrmm usual mu :1: I'm an quart segmcnu dc 1: up: dc
'mmmmaon mgvnem 4| de l: (mu: 7 L c! Innme I: nigml a l'équxpcnrnt. Luau 4:

list“ s'mlttdudc mutvoudu wgmem oppme' 42 cl propage wt cc «gm: 1: and mu

amt: l'uou mm en (om. Cm: pounu'mt dam 1: mm défim pa: I: Wgnu]
munut‘: um quecc ugnu cu ptuan Pcmhnl cc mnpx. an n pm! pcut ém: mu d'un ski
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segments 4 I nu 44. pa: clcmplc I: \cgmcnl 4-3 Ce scch ngnal n‘csg pas nmmn I H‘-

qunpcmcm. La the dc hgnc s‘mmdu alon dc rtL'th! du segmenl oppose 41 c1 pmpage
sut cc 3:311an I: “anal rccu du ugmcnt 44 aprts I‘avmt mnu en 101mg. Cm: polama-
uon dam I: sens dtfmn pa: I: second Ilgnal requ dun Ian! quc cc ugnaI :sl preset".

Uhe aum polmquc pent 6n: mise en auvre par la me dc llgnc 2pm: qu'ellu selec-
uonne lc pnnucr signal ncu d'un dc: quau'c segments 6: la lune dc mmsuon mg-

'm¢nl 4! <1: I: figure III. La télc 6: him: mm! le signal ecu I l'équlpemcnc. s'mlerdu
dc recevou dc: auuu Emma J1. 43 :1 44. ct pmpage I: ssng rtcu mt In ugmenu 42 ' ':
cl 4-: aprts l'avou rcmu en Iom. Ccue polansanon dam Ic sens «fin: pat k mm.

10 Junta] nqu dun umquc‘cc signal cs! p12an

La figure 0 Must»: lcs mecamsmes d'axgmligt dc: ugnaux at \cm dc'la the dc

'llxnc du syntmc d: mmssnon Klan I'mvenuon. mum dc Ia redondancc de la lune dc
transmunon. La hm dc Inmmmmn y es! rcpmcmcc pa dcux pwu torndtu (A cl
8 ). Les relm KA ct KB pctmcuenl d'usunr la continuing flectnquc dc I: lip: dc Inm-
muswn lonqu: l'équnpemcnl cu hon-tension ou souhmc s'isokr en cu d: dysfunction-
nemcm. Lonquc I'equrpemcm n'eu pa ml: :1: la light 4: nnsmuwn. II at mcom

aux quart scum-ms A I . A2. III «82. L4 «repuon dc: sugmux s'cflcauc pa: lc Maude:

recepmm dxmnnucls RA I. RA}. RE I c! R3 2. L'cmnmoo dc: "gnaw n‘df‘ecwe pa: 3: —-
bum dc: emancun dtflemuels EA 1. EAZ. EB I 2: E82. qul som xuves par 3 lines dc
concblc ACTAI. ACI'Al. Ami ct ACTB2 mpccnvcmem.

IS

2° Sept ugumeurs ct quau'c bloc‘ Ioncuonnels mm mm“: m: I: fim 9. L: bloc
C!IOIX_AI/A2 Imperuvmm CIIODLBI/BZ) puck l‘ugmllcu: SWA lmpccuve-
mcm SW8) sclon Forum: «A! on A2. mpccuvemx BI on 82) du NW mm. L: bloc
CHOIX_NB pilot: l'unulkur SWAB scIon l'ongme U. cu Bl du signal m. Enfin. I:
bloc EMISSION pilot: In axgmlleun SWA I. SWAZ. SW‘BI n SW32 d: {won a emu?

,5 I: and pmvmamdc l'equlpcmtmoua propagule signal rtqudc I'undencmnuAl.
A2. BI ou I32.

L'équnpcmcm present: I: usual 3 mm: wt u we OUT. :1 I: and: au moan
dc la hgnc dc conmlc ACT. L'Intomuuon ACT am sun: uoc CIIOIX_NB.quI pflou:
I'mguxllcu: SWAB dc IcIIe son: qu'aucun ung A: son mm: 5 l'équlpernznl w: wn
cum IN (SWAB m an posxuon ZERO). L'mlomuon ACT :ng égkaem an I: bloc I

EMISSION. qul puma In ugunllcun SWA l . SWAI. SWBI :1 SW82 d: (ages a ptucn-
m I: ugml dc some OUT I l'cnm descmcutm EA I . EA; EB I ex EBZ. Cu emcuzun
son! :cuvn par lcs 1mm 45: control: ACI‘AI AL‘TAI. ACTBI cl ACTH: cu toncuon

dc: mtomunons dc (0086!: INHOAI. INHOAI. INHOBI cl [SHORE que I’éqmpe-
men: pcu! under pout minim sélccuvcmcn! l'énmuon us: In xgmnu AILAI. BI cl

3. 82, ' '

30
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Lorsquc l'équnpcmcnl n'a pas de signal 5 (meme. la llgnc dc control: ACT n'eu

p3: valldec. En l'abscncc dc Ncepnnn dc signal. l'axgmllcur SWAB rem en posluon
ZERO. ct l'éqmpcmcm n: rccml nen. Les IIngde conuélc ACTA I . ACTA2. ACTBI u

ACTBI n'acuvem pas les emcnzun EAl. EA2. EBI :1 E82. La postuon dc: ugulllcuts
SWA‘I. SWAZ. SW81 cl SW32 cu indiffércnlc.

Le bloc CHODLAl/AZ ltcspcctwemcm CHODLBl/Bll recon knigmun pro-

vcnam dc la lune dc Innsnumon. lNAl cl INAJ (rcspuuvemcm lNBl c: lNBZl prt-
mus en some dc: reccpccun RM :: 3A2 lrcspccnvcmcn: RBl ct 282). ct lcs remcl en

lormc en vuc dc lcut mnmussnon a l'équlpcmcm Cl dc lcut propagauon. us blocs _
Cllle_Al/A2 cl CllOlX_Bl/B‘.‘ component dc: rcguxrcs a decalage pcrmemm dc

comparcr. aprcs ecbanullonnage'. les sngnau: rccus a dcs motifs prédcfims ldébél dc d’a- -
me. [In dc came l. Cu blocs venficm c'galemcm quc lcs ugnaux recus uuslom lcs cm:-

rcs d'ampluudc rcqms. L'c'qulpcnmcnl pcul Vflldfif les mloqnanons dc control: lNHlA l.
lNlllAI. lMlIBI ex INHIBI. pour Inhlbcr telecmemcm la n‘ccpuon m: lcs segman

A |.A2. B l ct 82.1; bloc‘CHOIX _Al/A2 (respccuvchCHOlle/B2hgucn {onc-

uon dc cu informaqu dc comrélc pour pilom l'ngmlku: SWA (aspectvcmcnl SW3)

sclon l'ongmc du prcnuct signal rccu (lNAl on INA}. rcspecuvcmcm lNBl nu lNBll.
Le pmmaer ugnal rccu :3! mm: en lorme ck p191.ch en some du bloc so: I'm dc: limes
INA l R on INAZR (mpecuvcmcnt lNB l R on WEIR). Encudc teccpoon unnamed:

ugmux pa: les entrees lNAl ct INA2 (rcspccnvcmcnl l\'Bl ct lN‘BlL un cbou at!)th
cu cflectué. Le bloc CIlOlX_AllA2 ltcspccuvemcm L‘HOlX_Bl/B2) valid: I: ugn'al
ulccuomw :u moycn dc I: hgne dc control: lNAVAL lmpccnvemcm [NEVAle Ind»

quc son chm: en validanl unc cl um: rule dcs lngncs dc conirolc INA l VAL ou INAZVAL
lrcspccuvcmcm lNBlVAL on [NBIVALL

Le bloc CHOIX_A/B pilot: l'uguilleu: SWAB en foncuon dc: mfomnom INA-
VAL cl LV-BVAL. sclon l'ongme (A on B) du puma usual mu. En cu dc réccpuon ._

simulum dc xgnaux sur A ex 8. un chou mum at cifcctué. Le bloc CllOlX_A/B

mduqu: son chuu nu moyrn dc la lngnc dc conuole A/B dcsnnéc :u bloc EMlSSlONl

Lc bloc EMlSSlON pulmc lcs uputlkun SWAI. SWAI. SWBl-cx SW82 dc ma-

nactc : propach lcs “smux rccus en loncuond‘unc pond: I: polluquc «fun: pal'équl-

pcmcnl :u moycn dc l'inlormauon dc conuolc BRA (brawn). d'auuc pan dc: mtomu-
uons dc conmblc lNllOAl. INHOAI. lNl'lOBl ex INHOBI quc l‘c‘qupcmcnl pent val:-

dcr pour lnhlbcr sclccuvemcnl l'emuuon so: In segmmu Al. A2. Bl u 32. Les enu'ccs
lNAlVALc: INazi'ALd'unc pmJNBlVALcllNBZVALd‘auu’cpmuuhqucmh pre-

sence sur les llgnu l.\'A cI/ou 1N8 dc n;qu decva éuc pmpagcs.

Si I'Infomnuon dc conuélc BRA n'eu pns valldéc. l1 ptongauon dc: ugnaux cu

cflccxucc dc b num'crc smvmxc : on signal rccu du segmcnl Al lmpecuvcmcm B l ) cu

propngc su: lc segment A2 lmpccuvcmcnl 821.clun signal rrcu Ju segment A2 (respec-
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~'I.wean-mm“.

uvcmcnl Bllul propagt sur la ‘qmcnl M lrupecuvctmnl H l ). Danscccas. lcscouplcs
d'ugmlleuts SWA l/SWAZ cl SWBl/SWBZ sonl [uth Indepcmlammenl l'un dc I'm.
uc. L: bloc EMISSION pntmuc lc ufinal INA lrcspecuvemcm mm a lieer dc: emet-
lcun EM cl EAZ lmpccuvtmznl £81 at EB2l. Ccs tmcncun son! uuvts pa: In Ilgncs
dc conufilc ACTAI cl ACTAI lrcsrecuvcmcnl ACTH! cl ACT‘BZlcn lnncuondcs mlorg
mauonsde control: INHOAI cl INHOAZ lrupecuvcmcnl INHOBI :l INHOBIL cl 6::
cnaeudc valzdallon INA l VAL cl INAIVAL lrespccnvemcm INB I VALgl'lNB2VAL).

’ Cw: polmque dc pmpaunn dc: sagnaux es! cell: qua cu npréscmtc a la figun: 1. '

I)

1 Si l‘mlon‘muun dc conuble BRA w valnde'e. I: propagmon du slgnaux cu effec-

. we: dc l: manner: sulvanl: .un signal requdu segmcm Al on du segmnl Bl est propage r
‘0 sur les segments}; :1 B; cl un ugnal'mu du segment A2 ou du segment 82 cu pmpage

sur les scgnlgnls'Al ll B l . mnl’lzlnsqlunl de la récepuon mmulunec dc ugmux dc:
---— -~ — ‘ — ~~ 4’ A- 44an Al on A2 d” um: pang}! Logaglgfapggpm cg resqu enadopunl l: chou ct. .

lectué par le bloc CHODLNB. lcl qu'il cs: Indqu l‘mfonnanon dc connéle NB.
Les ugmllcun SWA l . SWAI. SW81 cl SW82 son! don pllolesck lawn I ptéxnm soil :

5 la signal INA son 1: signal INB a l'enn’k deterran EAI. 8A2. EBI cl £82. Ces
Autumn son! acuvés par les llgnu dc conmble ACTAI. ACTAI. ACTBl cl ACTS: en
loncuon dc: Inlonmuons d: conudlc INHOM. INHOAI. INHOB! cl INHOBZ. :1 dc:
enacts dc validauon lNAlVAL INAIVAL. LN'BIVAL. LVBlVALu NB. Celt: pollu-
qae dc propanon dc: sugnaux at cell: qul es: reprtunwée a la figure 8.

L: muse en cum d: I‘invennon a hard dc véluculcs {mums (liaisons pom-h-
20 pom! realist“ an moycn dc pm lotudée hlmdée. cod: dc mnsrmssion FMO. mum en

form: dc: sngnaux par dcs ntpcteurs) present: 6: boom cauttnsudues dc perim-
cesn dc qualué. L4 téxc dc lxgnc pmpagc un signal d'un segment :5: L1 llgnede transmu-
uon au segment opposé en cnvxmn J uncrosccomkx. Su: un segmmt de 500 ms. l:
mu d'meut bu cu dc l0" pour un mvcau d: bum cpl A 200 mllhvoludme Enfin.
mum dc l: redondmcc de l: llgn: dc transnumon. le aymm: salon l'lnvcnuon mm: um
coupur: d'un ugmcm um aucunc almauon du loncnonncmcnl du pmmok dc bus a
man uullsé.
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REVENDICATIONS

II Systeme 0c wansmusion d'un signal mm: dcs équipemenu d'un syswne Infom-
uque emba'qué. lcs équxpcmznu 6mm connectés h an: ligne dc tnnsmmion compose:
dc liaisons point-é-poim. catacltrisé en cc quc les liuson: point-l-poml mm bidirecuon- ’
ncllcs cl ferment une chain: ouvetu.

2/ System: dc unnsmmion ulon I. revcndicnuon I. can-meme en ce one I: xignfl cs:
propage d'unc liaison a an liaison .djaccnl: pat I: bun d‘un tépewtx' associé a chaquc
éqmpement.

3/ System: dc Innsrnusuon scion l'unc dc: memficauoni l on 2. carmtrisé en ce'
quc 1:: Hanson: point-I-po" I 'anl realiséu‘lu mycn 6: pain: made: Uindég.
4/ System: d: tram-"mien ulon l'une quelconque dc: mendicauons l i 3. enacte-
risé en cc que le: liaisons poml-‘a-pcinl son: redundant.

5/ Systtmc dc transmit: ..n scion l'une quelconqm: an mendicauons l a 4. canne-
risé en cc quc l'accés 1 la Iignc dc transmission est régi par un ptococole dc bus ljewn.

6/ Syslémc dc transmission scion la tavendicadon 5. cancaémé en ce que le pmocole
dc by; A jcxon est lc protocol: défim par la norm: ISO 8802.4.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DlSCLOSURE

An arrangement (10) for mounting a night vision enhancement system to a

vehicle (1010). The invention is adapted (or use with a night vision enhancement

5 system having an infrared camera (14) and a display (587). In the preferred

embodiment, the invention (10) includes a mounting mechanism (16) disposed a
front and of said vehicle (1010) for retaining the camera (14). Optionally. a door (42)

is included for protecting the camera (14). The door (42) is actuated on command

between open and closed positions by a solenoid (44) attached to the frame of the

10 vehicle on one end and to a linkage (48, 49) on the other. The linkage (48, 49)

allows the door (42) to pivot in response to the movement of the solenoid plunger

(45). The camera (14) is retained in an upside down orientation by a. bracket (16)
which is attached to the frame of the vehicle.
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e CA2233277
CLAIMS

1 . A night vision enhancement system (10) for a vehicle (1010) characterized by:

an infrared camera (14) (or providing output eignale for use in displaying an
5 image:

a (bracket (16) disposed at a front end of the uehicie (1010) for retaining the
camera (14) in an upside down orientation:

a door (42) for protecting the camera (14); and

a display (587).
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Application No. Applicant(s)

09/423,284 BLAIR, SCOTT

Office Aetion summary Examiner Art Unit

Allen Wong 2613 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however. may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.
lf NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133),
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1):] Responsive to communication(s) filed on

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)E This action is non-final.

3)l:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

MEI Claim(s) 1-16is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above Claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)E] Claim(s) __ is/are allowed.

6)IX] Claim(s) 1-12 and 14-16 is/are rejected.

7)IZ] Claim(s) Q is/are objected to.

8)[:I Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)IZ The drawing(s) filed on 22 February 2000 is/are: a)lZl accepted or b)El objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

11):] The proposed drawing correction filed on __ is: a)l:] approved b)[:| disapproved by the Examiner.

If approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action.

12H] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

13)I:| Acknowledgment is made of'a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)E] All b)EI Some * c)E] None of:

11:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2E] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3E] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

14)[] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application).

a) E] The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

15)]: Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.
Attachment(s)

1) [2 Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) E] Interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s). .
2) El Notice of Draflsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) E] Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3) X Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) Q . 6) C] Other:
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Application/Control Number: 09/423,284 Page 2

Art Unit: 2613 »

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Objections

1. Claims 6, 7, 9 and 14-16 are objected to because of the following informalities:

applicant states “any preceding claim” for claims 6, 7 and 9, for which claims 6, 7 and 9

must have a preceding claim number specified. Claims 14-16 are objected to under 37

CFR 1.75(c) as being in improper form because multiple dependent claims are formed,

as specified in MPEP § 608.01(n). Please specify the claim number that dependent

claims 6, 7, 9 and 14-16 specifically depend from. Appropriate correction is required.

2. Claim 13 is objected to because the term “substantially” is not definitive as it can

describe varying degrees of “flush”.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public
use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United
States.

4. Claims 1 and 10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Gerke (5,009,384).

Gerke discloses a video system for displaying televised material to passengers in

a mass transit subway system (co|.1, lines 6-12; note a subway car is a part of a train,

Gerke’s discloses the train and “other forms of public transit”, thus the “other forms of

public transit” meets the limitation of the mass transit subway system; co|.2, lines 27-30

discloses displaying televised material to passengers “on a bus or the like", thus
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meeting the limitation of the mass transit subway system), and comprising at least one

video display monitor adapted for mounting inside a subway car so as to display

televised material to passengers riding therein (col.1, lines 6-12, and fig.1, element 2),

and a video signal source unit operativer connected to said at least one monitor (col.1,

lines 53-56; note cable means carries the video signal source; see fig.1 and 2 and note

element 40 is a secured mount to mount the monitor 2).

Note claim 10 has similar corresponding elements.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. Claims 2-9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(3) as being unpatentable over

Gerke (5,009,384) in view of Steventon (4,647,980).

Regarding claims 2, 9, 11 and 15, Gerke does not disclose the multiple video

display monitors. However, Steventon teaches plural displays (fig.2, element 26 is an

LCD screen and that each seat has an individual module element 16 that has an LCD

screen 26). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to

combine the teachings of Gerke and Stevenson for using multiple displays to satisfy and

entertain passengers during long subway train rides. Both Gerke and Steventon pertain

to video systems in vehicular transport modes.

Regarding claims 3-5, 7 and 14, Gerke does not disclose the display of

prerecorded material that is played back on video tape player. However, Steventon

discloses the display of prerecorded material that is played back on video tape player

(col.5, lines 60-66). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art to combine the teachings of Gerke and Stevenson for using multiple displays to
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satisfy and entertain passengers during long subway train rides. Both Gerke and

Steventon pertain to video systems in vehicular transport modes.

Regarding claims 6 and 12, Gerke discloses the monitor is mounted (see fig.1

and 2).

Regarding claim 8, Gerke does not disclose a broadcast television receiver.

However, Steventon discloses a broadcast television receiver (fig.9, element 58 is a

television broadcast tuner). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to combine the teachings of Gerke and Stevenson for using multiple

displays to satisfy and entertain passengers during long subway train rides. Both Gerke

and Steventon pertain to video systems in vehicular transport modes.

Regarding claim 16, Gerke discloses a cabling system (col.1, lines 53-56; note

cable means). Gerke does not disclose multiple monitors. However, Steventon

teaches plural displays (fig.2, element 26 is an LCD screen and that each seat has an

individual module element 16 that has an LCD screen 26). Therefore, it would have

been obvious to One of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Gerke and

Stevenson for using multiple displays to satisfy and entertain passengers during long

subway train rides. Both Gerke and Steventon pertain to video systems in vehicular

transport modes.

Allowable Subject Matter

6. Claim 13 is objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but

would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the

base claim and any intervening claims.
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7. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject

matter: none of the prior art references disclose this specific feature pertaining to the

monitor screen being flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car.

Contact Information

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Allen Wong whose telephone number is (703) 306-

5978. The examiner can normally be reached on Mondays to Thursdays from 8am-

6pm.

lf attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Christopher Kelley can be reached on (703) 305-4856. The fax phone

numbers for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703)

872-9314 for regular communications and (703) 872-9314 for After Final

communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-

4700.

Allen Wong
Examiner

Art Unit 2613

AW

November 5, 2002 CaW
CHRIS KELLEY

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 2600
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transmitting a plurality o£_video and eudio signals in
parallel to each or a plurality'ot tenets terminal units
each of which may be located at or near a passenger seat
or a passenger vehicle such an en aircraft, a train, a‘
bus, or the like, or at or near a seat in a stadium or
theater or the like. More particularly, this invention
irelatec to a service and entertainment system for a
passenger vehicle, a stadium, a theater, or the like
having a plurality of seats.

Wm -

_ It has been proposed, for example, in U.s.-Patent
No. 4,584,603, issued April 22, 1986 to Harrison, that
video displays be mounted separately on passenger seats
of a peesenger vehicle, such an en aircraft. In the

system of 0.5. Patent 4,584,603, a video display is
'V mounted on each of plurality of passenger seats and a

plurality of video signals, video gene software signals
and tlight inrornation signals are transnitted in

parallel to these video displays. The video display at
each seat selects one of these signals and displays the
selected*signal.

In the ayatea of 3.5. 4,58d,603, each signal
supplied to the video display: is transmitted through a
plurality of independent transmission lines (one
transmission line for each respective video display).
In order to transmit many signals to each display, many
transmission lines are required tor each display.
Accordingly, the system wiring is very'uunplicatsd and

$3
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the arrangement of the overall system is also very
complicated. _ .

VAnother aircraft passenger television system. in
which video programs can be selected by displays
mounted on respective passenger seats, has been _
disclosed in 0.5. Patent No. 4,647,980, issued March 3,
1987 to steventon,_et al. The aircraft passenger
television system of 0.3. 4i647,980. however, is
incapable of tuovvay signal transmission between a

central unit and each of'a plurality of remote units
mounted on passenger seats, and is incapable of
transmitting signals other than video programs from a
central unit to a plurality of remote units. The system
of 0.5. 4,647,980 offers a menu of programs that is too

limited for the 0.5. 4.647(380 system to be used as a

broad-menu service and entertainment system for
passengers. ‘

-§HHHABX_QEJZHE_IHYEEIIQK

The invention is an improved service and _
.entertainment system for a passenger vehicle, having a
simplified arrangement and offering passengers a broad

'menu of services and entertainments.

In one embodiment, the invention includes:

a head and apparatus comprising means for .

reproducing video signals, means for reproducing audio
signals, means for storing television game software

signals} digital encoder menu; for digitally encoding
the audio signals and tele‘ision game software signals,
means for modulating the video signals and the encoded

audio signals'and television game software signals in
channels of different frequency bands, respectively, and
means for multiplexing the modulated video signals,
audio signals and television game software signals;

P.‘195
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a plurality of tersinal units, each provided

at a respective one of a plurality of passenger seats,

each said terminal apparatus unit including tuner seans

tor receiving and demodulating the sultiplexed video

signals, audio signals televisiongane software
' signals, decoder leans for decoding the encoded audio

signals and television gene software signals, mesory

scans for storing theftelevision gane software signals,
means for processing the television game software
signals, display seam, and means for.'selecting one or
the video signals, audio signals and television game
software signals: and V ‘ '

cable means for transmitting the multiplexed video

signals, audio signals, and television game sottvare

signals to the terminal units. ' I I

In another embodiment, the invention includes:

a head and apparatus comprising means for

generating video and related audio signals, means for

generating separate audio signals, menory means for

storing television game software signals, digital

encoder neans for digitally encoding all or said audio

signals and said television game sottvare signals, scans

for modulating said video signal and the output signal

or said digital encoder means, and multiplexer means
connected to said modulator means torlmultiplexing the

modulated video signals, audio signals, and television

game software signals:

a plurality of terminal units each provided at
respective one of said passenger seats, each said

terminal unit comprising a tirst tuner means tor

receiving said video signals, a second tuner means for

receiving the audio signals related to said video

signals, said separate audio signals, and said

television game software signals, a decoder means tor

decoding the output signal or said second tuner scans,

P. 196
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a selectifla means for selecting said video and related
audio signals, said separate audio signals, or said

television game software signals, a display steam, an

audio output terminal. a volume control seam, and a

neans for processing said (television gene software
signals: and ' -

scans for transmitting multiplexed signals from the
head and apparatus to the plurality of tor-sisal units.

These and other features and advantages of the

invention will becoee apparent tree the relieving
detailed description of the-preferred enhadiaents that

is to be taken in conjunction with the accoapanying

drawings, throughout which like references designate
like elements and parts.

WW

Pig. 1 is a circuit block diagram showing the whole
arrangement of an cabodinent o: a service and

entertath system according to the present invention:

Fig. 2 is an enlarged front view of a front panel‘
' o: a selection and display apparatus used in the Fig. l

embodiment 1

Fig. 3 is a .rear view or two units or the .

selection and displayeapparatus or the invention, each

mounted on a" ditrerent passenger seat; and

Pig. 4 is a perspective view of a preferred
enbodisent ot the invention.

R,.; JV '4 , H ‘I lyJ' ‘41.." '7 11'! 3-31.? ‘ 9435!}:

Several erbodinonte or a service and entertainment

syaten according to the present invention will now be

described with reference to the attached drawings.

The "transnitting side“ (also reterred to as the

"central control portion" or "central control unit“) or
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invention will first be described with reference to Fig.
1.. _

In Fig. 1, reference numerals la to ld designate

video tape recorders provided in the transmitting side.
The transaitting side may be located in an aircratt

crew's rooa. video tape recorder la is used for an

override operation and may be loaded with a cassette

tape explaining how to put on a lite-jacket or the like.
Each 0! video tape recorders lb to 1d is loaded with a

cassette tape of a video procran such as a movie. Bach-

ot video tape recorders la to id is respectively

provided with a terminal v for outputting a reproduced
video signal and with terminals L, R and A for

outputting reproduced audio signals. In an embodiment

in which video tape recorders la to 1d store bi-lingual
programs. terminals L and R are used tor outputting
left—channel and right-channel audio signals in a first
language, respectively, and terminal A is used for

outputting a monaural audio signal in a second language.
Television tuner 2 is provided with a terninal V

, tor outputting a video signal and terminals L and R (or
outputting the left and right channels or an audio
signal, respectively.

still picture reproducing apparatus 3 is capable of
reproducing still picture internation recorded in a

compact disk (CD) ROM, such as maps, an airport guiding
drawing, or the like. The still picture reproducing
apparatus 3 is provided with a terminal V for outputting
a video signal representative 0: a still picture and a
terminal A for outputting an audio signal associated
with the still picture.

Audio reproducing apparatus (a and audio

reproducing apparatus 4b each include three sets o:

compact disk players (CD players) and tape recorders.

The audio reproducing apparatus 4a, 6b are respectively

P. 198
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provided with six pairs of terminals 1. and R for

outputting lettjchannel and right channel audio signals.
Controller-"5 coeprises a sicrophone 5a, a voluse

control: 5b tor edjusting the level or an audio signal
received at the‘sicrophone Be, an announce key So, an
override key 5d? and pause keys So to Sg for setting the
video tape recorders lb to ld into pause node. video

signals from the respective terminals V or the video
tape recorders lie, "is and audio signals tron the

respective ternLinels L, R and A or these recorders are _.
supplied to controller 5. Controller 5 is provided vith
a terminal v for outputting a video signal and terminals

1., R and A for outputting audio signals. Usually, the
terminals V, L.. R and A o! the controller 5 output the
videosignal supplied tron tersinal V o: the video tape
recorder lb and the audio signals supplied tron

terminals L, R and A o! video tape recorder 1h.

_ However, when the override key 5d is pressed to trigger
the override operation, the tersinals v, L, R and A o:
the controller '5 output the video signal supplied tron
terminal v of video tape recorder la and audio signals
supplied tron terminals L, s end A o! video tape
recorder la. When the announce key 5c is pressed to
initiate the announce operation, an audio signal from
microphone 5a is delivered to the output terminal a of
controller 5. 4 ,

CADA encoders 6 and 7 are or the type used in the
conventional cable digital audio/data transmission

system (CADA system) disclosed in v.3. Patent 4,684,981
issued August 4, 1987. Inns cm encoders are capable of
tiss-division-nultiplexing a plurality or digital audio
and data signals and tremitting the suitiplexed
signals over a vacant one channel band width (6 mu) o!
a CATV. thus transmitting signals (e.g., music) with

high etticioncy vithout damaging their quality. Bach o!
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CADA encoders 6 and 7 is provided with an AID
(analog-to-digital) converter and a shitt register. The
tias-division-multiplering operation is carried out by
converting a plurality of audio signals into digital
signals in the A/D converter, inputting the digital
signals in parallel to the shift register at

predeterained locations, and then outputting the digital
signals from the shirt register in series at a high
speed. Not only digital audio signals but also control
data and data comprising coaputer software can be

multiplexed by the cans encoders in this sanner, .
The audio signals‘deliVered to the output terminals

L, R and A of controller 5 are supplied to encoder 6.
The audio signals delivered to the output teruinels L, R
and A or the video tape recorders 1c and 1d are also
supplied to enCoder 6; The audio signals delivered to
the output-terminals L and R or the tuner 2 and the»
output terminal A o! the still picture reproducing
apparatus 3 are also supplied to encoder 6. The audio
signals delivered to the six pairs ot output terminals L‘
and R of audio reproducing apparatus 4a and the six
-pairs of output terminals L and R ot-audio reproducing
apparatus 4b are supplied to encoders 6 and 7 through
controller 5. '. '

When one o! the override key 5d, the announce key
'Sc, and the pause keys so to so or the controller 5 is
pressed, the controller 5 generates control data so;
having contents corresponding to the pressed key. The
control data SC; is supplied to the encoder 6.

Encoder 6 has outzat terminals A to E from each of
which a pause control signal is outputted in response to
the control data scl. The video tape recorders lb to id
and the audio reproducing apparatus 4a and 4b are
respectively controlled by the pause signals delivered
tron the terfiinals A to z o: the encoder 6. Here

P.2200
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specifically, when the override key 5d and the announce

key 3c are pressed, the pause control signal is

outputted from all or the terminals A to n, so that the

video tape recorders lb to 1d and the audio reproducing.
apparatus 4a and 4b all enter a pause node. when the ”

pause keys 3e to Sq are pressed, pause control signals

.aro outputted tron output terainals A to c. placing the
video tape recorders lb to ld into a pause node,
respectively.

A naster controller a is provided. Master

controller 8 comprises a computer which controls the

overall systes, and is preferably located in the cabin

c:_the aircraft. Hester controller 8 is connected with

a display 81 and a keyboard 82. Raster controller 8

generates control data scz (for controlling one or acre
terminal apparatus units located in the receiving sided
o! the system) in response to a command from keyboard 82
and supplies control data SC; to encoder 6. The control

data 5C2 may be, for example, data for controlling the

luninance or a display in the terminal apparatus, data
for polling the conditions ot‘each passenger seat at
which a terninal aryaretus is located, or other data.‘
The data can be monitored by the display Bl connected to
the master controller a. ‘

Henu data is written in non 9e, and a different set
at gane data is Written in each or non- 9b to on. Each

data signal SD read out tron the near an to 9b (for

example, for use with conputer software) is supplied to
a signal processing circuit lo in which. for exanple, an
error correcting code may be added thereto, and is
supplied to encoder 7 thereafter.’

Control data signals so; and SC; are supplied also.
to the encoder.7 from the encoder 6.

A tinc-division-nultiplexed signal Sc“; emerges
from output terminal 0 o! encoder'e. Signal 8cg1
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includes the‘plurelity of digitally converted audio

signals generated in encoder 6, and the control data

sci and SC; supplied to encoder 5. The signal 8m is

supplied to a sodulator ll: to be asplitude-sodulated,

preferably by a V53 (vestigial sidehand) systee.

' A tine-division-Imltiplexed signal Sm energes

fro: an output tersinal o of the encoder 1. signal 5cm '

includes the plurality of digitally converted audio

signals generated in encoder 7, and the control data

(so; and scz) and the, signal so supplied to encoder 1.
The signal sun is supplied to modulator 119 to be,‘

anplitude-hodulated, preferably by a IVSB system. . .

The video signal delivered to the output tersinal v

of controller 5 is supplied to modulator lie. The. audio

signal delivered to the terminal A of controller 5 is ,

supplied both to modulator lie and to encoder 6. In I ‘
nodulator lla, an ordinary television signal is

. generated by frequency modulating the audio signal and

frequency-multiplexing the frequency nodulated audio

signal with the video signal. This television signal is '
thereafter amplitude-modulated, preferably by a vsa

system. ' '

The video signals delivered to the respective

output terminals V of the video tape recorders lc, ld,

the tuner 2, and the still picture reproducing apparatus

3 are respectively supplied to modulators llh to lle to

be amplitude-modulated; preferably by a VSB systes.

_ The modulators lie to 119 modulate the signals

supplied thereto in frequency bands chosen so as to

prevent cross'nodulation, such as in every other channel
above the 60 channels of the television broadcasting
hand. ‘

Output signals from the sodulators lla to 119 are '

supplied to an adder 12 in which they are

frequency-multiplexed. The frequency-nultiplaxed signal
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S” from the adder 12 is supplied through a signal

distributor 13 to one end of a leaky cable 21. Cable

21 serves as a bi-directional signal transsission neans;

The other end of leaky cable 21 tersinates at tersinal

resistor 22. A coaxial cable uhose periphery is

spirally indented so as to leak a large asount of
signals is suitable for use as cable 21.

The receiving side of the systes o! the invention
will next be described.

Pig. 1 shows terainal apparatus unit 30, of the

type that preferably um be saunted on the back or a
plurality o: passenger seats :in an aircraft. Although
only one terminal apparatus unit 30 is illustrated in

Pig. 1, preferably there will be the same number 0:

unite of apparatus 30 as there are passenger seats in
4 the eircratt. The terminal apparatus 30 is provided

with an antenna 31 which receives the frequency

multiplexed signal 531.- leeking tron the leaky cable 21.

The frequency-multiplexed signal Sm: received at the

antenna 31 is supplied through a signal distributor 32

to a television tuner 33 and a cam tuner 3‘. mner 33

is capable o: selectively receiving channels in the

output frequency bands of the modulators 11a to lie,
while the tuner is is capable of selectively receiving

channels inthe output treguency bands of. the V

nodulators.11t and 11g. Tuners 33 and 34 are controlled

in their channel selections by a selection and display
apparatus 35.

video and audio signals emerging tree tuner 33 are

supplied to the eelsction and} display apparatus 35, and

the tiee-division-nultiplexed signal Bu; or am
emerging tron tuner 34 is supplied to a CADA decoder
36. The can decoder 36 is constructed so as to effect

'substantially the inverse operations to those performed

in cam encoders e and 7. lore specifically, CAM
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decoder 36 decodas the tiss-division-sultiplexed signal
sun or 8m or can data, produces a desired

desultiplexed signal, and supplies the sane to selection
and display apparatus 35 or personal cosputar 37. An
ubodiunt o2 decoder 36 is described in above

referenced 0.8. Patent 4,684,981. _
tig. 2 is an example or a preferred arrange-eat ot

the panel of selection and display apparatus 35. 'The
panel or selection and display apparatus as say be
mounted on the back of a passenger seat, as shown in
Pig. 3. _‘ ‘ ‘

dig. ashovs a display 35a, which nay comprise a
tlat cathode .ray tube or an non (liquid crystal display)
or the like, ‘an audio output terminal 35!: tor connecting
a pair or head phones 35c thereto, and a gene tersinal

I 35d. tor connecting a joy stick ass-or the like (refer to :
Pig. 1) tor playing games. I ' V

further, the selection and display apparatus 35 is
provided with a television selecting key 35:, a nusic
selecting key 359, a channel display 35h, a channel-down
key 351 and a channel-up key 353.. -

The television channel can be sequentially changed
by first pressing the television selecting key 35: and
then pressing the channel-down key 351 or the channel-up
key 351. I Thus, when the channel received by the'
television tuner 33 is changed sequentially, the display
35a sequentially displays images reproduced tron the
video signals dcrived from the video tape recorders 1!:
to ld, the tuner 2 and the still picture reproducing
apparatus 3. and corresponding audio signals from CADA
decoder 36,are outputtod to the audio output terminal
35b. When the audio signal is iii-lingual, two audio
Channels are assigned for one video display. A first
language is outputted tron the tint channel; and a
second language tree the second channel.
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The mic channal be sequentially changsd by

first pressing the mic selecting hay 359 and than

pressing the channel-downxayv 351 or tho channel-up hay ‘
351. In this sannar, the audio signal otztmcd 'tros

the CAM decoder 36 is changed, and the audio signals
outputtad fro- the audio reproducing apparatus in and 4‘.“-

ara sequentially outputtad to the audio signal
tersinal 35b. _ _ __ H .

Thesa'lsction and display} apparatus 35 is also
provided with a sand display kayak; a cursordoun hay
35¢ . a cursor-"up hay-:35: min;ng toy 3511."..28y
préasing thé m...by'ask,'._";i;aa;aj:.1§§u
frostl'tha beau 9a tho “laction and
display apparatus 35‘ tron therarsona1 computer 37 and a
mono-is displayed on tho display-nag, A -. I

‘ ‘By prasaingthaanter kay"35n altar aelccting. a
gaaa'py saying tho onttha display with the.
curaor-dovn' key 35: and tho cursor-up key 35a. a video
signal and an audio signal based on data of the selected
game from the gas. m 91) to six are supplied tron the.
personal cosputer 37 to tho selection and display
apparatus 35. Then, the gun displayed on the
display 35a and the game sound: signal is outpottad t:
the audio output terainalIJSb.

Salaction and display apparatus 35 also includaa an
attendant call key 35p. a reading light hay 35g and a
volusa control 352'. ' I '

Referring again to Pig. 1, in response to control
data an and so: derived tron CADA decoder 36, the
sslaction and display apparatus 35 is controlled by a
central processing unit (not shown) located vithin CAM
decoder 36. Ithan control dataASCi indicatss that tho
ovsrrido soda hasiboen soloctad (this selection is made
by dsprasa‘ing the override key 5d of control apparatus 5
located at the transmission side), tuner 33 is tunad to
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receive the channel of the output frequency band '
associated with modulator lie, so that a picture based
on. the video signal produced at output terainal_V of»

video tape recorder la is displayed on the display
apparatus 35a, while the related audio signal produced
at output terminal A of. video tape rmrder 1a is fed to
audio output terainal 35b. When control data SCI
indicates that the announce node has been selected (this
selection isasade by actuatiag'the key 5c of
control apparatus 5 located at the transmission side) ,.
the tuner 33 is also tuned to receive the channel of the
output frequency-band associated with modulator 11a,
while the audio signal tron the microphone :ZSa is tedto
audio output tar-ainal 35b. In the node, the
video signal is mated and thus no picture is displayed
on the display apparatus 35a. " In both theivgannounce node
and the override node, the sound voluse to all terminal
units lay be controlledlso as'to resain constant. '

I: can encoder s or 7 is disabled, the control
data 1361 obtained is the seas as the control data SCI.
generated'to initiate the override node, so that in this
case also, tuner 33 is forcibly placed in the sane
reception state as that in which it is placed in the
override node. I

In the event that tuner 33 is placed in this
reception state while a television gene is being played,
execution of the game by personal computer 37 is
interrupted temporarily. ' '

When the announce key 5c is pressed again to
terminate the override operation or the announce
operation, selection and display apparatus 35 is
released fro: the override condition and is
automatically returned to its condition as of initiation

I or the override or announce operation. At this point,
personal computer 37 may rooms execution of a
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television ganeQ When the selection state (reception

state) is overriden (forced into a controlled condition)
channel indicator 35h displays a signal indicative of

the forced condition. Alternatively, a special

indicator may be provided to perform this function.

On the basis of control data scz', the brightness cf
display apparatus 35a is automatically controlled in

accordance with_the brightness of the cabin. When

control data 862 requests-information regarding a

terminal unit, a one (not shown) sithin cam decoder 36

generates the requested information, uhith say be 7
indicative of the status of apparatus 35, or'vdata
detected by sensors (such as sensor 35) and indicative

of whether the seat belts are fastened or not, or
indicative of the reclining states of passenger seats or

.the like. ' such data is supplied to transmitter 38, in

which it is nodulated by a signal having a selected
frequency outside the frequency bands of nodulator 11a

through 119. Then the modulated data is supplied tum

signal distributor 32 and antenna? '31 to leaky cable 21.

The signal transmitted by leaky cable 21 is supplied
' through the signal distributor 13; to the CAD). encoder 6

located at the transnitting sidefand is fed through

CADA encoder 6 to naster controller 3, in which it is

utilized. 1

If the attendant call key ‘35; of selection and
display apparatus 35 is depressed, control data is

generated tron the cm of cam decoder 36. This data is

supplied to and modulatedby transmitter 38 and the

modulated data signal is then fed through the signal
distributor 32 and the antenna 31 to leaky cable 21.

The data signal free the leaky cable 21 is supplied
through signal distributor 13 to CADA encoder 6 at the '

transmitting side. On the basis of this data, the CPU

(not shown) within CADA encoder 6 controls a switch has
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41 to light a corresponding attendant call lag 41
(shown in Fig.1). It the reading lamp key 35:; or
selection and, display apparatus 35 is actuated, control

‘ data is generated from the CPU or the cam decoder 36. I
Such data is supplied to the transmitter 38, in which it
is modulated and then fed through the signal distributor
32 and antenna 31 to leaky. cable 21. The data tron the
leaky cable 21 ie supplied-through signal distributor 13

' to CADA encoder 6 at the transmitting side. on the
baeis or this data, the CPU within Qua encoder e '-

controle nvitching box 40 to~'light a corresponding»
reading light 42. ' {I - ' ?

Further, it a keyboard 43 is connected to game
terminal 35d, as shown by a hroken line in Pig. 1,3the
CPL'. within cam decoder 36 produces control data. Such

control data is supplied to transmitter 38, inzvhlch it.
is nodulated‘and than ted through the signal distributor
32' andthe antenna 31 to theleaky cable 21. a The data

tron CADA encoder 6 to master controller 8. Eben _
supplied with this data, master controller 8 responds by
supplying appropriate computer program data (which say
be a word processing program, and will hereinatter be
referred to an a word processor program, tor
specificity) to CADA encoders 6 and 7. This word
processor progran is than supplied as‘a

frequency-multiplexed signal through the leaky cable 21
to terminal apparatus unit so and is then latched into
personal computer :7. In this operating node, i: the
user entere eentencea or other internation by operating
keyboard 43, such aantenoee or other intornation are
recorded in a random access aenory (RAH) o! personal
computer 37. Display 35a dieplaye the sentence: or other
information so that the user can correct then or'
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otherwise process them while viewing then on display :

35a. ,When the correction, or other processing '

operation, is ended using keyboard 43, data representing

the sentences or other intonation (converted to ASCII

code) from the memory or personal couputer 37 is

transmitted through CADA decoder 36 to the transaitter

3B, in which the data is modulated and then ted through

the signal distributor 32 and the antenna 31 to the
leaky cable 21. The data from the leaky cable 21 is

supplied through the signal distributor 13 to the cam

encoder 6 in which it is encoded. The encoded data from

the CADA encoder 6 is supplied to the master controller .

8. The date say then be supplied to a ‘disk drive u in

by which it is recorded, for example, in a floppy disk

(not shown). Alternatively. the data may be supplied to

a printer 45 where it is printed out, or the data say be
transmitted to a remote location via a comnication V

apparatus es. The user can select any one ot-the disk

. drive u, the printer 45 and the communication apparatus

46 by entry or appropriate commands using keyboard 43..
Such selection comands are supplied to the saster

controller 8 together with the other word processing

date (such as sentences) entered using keyboard 43. The

passenger say also utilize any word processor or other

program which was previously written in a non (not

shown) ‘vithin personal computer 37. The passenger say
pick up any record generated in disk drive 64 or any

paper record generated by printer 45, tor exasple, men
the passenger exits the aircratt.

According. to the eebodinont or the invention

described with reierence to figs. 1-3, video signals

tron the video tape recorders 1a to id, the tuner a and

the still picture reproducing apparatus 3,'_end audio

signals iron the video tape recorders is told} the
tuner a, the. still picture reproducing appsratus' 3 and
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the audio reproducing apparatus 4a and 4b, and so on.
are trequency-multiplaxod (in a tine-division manner

' dascribed in referenced u.s. Patent 4,684,981) and

output as signals Sm and Sm o: cam encoders 6 and
7. » These- output signals Sc”, and Sc” are respectively
nodulatod by tho modulators 11a to 119 and. than added

together to fora the frequency-mitile signal say.
This trequoncy-nultiplexod signal Sm: is supplied to the
leaky cable 21 tor transmission to the reception side.
Upon reception at each terminal unit 30,. the selection

and display apparatus as nay select a desired signal
iron the plurality of video and audio signals
transsitted an the traguoncy-uultiplexod signal Sm}.

Data generated by actuation o2 tha_reading lamp key
35:; and the attendant call key 35p, data indicative of

tho aolocted status or salootion and display apparatus

35 and other data derived tron terminal apparatus unit
30, are modulated by transmitter 38 and than supplied
through the signal distributor 32 and the antenna 31 to

the leaky cable 21. The data 1:91: the leaky cable 21 is
supplied through the signal distributor is to can
encoder 6. On the basis of this data, the CPU within
chm encoder 6 controls the reading light 42 and the
attendant call light £1, for example, to turn each on or

on. Alternatively, this data is supplied to master
controller 8 in which an audience rating or tho like is

calculated on the basis o! tho data supplied.

rig. 4 shows the appearance or a proton-ed
embodiment of the present invention which is installed
in a airorstt. Thoparts in the fig. 4 systoa
corresponding to those at rig; l are marked with the
am utersnoa numerala and will not be described again
in datail. The dis): drive 64, the printer “and the '. »
external conunioation apparatus 46 shown in fig; 1 are
not shown in fig. 4 tot uiaplioity. Rona 9a to 9h and
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signal processing circuit 10 shown in Fig. l are all

secured in box 100,.vhile CADA encoders 6 and 7,

modulators lie to 11g, adder 12, and signal distributor
13 are all secured in box 200.

. since the plurality of video signals, audio

signals, and television game software signals to be

transmitted by the invention are frequency-multiplexed

at the transmission side and supplied through leaky
cable 21 to each terminal apparatus unit 30 on the

reception side, the overall arrangessnt'o: the

invention is simple, and the signal transmission
components are particularly simple, coapact,.and light-
weight. This is particularly advantageous in an

aircraft which desirably has a low weight.
According to the invention, a desired one o: a

plurality of ditterent video programs, such as movies,
digitally reproduced music, and television genes can be
enjoyed at every passenger seat. The invention is'thus

suitable for use as a service and entertainment systes

tor a passenger vehicle (such as an aircraft) having a
plurality or passenger seats.

further, according to the present invention, since

the audio signals are digitized tor transmission as

digital signals by CADA encoders 6 and 7, each user can

enjoy susic having excellent tone quality, which quality
is unitern asong the terminal units 30 at the reception
side. a

Hhils the present.invention is usetul as an

information transaitting apparatus or service and'

entertainment system within the cabin or an aircratt as
described above, the invention is not liaited for use

for this purpose, and instead can be inplenonted in

other kinds of passenger vehicles (such as a train or a

bus), or in a theater, stadium, or the like.
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while each selection and display apparatus 35 is
shown nounted on the rear side of a passenger seat in
Figs. 3 and 4, each selection and display apparatus 35
may alternatively he provided at oth-w locations near
the user, for example, at the arm portion of the user's
seat, or a table portion contained in the user's seat.

Alternatively, the selection portion of the termina
apparatus can he provided at the user's arm test while
the display portion is provided on the rear side of the_
seat ahead of the user. '

According to the present invention, since a

plurality of video signals and audio signals (and other
signals) are frequency-multiplexed and then transnitted
through single signal transaitting_neans, and since the
data generated at the reception side is transaitted
through the ease single signal transmitting scans to the
transmission side, the systes wiring is simple and the-
harduare tor implementing the invention can be
simplified. This enhance the suitability ot'the service
and entertainment system of the invention for use as an
internation transmitting apparatus tor a passenger
vehicle. or as a service and internation transeitting

Iapparatus located within e_theater. stadium or the'like.

Although several preferred embodiments of the
invention have been described, it will be apparent that
aany soditicationa and variations could be eztected by
one,exilled in the art without departing tron the
spirit or scope o! the invention, as claimed below.
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1. A service and entertainment systda,
ooapriaing: - ‘

- a head and amratua comprising mans for
reproducing video signals, mans tor reproducing
audio signals, encoder means for encoding said
audio signals, mans tor nodulating said video
signals and said encoded audio signals in channels"
of different .1qu bands, mpactivol , and
manna tor aultiplsxing said nodulath video ‘
signals and encoded audio slowly-respectively;

last one or said mltiplcxod, modulated video
signals and encoded audio signals, a tuner coupled
to the selecting loans tor receiving and
demodulating said solach video signals and
encoded audio signals, a decoder loans tor
daooding said oaloctod encoded audio signals, a-
display means for displaying the aeloctad video
signals, and an audio output taminel tot-receiving»

_ the “looted decodsd audio signals.-

2. A service and entertainmnt syseoa according
to olaia l, in which said audio signals an analog audio
signals and said encoder moans convex-ta said analog
audio signals to digital audio signals prior to encoding
said audio signals therein, and said decoder loan.
convorta said digital "audio signals to analog audio
signals. prior to decoding said audio signals thanin.
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3, A service and entertainment cysts: according

to clais 1, wherein the head end apparatus also includes

scans for storing television game so!th signals,

wherein the encoder neans is capable of digitally

encoding the television gase software-signals, the ‘
modulator Deans is capable ot nodulating the television

gale software signals, and the multiplexing mans is

capable of multiplexing the nodulated television gene

software signals Vith the sodulsted video signals and
the modulated“ audio. signals, andvhorein the tuner or A
each terminal unit is‘capable ot-receiving and
demodulating the multiplexed television gase software

signals, the decoder means or each torni‘tal unit is
capah1e~ot decoding the digitally encoded television

game'sottvare signals, and‘wherein each tersinal unit
includes Beans for storing. processing, and selecting

the decoded television game software signals;

4. A service and entertainment system according

to clais 3, in which each said terainal apparatus

further comprises a game tersinal to which a gene
controller my be connected. .

5. A service and entertath cysts: according

to claim 3, in which said selecting scans mam a

channel indicator, a set of channel up- and down keys to:
use in selecting any one of said video signals and said
audio signals, and a gene selecting key tor selecting
any one or said decoded television gene software
signals. . '. '

6. A service and entertaimentsystes according
to claim 5. in which each said tersinel apparatus

further cowl-ices a mum control tor controlling the
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value of selected decoded audio eignale received at
the audio output terminal.

7. A service and entertainment syetea according

V to claia 6, further comprising an attendant call light

and a reading light provided for each aaid terminal

1 unit wherein said head end apparatus-er conprieea
V. control mane for controlling each _ea1d attendant" call

light, wherein each said unit an
attendant call key, a reading tor

._ generating a control eignal 'by'actuation ot__eaid I
attendaniI _"'t"cai;1 geey‘ ' and "9-3414 flight": and
man; ‘tor lending laid control
maps in said head and apparatus through said cable

‘8. A service and gym-according
to claia ‘l, in which each said terninal mince-prises a

panel including raid display mane, laid gale terainal,

eaid channel indicator, said channel up and down keys,

eaid gaee selecting hey; eaid volune control, said

attendant call key and eaidreading light key.

9. a eervice and entertain-ant eyetea according

to clai- a, in which at least one of said panele ie

adapted'to be mounted on the rear ‘eide o! a passenger

eeat in e paeeenger vehicle. '

10. A aervice and cntertailinent eyeten according
to clai- a, in which said dieplay'leane is a net

cathode ray tube. ' '»

11._ service and entertainnent:eyatee_eccordinq
to claim a, in uhich said whim-41; anqu
crystal display. " :5 1' '~ I
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- A service and antertainas'nt systsa according
to claim 2, inyhich aach said terminal unit turthar'
conprisas antenna steam; for receiving said multiplexed
video signals and audio signals, and a signal
distzibutor connected between said antenna loans and
said tunar, and each said tunes includes a tirst has:
for receiving said video signals and a second tune: to:-

‘. receiving said audio signals.

I 13.. A sax-vice and sntartaimsnt' systss according
to clais 2, in which said video 'signsl'reproducing scans

recorders and a

r.

includss a pluralitv a: vidao‘ _
Beans for taprodu'cing still video pictures.

15 a ' .. , " . .

I 14. A sorvicoand' entertainaantsystea according
v' 'to clain 13, in which said vidso signal reproducing

mans further includes a tslevision (tuner.

20 is. A service and entartaiment systsn according I
to claim 13, in which each of said video cassette

xscorders and said still video picture rsproducing scans
has a video output tsrsinal and an audio output

each said video output terminal being
connected to said modulator scans and each said audio
output terainal being connected to said encoder teens.

is. A ssrvice and entertaimsant systas according
to claim 1, in which sac): said tsli apparatus is

30 mounted at a dines-ant passenger seat in a passenger
V¢1GICO - '

17., A service and entartainsenttsystes to: as
passenger} vehicle having a pluralitvro'tlpassengsr seats,

35 comprising: ' z 5 ' "'
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a head end apparatus comprising-mane tor

generating video and related audio signals, mane
for generating separate audio aigmle, encoder

mans for encoding all of said audio signals, scans
:tor modulating said video eignala and the output
signal or said encoder nuns. and multiplexer leans

connected to eaid undulating mean; for multiplexing
the nodulated video. signals, and the nodulated‘

enéoded audiofleignalet ' - I

a plurality'oi unite each provided at
redpective one at said passenger seats. each said

V terminal unit for 4
selecting at 154.: 'ot raid-Video and" related
audio signals and said separate audio signals. i
first tuner tor receiving said eelected video
signals, second stuner neana tor-receiving said
selected related audio 'eignale‘and eeid- eclected'

saturate audio signals, each 01 said tira't' timer
means and eaid second tuner mane being coupled to

the selecting scene, a decoder loans for decoding
the output signal of said second tuner neane. a

» display learn for displaying the eelected video

eignale, an audio output terminal tor receiving the
eelected audio eignale, and a volume control tor
controlling the «puma. o: the eelcted audio

eignale received at the audio output terninel: and
new for tron-sitting eaid nodulated,

multiplexed signals rrom the head end apparatus to
.ea'ch eaid terainal unit.

18. A oer-vice and entertain-ant according
‘ to clein 17, wherein the head end ehperatue eleo"
includee‘wane for television gale eottuere I
signal-e; wherein the encoder mean. ‘1‘. capable." 9.1;: » '
digitally encoding theii'televieion gees torture 'eignale,
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the modulator“ means is capahle of modulating the
television game software _signals, and the lultiplexing _'
leans is capable ot‘nulltipl'exing the nodulated ‘ _
television game software-signals with the nodulated
video signals and the nodnlated encoded audiohignale,
and wherein the tuner; of each terminal unit is» capable
of receiving and denodulating the mltipleages‘lmtelevieion
gale software: Miguel-e;1 they'vdecoder neaneivot;
toninal is the
encoded television gale inmate 'eignals," .
each :téfiinu. unit to; I _
proceee’ingr,“ and selecting" decoded ion gale
“mustangs. ‘ ' " . 

_ 19. A service andi’entertainnent systenijaccording
'to claim 18, in which-said transmitting twang-includes a
leaky cable. _ ‘ " ’

20. A service and entertainment systen' according

to claim 18, in vhich each! terminal unit conprises a
panel including said selecting neans, said display
means, said audio output tornitul and said volu'ae
control. 1

21. A service and entertainment systea according '

to claim 20, in which at least one o: eaidg'panel: ia'
nounted on the rear side'ot one of said paaeengerseats. I

22. A service entertainment systea_accotding
to claim 2i} in which said paeaenger vehicle " I
aircraft. I. V: ' '
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Réseau international de téle’vision, céblé, dans les avions. visionnée on direct at enregistrée, sur postes indi-viduels. -

@ La présente invention.concerne un nouveau procédér lisant un reseau vidéo couleur.cablé.international.ins-
tallé a bord: des avions,trains,cars.aéroglisseurs,ba-
teaux.contr6lé par ordinateur.diffusant simultanément 1 a
100 chaines.gratuites,par fibre optiqueJe visionnage s'ef—
fectue sur poste de télévision individuelmuni de casque
stéréo et sur écran géant.Une antenne collective capte les
satelitteset des lecteurs: cassettes et disques vidéo diffu-
sent des programmes enregistrés.Le réseau posséde un
circuit fermé: caméra intérieure et extérieure pour l’usage
de la compagnie.Le confort des passagers est amélioré.
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Le procédé de la présente invention consiste en une maniére

d'opérer pour réaliser un nouveau produit de grande consomma-

tion,sur 1e plan mondial,en faisant fonctionner un ensemble de

dispositifs.

Cette invention,concerne une pluralité de dispositifs lies

lentre eux de telle sorte qu'ils ferment un seul concept inven—
tif.

Ainsi,1e procédé mis en place selon la présente invention

crée des produits qui découlent directement de lui.

La présente invention,concerne un nouveau procédé réali-

sant un réseau vidéo cable international,programmé et contr61é

par ordinateur,ayant plusienres chaines de télévision,diffusant
des programmes,simultanément,en couleur systéme : SECAM,PAL,

NTSC,insta11é a bord : des avions,trains,cars,aéroglisseurs,

bateaux,pour 1a communication d'informations en circuit fermé'

specifiques a chaque compagnie,et 1e visionnage de programmes

de détente : en direct diffuses par satelittes et captés par une

antenne collective,et des programmes pré-enregistrés : sur des

cassettes et disques vidéo,dont le visionnage est assuré sur

des postes individuels et collectifs : a tube cathodiques on a

cristaux liqfiides,munis'de casques stéréo.

I Traditionnellement,notamment dans 1e domaine de l'aviation

on diffuse sur le plan international,pendant les vols,des films

par projection cinématographique,collective,dont les pasSagers

qui sont_des consbmmateurs,n'ont aucune possibilité de choix.

En subissant cette diffusion,1e libre arbitre n'existe pas.

Par consequent,ce concept limite la liberté individuelle et

le confOrt personnel de Chaque passager.

1° procédé,selon 11invention,permet de remédier a cet incon-

Vénient.

Il comporte,en effet,un poste de television couleur indivi—

duel,muni d'un caSque stéréo,grace auquel chaque passager peut

choisir,5 n'importe quel moment,une des chaines commerciales,

diffusée simultanément et gratuitement,dans le cadre du présent

réseau.
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Etant une Premiere Mondiale,un trés grand choix de program7.

mes de détente et d'informations,en plusieures langues,est pro—

posé quotidienement. ‘

Ainsi réalisé,le présent procédé,selon 1'invention,fait fonc-

tionner le plus vaste réseau vidéo cablé,couleur,commercia1,du

monde,étant donné qu'il s'applique dans le cadre de_toutes les

compagnies de transport nationales et internationales,concré—

tisant un nouveau concept.

Ce procédé de visionnage,vidéo couleur,sur poste de télévi-

sion individue1,pour chaque passager,notamment dans les avions,

constitue un dispositif de communication audio-visual de grande
consommation.

Différents types d'avions étant en service,actue11ement,sur

1e plan international,chaque compagnie attribue un espace bien é

spécifique pour chaque fauteuil. ‘

Par consequent,l'insta1ation de chaque poste de télévision

individue1,pour améliorer 1e confort de chaque passager,sera

rééiisé tenant compte des facteurs suivants : a) espace entre

les fauteuils, b) éclairage d'ambiance, c) éclairage indivi-

duel, d) inclinaison des fauteuils, e) angles de vision de

Ichaque utilisateur, tout en respectant les normes internatio—

nales de sécurité,notamment 1'alimentation en courant electri-

ques : secteur,piles,accumulateurs.

Le cablage vidéo de chaque avion,ou moyen de transport,de

ce vaste réseau international,dont 1e visionnage est réalisé

sur un écran géant collectif et sur des postes individuels,

constitue un nouveau dispositif,selon 1'invention,formant un

seul concept.

Les écrans de télévision couleur,installés dans chaque avion,

ou moyen de transport,ont : a) pour le poste collectif,é cris—

taux liquides : une diagonale maximale de 3 metres, et b)pour

chaque poste individuel,une diagonale comprise entre 10 et 40

centimétres,maximum.

Selon les variantes,du présent procédé,chaque poste indivi—

duel est installé : ‘

- sur un support fixé sur 1'accoudoir de chaque fauteuil,

étant orientable a 360°

- sur un-support fixé sur liaccoudoir de chaque fauteuil,

étant escamotable,té1éscopique et orientable a 360°

~ sur un support fixé au plancher,entre les 2 fauteuils,
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étant téléscopique et orientable a 360°

- sur les dossiers des fautenils,en face de chaque passager,

étant fixé sur un support téléscopique et orientable a 560°.

Le cablage,du présent procédé,est réalisé grace a un dispo—

sitif ntilisant des fibres optiques,qui difffisent simultané--

ment plusieures chaines,cou1eur :

a) communication interne,en circuit fermé,spécifique a

chaque compagnie de transport : informations diversses,notam—'

ment mésures de securité,fuseaux horaires,météo,

b) la diffusion directe d'émissions émises par les satel-

lites,captées grace I a une antenne collective,

c) diffusion de programmes d'informations et de détente,

sur cassettes et disques vidéo,chaque chaine_.~_.~‘.3, \

ayant son on ses proprestlecteurs;)

pré—enregistrés :

L'ensemble du présent procédé,de ce dispositif de réseau

vidéo cablé,international,est programme et suivi automatique-

-ment,en permanence,autant dans 1'ensemble,qu'individuellement

pour chaque avion,ou moyen de transport,par un ordinateur gé-

néral ainsi que des mini'ordinateurs.

Par exemple,1'antenne collective qui capte les emissions

diffusées par les satelittes est programmée et suivie automa—
tiquement,de meme que le dispositif des lecteurs video : cas-

settes et disques. '

Cet important réseau mondial,vidéo cablé,difque siméultané—

ment plusieures chaines commerciales et a caractére thematique,

en plusieures languesa

Le nombre de chines diffusées,simultanément,dans chaque

aVion ou moyen de transport,est compris entre 1 a 100.

Le procédé de la présente invention concerne une pluralité

de dispositifs liés entre eux formant un seul concept inventif.

Ainsi,pour augmenter encore plus 1e confort individnel de

chaque passager,dans le cadre des compagnies de transport,no-

tamment 1e choix des programmes d'informations et de détente,

une autre variante,de ce réseau,du présent procédé,consiste a

utiliser toujours des postes.individuels de télévision couleur

cassette ou disque,incorporé.

Pendant 1a diffusion des programme5,proposés par les dif-

férentes chines commerciales,les passagers pourront visionner

des films,spots,pub1icitaires de marques’nationales et interna-
tionales.
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Tenant compte du nombre de compagnies d'aviation,de vols

quotidiens,ainsi que de 1'ensemb1e de transports terrestres :

trains,cars,et maritimes : aéroglisseurs,bateaux,les annonceurs

publicitaires pourront ainsi bénéficier,gr3ce au présent_dis-

pOSitif,selon l'invention,du plus vaste réseau cable de télé-

vision du monde.

Ces publicités sont
L'ensemble des compagnies de transport,trouveront grace

au présent procédé un intérét technico-financier évident pour

leur rentabilisation commerciale et leur confort.

>Par 1'uti1isation de ces dispositifs techniques,un nouVeau

progrés conceptual est réalisé.

Afin d'améliorer 1a securité des passagers et des avions,

une camera de télévision couleur,té1écommandée et orientable

a 360°,fonctionnant en circuit fermé,sera instéllée.Une vue in—
terieure : générale et zoom,de chaque avion ou moyen de trans-_

norf sera diffusée uniquement sur un moniteur,visionné par un

membre de la compagnie.

Cette caméra est dissimulée,et fixée au plafond.

Toujours dans la cadre du présent réseau de télévision ca—

blée,une autre caméra couleur sera instalée é l'extérieur de

1‘avion,étant télécommandée et orientable a 360°,afin de permeta

tre aux passagers d'admirer en direct sur leurs postes indivi-

duels ainsi que sur le poste collectif,écran géant,1es paysages

pendant 1e Vo1,ainsi que 1e décollage et l'atterrissage.Ainsi,

méme les passagers ne se trouvant pas assis auprés des hublots

pourront profiter grace au présent dispositif,d'une magnifique

Vue extérieure.

Grace au present procédé ,utilisant des pastes individuals

de télévision,1'attention des enfants,voyageant dans les : avions

trains,cars,aéroglisseurs,bateaux,pourra étre captée d'une ma-

niére certaine,améliorant 1e confort des autres passagers.

Les personnes qui ont des problémes lors des déplacements

en avion,et bateau,notamment : inhibitions,ma1aises,provoqués

par un état nerveux,pourront trouver grace au present procédé

'vidéo une distfaction immédiate.La tendance actuelle étant d'in=

terdire,de plus en plus,1a fumée des cigarettes dans les lieux

publiques,les fumeurs se trouvent dans un état de stress,notam-

ment pendant des voyages de longue durée.

Le present procédé de réseau vidéo cablé installé dans
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chaque : avion,train,car,aéroglisseur,bateau,dont 1e visionnage
des émissions est éffectué sur des postes individuels de télé— I

vision,apporte une neuveauté absolue sur le plan international,
employant un ensemble de dispositifs techniques trés performantSQ

Indéniablemen't,une ere nouvelle s'ouvre,gr5ce 5 1a présente

invention dans le‘ domaine de la communication audio-visuelle
individuelle,dans les moyens de transport collectifs.
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REVENDICATIONS

l) Procédé en ce qu'il comporte un ?éseau vidéo cable internatiq—

nal programmé_et contrSlé en permanence par ordinateur,diffusant

simultanément 1 é 100 chaines de television couleur,systéme : SECAN

PfiL,HTSC,installé é bord des avions,trains,cars,aéroglisseurs,ba—

teaux,pour 1a communication d'informations spécifiques a chaque

compagnie,sa securité et celle des voyageurs,et 1e visionnage de

programmes de détente : en direct5captés des satelittes grace é

fine antenne,ainsi que des programmes prééenregistrés sur des cas=

scttes et vidéo diSques,le visionnage étant assuré sur un paste
a

i;dividuel,gour chaque pass ger,muni d'un-casque stéréoget sur un7“...__,._.__e

écraw géant collectif.

2) Dispositif seloa la revendication 1 caractérisé en ce que le'
5 1“ ' 1’ - - - - 4--.. - —.'— .. 1

cabnge v1ceo,daas chaque av1on 0a floyen de b;aflsPOLt9POul cnaque

£au*euil‘et pOLr 1'écran collectif5est réalisé par des fibres op—

+iquéé,aifgusant : 1 5 100 chainesgsimulfiauémenta

F)_Dispesi€if selon 1a'revendicati01'1,2,ca3actérisé par le Via
G o ‘ 1a diagonale de

5 e 9

fiHodique a" & cristaux liquides,muni de casque stéfléoo

E) ?isgositif sel 1 la re"endicati01 1 ct “isé par le via

’
e

e de télévisi n couleur,& cristauxt

f,dont la diagonale maximale est deliquides,écran géant,collecti

3 métres,chaque passager utilisant un casque stéréo individuel.

5) Dispositif selon 1a r ndication l,2,3,caractérisé en ce que
eve

1'emp1acement de chaque paste de télévision,iadividue1,est réalisé

en fonction de cheque compagnie,selon 1es variantes 8

4 sur un subvert nize sur l'accoudoir de chaque fauteui1,étant

crieataule & 300

D o .'accoudoir do chaque fauteuilgétantl1 C.‘ I") [-IIMI". (m (I! dI‘: a]=- S‘llE-I‘ 1111. $11
I . - Hr

escamotab1c9té esco.1que et orientable a 300°

0 1 1— sur un SLpp ;* iiXé aL pla;cher,e1tre es 2 :auteuilsgétan*

telescopiQLe et o:ien*able é 360°

— $1: les dossiers d s fauteuil 9e3 face de chaque passage—r9

t orientable 5 360°.

- ; e lutGSgleS emi sions

diffLsées,est giograwmée et SLivie aufiomati uemenfgen permanence9

3a: ordiLateur.

7) Dis:ositi§ selon 1a revendication 1,3,en ce que le lecteur
— P.229
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Ce cassettes et disiues vidéo est individuel,branché sur la posteO

de télévision de chaque passager,et selon une variante 1e lecteur

est encastré dans ce poste,fonctionnat sur piles on accumulateurs.

8) Dispositif selon 1a revendication 1,2,en ce qu'une caméra de\

télévision couleur,télécommandé,orientable a 360°,transmet des i-

g] mages en direct sur Hn moniteur,visionné uniquement par un membre

de la compagnie,afin d'assurer en permanence 1a securité intérieu-

re de chaque avion ou moyen de transport,ainsi que celle des voya—

geur : vue géhérale et zoom.

9) Dispositif selon 1a revendication 1,2,3,4, en ce qu'une camera

50 e television couleur,télécommandé et orientable a 360° est placée

01$ 1e fuselage et salon une variante sur le fuselage de 1'avionOU!Q.
L 1e toit des moyeus de transport : trains,cars,aéroglisseursgba=

teaux,transmetfiant des images en direct sur cheque écran de téléa

vision,individuel pour cheque passager et sur l'écran collectif:
K]! m U

mIn
‘

m w
e; vol,decollage,a€terissage,etc.,tout en assurant 1a sea

n on moyen de transport = respectant les lois

. v a u— A f

L la revendlcatlon 1,8921%9590,7 .q

L'eneemble

SG "

Gu'ufi Liniaordidateuv diffuse son nrogramme et contrSl

8999en ce
e

7 I ..
o eglnéernationa19dans 1e padreul p O 02 (IL. [J m‘J

0 U) N. c. 1::- l". U! D.)r: 1 (D m (D mfl 4la. Ch (0\ 0 O m

1e chweue avioe ow moyen de *"adsborpgeeanu relié aux autres mini—

1 t re maven ée dis_uet es iLter—cha_geab1esgétant J.

i;?é pa“ 1L ordinateur entral cui les irogramme et 1es conu361e
c

e3 vernaaeeee,dont 1a mémoire comgrend l'ensemble des moyens de
5
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application

Scott BLAIR .

Serial No. 09/423,284

Filed: February 22, 2000

For: SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Dear Sir:

) Group Art Unit: 2613

) Examiner: WONG, Allen C.

)

)

)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service with
sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents,

Was:'ngton, DC 20231, on Febmary 19, 2003 .
Name: Deborah ’1'. Tomme

AMENDMENT

In response to the Examiner’s Office Action mailed November 19, 2002, please consider

the following amendments and remarks in connection with the above-identified application.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

Please amend claims as follows:

 

 
 

1. \ (Cancelled) A video

passengers in a mass transit subway system, an comprising at least one video display monitor

ystem for displaying televised material to

adapted for mounting inside a subway car so as 0 display televised material to passengers riding

therein, and a video signal source unit operative y connected to said at least one monitor.

2. \ (Cancelled) The video stem of claim 1 comprising a plurality of video

display monitors operativer connected to a si le video signal source unit.

3. \(Cancelled) The video ystem of claim 2 wherein the video signal source

. unit comprises a video tape player, or video di k player or'computer-based digital video recorder.

OJ, \ (Currently amended) The video—system subway car of claim 3& “7n xein -
the video signal source system includes a pre—recorded video transmission program for feeding to

display on the monitors of duration about 5-15 minutes.

\5\ (Currently amended) The videe—system subway car of claim 4Rwherein ‘
the program is repeatable, and includes a series of commercial messages of 30 second"- 1‘ minute,»to-

‘ duration.

 

6. \ (Cancelled) The vid system of any one of the preceding claims wherein

the video monitors are secured-to the su ay car at a location of junction. between wall and

' ceiling of the car, with the screens ofthe onitors directed obliquely downwardly towards the '

NVA255783J  
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car I ats.

(“Ah—fiw
(xi/K \7\ (Currently amended) TheWsubway car of claim l—Rwhich is

sound free. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

b, (Cancelled) The video syst m of claim 1 or claim 2 wherein the video
source unit is a, television receiver for receivin broadcast television signals from a remote

transmitter and supplying the signals to the video d' splay monitors.

9.\ (Cancelled) The video syste of claim 1 which the video display monitors
include LCD screens.

Mk (Cancelled) A subway car for mass transportation and comprising a
video display system including at least one video display monitor having a video screen, the

monitor being mounted in the subway car in manner such that the Video screen thereof is

readily Visible to passengers in the subway car, and a video signal source unit operatively

connected to said at least one monitor.

1\. l
(Cancelled) The subvyfay car of claim 10 including a plurality of said

monitors, spaced along the length of the car on,” opposed sides thereof. .
z

12.\ /

(Cancelled) The subway car of claim 11 including longitudinal opposed/,

sidewalls and a ceiling adjoining the sidevgialls, and wherein each said monitor is mounted at the

junction of the sidewall and ceiling, [Ali/ith the screens of the monitors directly obliquely/

downwardly towards the car seats.

CL; 3 X (Currently amended)

NVA25578341
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A subway

car for mass trans ortation includin lon itudinal o osed sidewalls a ceilin ad'oinin the 

sidewalls avideo dis 1a s stem com risin a luralit of video dis 1a monitors each havin a 

video screen and a video si a1 source unit 0 erativel connected to said monitors

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof,

each of said monitor bein mounted at the 'unction of the sidewall and ceilin with the screen

 

 

of the monitor substantiall flushed with the ad'acent wall surface structure of the car and 

directed obli uel downwardl toward the car seats so that each video screen is readil visible 

to assen ers in the subwa car.

5

\ \k
§&wherein the video signal source unit comprises a video tape player, a video disk player or

 

(Currently amended) The subway car ofanyone—of elaims—lO—lé claim
 

computer-based digital Video recorder.

\ifl (Currently amended) The subway car of claim -l-G\l;3%wherein the video
monitors include LCD screens.

4 I
“216‘; (Currently amended) The subway car of any of claim l—G‘gincluding a

self-contained wiring-cabling system connecting the video monitors to the video signal source

unit.

NVA255783J
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REMARKS

The Examiner’s Office Action of November 19, 2002 has been received and its contents

reviewed. Applicant would like to thank the Examiner for the consideration given to the above-

identified application and for indicating that claim 13 contains allowable subject matter.

Claims 1-16 were pending in the present application prior to the above amendment, of

which claims 1 and 10 were independent. By the above amendment, claims 1-3, 6, and 8-12

have been canceled and claims 4, 5, 7, and 13-16 have been amended. Accordingly, claims 4, 5,

7, and 13-16 remain pending, of which claim 13 is independent, and are believed to be in

condition for allowance for at least the reasons provided below and the amendments set forth

above. ‘

Referring now to the detailed Office Action, claims 6,7, 9, and 14-16 stand objected to as

containing informalities. Specifically, claims 6, 7, and 9A are objected to as containing no

preceding claim number, and claims 14-16 are objected to as being improperly multiply

dependent. Further, claim 13. stands. objected to as containing the, term “substantially” which

can describe. varying degree of “flush”. I i

In response to the objection of claim 13, Applicant respectfully directs the Examiner to

MPEP 2173.05(b), particularly, subsection D (page 2100—197, Eight Edition, August 2001).

According to the MPEP,the usage of the word “substantially”, does not automatically render the

claim indefinite. When a term ofdegree is present, it should be determined whether a standard is

disclosed or whether one of ordinary skill in the art would be apprised of the scope of the claim. 4

Applicant respectfully submits that Figs. 4 and 4a, and the disclosure in the second paragraph of

, page 11, for example, sufficiently disclose the. meaning of “flush” recited‘in claim 13 such that
one of ordinary skill in the art would be apprised of the scope of the claim.

With respect to the objection of claims 6, 7, 9, and 14-16, Applicant submits that the

above-presented claim cancellations and amendments have overcome the objections of these
claims.
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Claims 1 and 10 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as anticipated by Gerke et al.

(US. Patent No. 5,009,384 -— hereafter Gerke). Further, claims 2-9 stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. §103(a) as unpatentable over Gerke in view of Steventon et al. (US. Patent No.

4,647,980 — hereafter Steventon).

As amended, claim 13 recites all the features of cancelled claims 10-12. Further, claims

4, 5, and 7 have been amended to change their dependency from claim 1 to claim 13 and to recite

a subway car.

As amended, claim 13 contains allowable subject matter and has been rewritten to

contain all the features of a base claim as well as all intervening claims. Consequently, claims 1-

3, 6, 8-12 have been canceled and their rejections are rendered moot.

Having responded to all objection and rejections set forth in the outstanding Office

Action, it is submitted that claim 13 and its dependent claims 4, 5, 7, and 14-16 are now in

condition for allowance. An early and favorable Notice of Allowance is respectfully solicited.

In the event that the Examiner is of the opinion that a brief telephone or personal interview will

facilitate allowance of one or more of the above claims, the Examiner is courteously requested to

contact Applicant’s undersigned representative.

Respectfully submitted,

,/,//  

 
NIXON PEABODY LLP

8180 Greensboro Drive, Suite 800

McLean, Virginia 22102

(703) 770-9300
JLC/LCD
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

The examiner would like to apologize to the applicant for withdrawing the

previous objection to claim 13 made in the previous Office Action sent on 11/19/02, and

reject the current set of claims as set forth by applicant’s response sent on 2/24/03. It is

the examiner’s contention that there is sufficient art to reject these claims and the

rejection will be shown as set forth below. This will be a non-final rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 4, 5, 7 and 13-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Gerke (5,009,384) and Steventon (4,647,980), in view of Williams

(6,038,426).

Regarding claim 13, Gerke discloses a video system for displaying televised

material to passengers in a mass transit subway system (col.1, lines 6-12; note a

subway car is a part of a train, Gerke's discloses the train and “other forms of public

transit”, thus the “other forms of public transit" meets the limitation of the mass transit

subway system; col.2, lines 27-30 discloses displaying televised material to passengers

“on a bus or the like”, thus meeting the limitation of the mass transit subway system),

and comprising at least one video display monitor adapted for mounting inside a
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subway car so as to display televised material to passengers riding therein (col.1, lines

6-12, and fig.1, element 2), and a video signal source unit operativer connected to said

at least one monitor (co|.1, lines 53-56; note cable means carries the video signal

source; see fig.1 and 2 and note element 40 is a secured mount to mount the monitor 2,

the monitor is mounted).

Gerke does not disclose the multiple video display monitors. However,

Steventon teaches plural displays (fig.2, element 26 is an LCD screen and that each

seat has an individual module element 16 that has an LCD screen 26). Therefore, it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of

Gerke and Stevenson for using multiple displays to satisfy and entertain passengers

during long subway train rides. Both Gerke and Steventon pertain to video systems in

vehicular transport modes.

Gerke and Steventon do not disclose the video monitor screen is substantially

flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car. However, Williams discloses a

flange element 125 is rests flush against the mounting plate (co|.1, |n.42-55; Williams

discloses the positioning of the flange element is substantially flush with the mounting

plate). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to

combine the teachings of Gerke, Steventon and Williams as a whole for placing the

video monitor screen flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, since

Williams suggests that the flange element 125 rests flush with the monitor plate, so as

to avoid taking room from passengers.
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Regarding claims 4-5, 7 and 14, Gerke does not disclose the display of

prerecorded material that is played back on video tape player. However, Steventon

discloses the display of prerecorded material that is played back on video tape player

(co|.5, lines 60-66). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art to combine the teachings of Gerke and Stevenson for using multiple displays to

satisfy and entertain passengers during long subway train rides. Both Gerke and

Steventon pertain to video systems in vehicular transport modes.

Regarding claim 15, Gerke does not disclose the multiple video display monitors.

However, Steventon teaches plural displays (fig.2, element 26 is an LCD screen and

that each seat has an individual module element 16 that has an LCD screen 26).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the

teachings of Gerke and Stevenson for using multiple displays to satisfy and entertain

passengers during long subway train rides. Both Gerke and Steventon pertain to video

systems in vehicular transport modes.

Regarding claim 16, Gerke discloses a cabling system (col.1, lines 53-56; note

cable means). Gerke does not disclose multiple monitors. However, Steventon

teaches plural displays (fig.2, element 26 is an LCD screen and that each seat has an

individual module element 16 that has an LCD screen 26). Therefore, it would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Gerke and

Stevenson for using multiple displays to satisfy and entertain passengers during long

subway train rides. Both Gerke and Steventon pertain to video systems in vehicular

transport modes.
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Contact Information

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Allen Wong whose telephone number is (703) 306-

5978. The examiner can normally be reached on Mondays to Thursdays from 8am-

6pm.

lf attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Christopher Kelley can be reached on (703) 305-4856. The fax phone

numbers for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703)

872-9314 for regular communications and (703) 872-9314 for After Final

communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-

4700.

Allen Wong
Examiner

Art Unit 2613

AW

April 1, 2003
cums KELLEY
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Docket No. 740859-96 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of: Group Art Unit: 2613

Scott BLAIR Examiner: WONG, Alla ECEED
)

)

Serial No. 09/423,284 ) OCT 2 3 2003

Filed: February 22, 2000 )

)
Technology Center 2600

For: SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

Certificate of Mailing - 37 CFR 1.8(a)

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
deposttad with the Unttad States Postal Servlce as
first ctass malt In an envelope addressed to:
CanmtsstomrforPatents P.O. Box 1450 '

RESPONSE Narmada, VA 22313—1450 the date below

 Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Dear Sir:

In response to the Examiner’s Office Action mailed April 10, 2003, please consider

the following remarks in connection with the above—identified application.

REMARKS

The Examiner’s Office Action of April 10, 2003 was received and its contents

reviewed. Applicant would like to thank the Examiner for the consideration given to the

above-identified application.

Claims 4, 5, 7 and 13—16 were pending in the present application prior to the above

amendment, of which claim 13 is independent. Reconsideration and withdrawal of the

currently pending rejections are requested for the reasons advanced in detail below.

Referring now to the detailed Office Action, claims 4, 5, 7 and 13-16 stand rejected

under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) over Gerke et al. (US. Patent No. 5,009,384 — hereafter Gerke) and

Steventon et al. (US. Patent No. 4,647,980), in view of Williams (6,038,426). Applicant

respectfully traverses this rejection.
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Claim 13 is directed to a subway car for mass transportation including a longitudinal

opposed sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the side walls, and a video display system comprising

a plurality of video display monitors. The video display monitors each have a video screen

and a video signal source unit operatively connected to the monitors. The monitors are also

spaced along the car on opposed sides of the car where each monitor is mounted at junctions

of the sidewall and the ceiling. The monitors are substantially flush with the adjacent wall

structure and directed downwardly for visibility to passengers.

As recognized by the Examiner in the Office Action, Gerke and Steventon fail to

disclose a video monitor screen that is substantially flush with the adjacent wall. Williams is

relied upon for allegedly teaching a flange element 125 that rests flush against the mounting

bracket. Williams fails to overcome the recognized deficiencies of Gerke and Steventon

because Williams does not disclose a video monitor screen that is substantially flush to the

adjacent wall as asserted by the Examiner, nor does it teach or suggest securing a monitor to

the junction between the ceiling and an adjacent wall.

Williams is directed to a system that can be removed from a seat of an airplane, for

instance, without detaching the entire communication cable. Specifically, the SEU of

Williams stands for “seat electronics units” as provided in the title of the invention. This

includes not only the monitor, but also the telephone handset, circuitry and other components

of the entire system, and is mounted in the back of the seat. Moreover, the mounting bracket

is not the junction of the ceiling and side wall of a transportation car. Rather, the mounting

bracket is provided in each of the passenger seats, as demonstrated in the prior art version of

Figure 1 and in Figure 2. Consequently, the monitors themselves are also mounted in the

back of the seats as clearly provided in Figure 1 and described in the specification, instead of

flush with an adjacent wall as suggested by the Examiner.

Therefore, there is really no relation between Williams and the present invention

which is directed to a transportation car that includes a plurality of monitors mounted at the

junction of the sidewall and the ceiling. This similarly applies to Steventon, since this

reference relates to the mounting of monitors in the backs of seats in an airplane. As a result,

the Examiner has failed to establish a prima facie case of obviousness since he has failed to

show in the cited references, either alone or in combination, each and every feature of the
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present invention. Consequently, claim 13, as well as claims 4, 5, 7 and 14-16, should be

considered allowable over the cited art of record.

Having responded to all rejections set forth in the outstanding Office Action, it is

submitted that claim 13 and its dependent claims 4, 5, 7, and 14-16 are now in condition for

allowance. A11 early and favorable Notice of Allowance is respectfully solicited. In the event

that the Examiner is of the opinion that a brief telephone or personal interview will facilitate

allowance of one or more of the above claims, the Examiner is courteously requested to

contact Applicant’s undersigned representative.

Respectfully submitted,

 L. Costellia

'on No. 35,483

NIXON PEABODY LLP

401 9‘1‘ Street, N.W., Suite 900
Washington DC. 20004-2128

(202) 585-8000
JLC/
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Deposit I 1053 130 1053 130 Non—English specification _
figfirt leon PeabOdy 1812 2,520 1812 2,520 For filing a request for exparte reexamination _

1804 920* 1804 920‘ Requesting publication of SIR prior to Examiner
The Commissioner is authorized to: (check all that apply) action

El Charge feds) indicated below El Credit any overpaymem 1805 1,840‘ 1805 1,340. Requesting publication of SIR afier Examiner _action

D Charge any additional fee(s) during the pendency of this application 1251 1 10 2251 55 Extension for reply within first month _
1:1 Charge fee(s) indicated below, except for the filing fee 1252 410 2252 205 Extension for reply within second month —
1" the abOVe‘mem'fied dew" “mm 1253 930 2253 465 Extension for reply within third month $475.00

FEE CALCULATION 1254 1,450 2254 725 Extension for reply within fourth month
1. BASIC FILING FEE 1255 1,970 2255 985 Extension for reply within fifih month

Large Entity Small Entity 1401 320 2401 160 Notice oprpealF F F F F D ’ ’

cf); (5“: cf); (sic “ “mph” Fee Paid 1402 320 2402 160 Filing a brief in support of an appeal
1403 280 2403 140 Request for oral hearing

100] 750 200] 375 Utility filing fee 1451 1,510 1451 1,510 Petition to institute a public use proceeding
_ 1002 330 2002 165 Design filing fee 1452 110 2452 55 Petition to revive - unavoidable

1003 520 2003 260 Plant filing fee 1453 1,300 2453 650 Petition to revive — unintentional

1004 750 2004 375 Reissue filing fee 1501 1,300 2501 650 Utility issue fee (or reissue)
1005 160 2005 so Provisional filing fee 1502 470 2502 235 Design 155“ fee1503 630 2503 315 Plant issue fee

SUBTOTAL (I) (5) 0 1460 130 1460 130 Petitions to the Commissioner
1807 50 1807 50 Processing fee under 37 CFR 1.17(q)

EXTRA CLAIM FEES FOR UTILITY AND REISSUE 1806 180 1806 180 Submission of Information Disclosure Stmt

Fee from 8021 40 8021 40 Recording each patent assignment per property
Extra Claims below Fee Paid (times number of properties)

TotalClaims :| -20**= I: x|:] =IE] 1809 750 2809 375 Filinga submissionafterfinal rejection(37 CFR 1.129(3))

Independent :| -3**= C] M: = [:1 1810 750 2810 375 Forcach additional invention to be examined Claims (37 CFR 1.129(b))

Multiple Dependent x I: = [:1 1801 750 2801 375 Request for Continued Examination (RCE)

Large Entity Small Entity 1802 900 1802 900 Request for expedited examination of a design
Fee Fee Fce Fee Fee Description application

Code (5) Code (5) Other fee (specify)
1202 18 2202 9 Claims in excess of20

1201 84 2201 42 Independent claims in excess of 3 _*Reduced by Basic Filing Fee Paid SUBTOTAL (3) S ' 75.00
1203 280 2203 140 Multiple dependent claim, if not paid

1204 84 2204 42 ‘* Reissue independent claims over I CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

original patent l,’ I hereby certify that I is correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal1205 18 2205 9 ** Reissue claims in excess of 20 and Servi ‘ with sufficient postage a first class mail in an envelope addressed to Commissioner for
over original patent Pate , Was 'ngton 20231, on

SUBTOTAL (2) Aer—L ‘ .1
"or number previously paid, if greater, For Reissues, see above I

SUBMITTED BY Comlete i a livable_n5-—

Name (Print/Type) ‘ - - ' jglsmmo No' 35,483 Telephone 202-585—8000A ,l/ 1.“ tome Ment

E/I/Au-qW/IJ_ October 102003

NVA279236. 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria Virginia 22313-1450
ww.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

SIXBEY FRIEDMAN LEEDOM & FERGUSON WONG, ALLEN c
8180 GREENSBORO DRIVE ,

suns 800
MCLEAN, VA 22102 26l3

DATE MAILED: 11/17/2003 I 3

09/423,284 02/22/2000 SCOTT BLAIR ‘ 0859-96 6562

TITLE OF INVENTION: SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY - ISSUE FEE PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE I DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisiona] $1330 $1330 02/17/2004

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.

PROSECUTION O_N_ m MERITS I_S_ CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL 'BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT fl EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE
REFLECTS A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. THE PTOL-85B (OR

AN EQUIVALENT) MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVEN IF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WILL
BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. ~

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALL ENTITY status: V

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or
above.

B. If the status is changed, pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
required) and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check the box below and enclose
and notify the United States Patent and Trademark Office of the the PUBLICATION FEE and 1/2 the ISSUE FEE shown above.

change 1“ Status’ 0' u Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status.
See 37 CFR 1.27.

11. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and retumed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be
completed and returned. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be
completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of

maintenance fees. It is patentee’s responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when dire.
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‘i . PARTB- FEE(S)TRANSMITTAL .i

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: La“ Mail Stop ISSUE FEECommissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (703) 746-4000

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required . Blocks 1 through 4 should be completed where
ap ropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will e mailed to the current corres ondence address as

indicated unlcf:ss confected below or directed otherwise in Block I, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate " EE ADDRESS" formaintenance ee noti ications. 

CUM CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (NW: “filmy “‘3’”? Wm‘ "‘Y wm‘iw mu“ 31”" ') Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must

 

7590 1 1/17/2003 ave its own certificate of mailing or transmissron.

SIXBEY FRIEDMAN LEEDOM & FERGUSON Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
1 hereb ceiti that this Fee 5 Transmittal is being deposited with the United

8180 GREENSBORO DRIVE States ostal Service with suglicient postage for first class mail in an envelope
SUITE 800 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile
MCLEAN VA 22102 transmitted to the USPTO, on the date indicated below.

’
(Depositor's name)

(Signature)

(Date)

mow
09/423,284 02/22/2000 SCOTT ELAIR 0859-96 6562

TITLE OF INVENTION: SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional $1330 $1330 02/17/2004

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

WONG, ALLEN C 2613 348-061000

   

 
 
 

I. Chan e of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For rintin on the atent front a e, list I the
CFR l. 63). p g p p g ( )names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys or 1

agents OR, alternatively, (2) the name of a single
firm (having as a member a registered attorney or 2
agent) and the names of up to 2 registered patent
attorneys or agents. If no name is listed, no name 3
will be printed.

D Change of corres ondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO 13/122) attached.

D "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required. -  

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assi%ee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the. patent. Inclusion of assignee data is on] appropriate when an assignment hasbeen previously submitted to the SPTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an aSSignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent); D individual Cl corporation or other private group entity Cl government
4a. The following fee(s) are enclosed: 4b. Payment of Fee(s):

E] Issue Fee D A check in the amount of the fee(s) is enclosed.

CI Publication Fee Cl Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

Cl Advance Order - # of Copies CI The. Director is hereby authorized by charge the required fee(s), or credit any ove ayment, to
Deposrt Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this ford-S.

Director for Patents is requested to apply the Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any previously paid issue fee to the application identified above.

(Authorized Signature)  
 

  

 

 
 
 
 

 

NOTE; The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone

other than the ap licant; a registered attomeg/ or agent; or the assignee or other party ininterest as shown y the records of the United tates atent and Trademark Office.  
This collection of information is re uired by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to
obtain or retain a benefit by the pu lic which is to file (and b the USPTO to process) an
application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 3 CFR 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 12 minutes to com Iete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the

completed application form to the SPTO._ Time Will vary depending upon the indivrdualcase. Any comments on the amount of time you require to com etc this form and/or
suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief In ormation Officer, US.
Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, Alexandria, Vir inia22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDR SS.
SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, nmersons are required to respond to acollection of information unless it displays a valid 0 control number.   

TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE(S)

IPTOL-85 (Rev. 10/03) Approved for use through 04/30/2004. OMB 0651-0033 US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.mptogov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION N0.

 
09/423,284 02/22/2000 SCOTT BLAIR 0859-96 6562

SIXBEY FRIEDMAN LEEDOM & FERGUSON wow, ALLEN c
8180 GREENSBORO DRIVE .

sumoo - _
MCLEAN, VA 22102 ‘ 2m '

DATE MAILED: 11/17/2003 /}

Determination of Patent Term Extension under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed after June 7, 1995 but prior to May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Extension is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include an

indication ofthe 0 day extension on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Extension is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) system (http ://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (703) 305-1383. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
'United States Patent and Trademark omce
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

I’D. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
09/423,284 02/22/2000 SCOTT BLAIR 0859-96 6562

SIXBEY FRIEDMAN LEEDOM & FERGUSON WONG, ALLEN c
8180 GREENSBORO DRIVE

sum 800
MCLEAN, VA 22102 2613

DATEMAILED: 11/17/2003 /}

Notice of Fee Increase on October 1, 2003

If a reply to a "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" is filed in the Office on or after October 1, 2003, then the

amount due will be higher than that set forth in the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" since there will be an
increase in fees effective on October 1, 2003. & Revision o_f Patent Fees m Fiscal Year 2004; Final Rule, 68 Fed.

Reg. 41532, 41533, 41534 (July 14,2003).

The current fee schedule is accessible from (http://www.uspto.gov/main/howtofees.htm).

If the fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice 0f Allowance and Fee(s) Due" but not the correct amount in view

of the fee increase, a "Notice of Pay Balance of Issue Fee" will be mailed to applicant. In order to avoid processing

delays associated with mailing of a "Notice of Pay Balance of Issue Fee," if the response to the Notice of Allowance

is to be filed on or after October 1, 2003 (or mailed with a certificate of mailing on or after October 1, 2003), the

issue fee paid should be the fee that is required at the time the fee is paid. If the issue fee was previously paid, and the

response to the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" includes a request to apply a previously-paid issue fee to the

issue fee now due, then the difference between the issue fee amount at the time the response is filed and the .
previously-paid issue fee should be paid. S_ee Manual o_f Patent Examining Procedure, Section 1308.01 (Eighth
Edition, August 2001).

Effective October 1, 2003, 37 CFR 1.18 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) through (c) to read as set forth below.

Section 1.18 Patent post allowance (including issue) fees. '

(3) Issue fee for issuing each original or reissue patent,

except a design or plant patent:

By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)) .................... .. $665.00

By other than a small entity....................... .. $1,330.00

(b) Issue fee for issuing a design patent:

By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)) .................... .. $240.00

By other than a small entity.......................... .. $480.00

(c) Issue fee for issuing a plant patent: '

By a small entity (Sec.‘1.27(a)) .................... .. $320.00
By other than a small entity.......................... .. $640.00

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center of the
Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.
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 Application No. Applicant(s)

09/423,284 BLAIR, SCOTT
Examiner Art Unit

Allen Wong 2613

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON'THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS

NOTICE OF ALLOWABlLlTY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

Notice ofAllowability

 
 
 

 

  
  

  
 1. [Z This communication is responsive to amendment filed on 10/14/03.

2. E The allowed claim(s) is/are 4 5 7 13-16 renumbered as 1-7.

3. IX The drawings filed on 22 February 2000 are accepted by the Examiner.

4. E] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e)-(d) or (f).
a) C] All b) E] Some“ 0) D None of the:

1. E] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. E] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received: __

5. E Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application).
(a) I] The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

6. [I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.

 
  
 

 

 

  
  
  
  

  
 

 
  Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements noted

below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

 7. [:1 A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. 

 

 
 8. [:l CORRECTED DRAWINGS must be submitted.

(a) CI including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) I] hereto or 2) CI to Paper No. .

(b) E] including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed , which has been approved by the Examiner.

(c) [3 including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of Paper No.

  
  

   Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) ofeach sheet.

 
 
 9. E] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the

attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

 
 
 

Attachment(s) 

  
  
  

  

1|: Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 2:] Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3E] Notice of Draftperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 4E1 Interview Summary (PTO-413), Paper No._.
5B Information Disclosure Statements (PTO-1449), Paper No. _. 6E] Examiner's Amendment/Comment

7D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit BIZ Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

of Biological Material 9|:I Other w
HFIIS KELLEY

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
TECHinSGLUGY GEN??? 29:00

   
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 04-03 Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No. 13
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Application/Control Number: 09/423,284 Page 2

Art Unit: 2613

DETAILED ACTION

Allowable Subject Matter

1. Claims 4, 5, 7 and 13-16 are allowed over the prior art.

2. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance: None of the

references, neither Gerke, Steventon, nor Williams disclose the combination of

limitations of claim 13 of the present invention: a subway car for mass transportation

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video

display system comprising a plurality of video display monitors each having a video

screen, and a video signal source unit operatively connected to saidmonitors, said

monitors being spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each of

said monitor being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of

the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screen is readily

visible to passengers in the subway car.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance.”

Contact Information

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Allen Wong whose telephone number is (703) 306-

P. 258
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Application/Control Number: 09/423,284 Page 3

Art Unit: 2613

5978. The examiner can normally be reached on Mondays to Thursdays from 8am-

6pm.

lf attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Christopher Kelley can be reached on (703) 305-4856. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703)

872-9306.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-

4700.

Allen Wong
Examiner

Art Unit 2613

AW

11/13/03

mm
is KELLEY

SUPERVngl‘RF“! PAYS?” W’WlNER
TECHNOLOGY GEN it?
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‘4 ‘ ,9 PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and mail this form, together with applicable fee(s) to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

m (703) 745-4000
INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 4 should be completed where appropriate.
All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as indicated unless
corrected below or directed otherwise in Block I, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate “FEE ADDRESS" for maintenance fee
notifications.

 

 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Leginy mark-up with any corrections or use N0le: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of
Block I) the Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other

accompanying papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or

22204 7590 03/1 “2003 ' format drawings, must have its own certificate of mailing or‘ transmussron.

NIXON PEABODY LLP Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
TH TR E I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United401 9 S ET’ N'w‘ States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in anSUITE 900 envelope addressed to Mail Stop Issue Fee. Commissioner for Patents, PO.

Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450, or being facsimile transmitted
to the USP’I‘O at . on

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

09/423,284 02/22/2000 Scott Blair 0859-96 6562

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004-2128

  
  

 

TITLE OF INVENTION SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

APPLN. TYPE. SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE
YES $0nonprovisional $665 $665 02/17/2004

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS—SUBCLASS
WONG, ALLEN C. 26] 3 348-061000

   
  

  

   

Change of correspondence address or indication of “Fee Address” (37 CFR
1.363)

2. For printing on the patent front page, list (l)the
names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys or agents
OR, alternatively, (2) the name of a single firm (having
as a member a registered attorney or agent) and the
names of up to 2 registered patent attorneys or agents.
If no name is listed, no name will be printed.

1W

El Change ofcorrespondence address (or Change of Correspondence Address
form PTO/SB/ 122) attached. 2 Jeffrey L. Costellia

El “Fee Address" indication (or “Fee Address” indication form PTO/SB/47;
Rev 03-02 or more recent attached. Use of a Customer Number is re uired.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

3

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. Inclusion of assignee data is only appropriate when an assignment has
been previously submitted to the USPTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY & STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) I] individual CI corporation or other private group entity D government

4a. The following fee(s) are enclosed: 4b. Payment of Fee(s):

IE Issue Fee El A check in the amount of the fee(s) is enclosed.

El Publication Fee El Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

[2] Advance Order - # ofCopies 15 El The Commissioner is hereby authorized by charge the required fee(s), or credit any overpayment,
to Deposit Account Number 19-2380 (740859-96) (enclose an extra copy of this form).

  
   

Commissioner for Patents is up iti - u to - . d Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any previously paid issue fee to the application identified above.
1 ‘fl "

(Authorized Signature)7/F (Date)Jeffre L. Costellia "- . 01/14/2004
NOTE: The issue Fee . u 3W; Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the
applicant; a register ttomey or agent; or the assignee or other party in interest as shown by the records of the
United States Patent and Trademark Office.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.3] l. The information is required to obtain or retain a 01,15/2004 BSAYASIE 00000078 192380 09423284
benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is 01 “2.2501 665 00 DA
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to comple'te, 02 Fczeom 45")including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO, Time will vary ' ' 0 DA
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form
and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnforrnation Officer, US Patent and
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In Re: REQUEST FOR REEXAMINATION OF US

PATENT NO. 6,700,602

Patentee

Patent No.

Appl. No.

Filed

For

Examiner

Scott Blair

6,700,602 — Issued 03/2/2004

09/423,284

May 6, 1998

SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

Chris Kelley

STATEMENT IN SUH’ORT OF RE

0R REEXAMINATION OF US. PATENT N0. 6 700 602

Mail Stop Ex Part6 Reexam
Commissioner for Patents

PD, Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223134450
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

l|l|l|lllllllllllllllll
27299PATENT .TRADEMKRK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC

(EFS-WEB) 'I'RANSMlSSFON

{ hereby certify that this correspondence is
being transmitted via the Office electronic
filing system in accordance with 37 C.F.R. §
§.S{a)(l}(C} from the Pacific Time Zone of the
United States on the local date shown below.

Will I
(Date)

Zgawfla’w
Peter 3‘ Gutierrez ill, Reg. No. 56,732

UEST

 

This is a request for ex parte reexamination of US. Patent No. 6,700,602. It is being

accompanied by form 8857, form 8842 citing four (4) references, copies of the four (4)

references and translations Where necessary, a copy of the subject patent in double column

format and the required fee.
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U.S. Patent No. : 6,700,602

Application No.: 09f423,284

Request for Reexamination

1. Identification of Requester

Reexamination ofUS. Patent No. 6,700,602 (hereinafter‘the ‘602 Patent’), is respectfully

requested by Peter J. Gutierrez, (hereinafter‘Requestoi’).

The Requester submits that the enclosed prior art, identified on the attached SB42 form,

5 is pertinent and applicable to the ‘602 Patent.

2. Identification of Claims for Which Reexamination is Requested

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.510, reexamination of Claim 1 of the ‘602 Patth is

requested by the Patent Owner in View of the following references, hereinafter collectively

10 referred to as ‘the New References’, a copy of each of the following being attached to this

Request

it Japanese Publication of Unexamined Patent Application No. 61—272668

(hereinafter‘Dl’);

- Japanese Patent Application Publicatiou No. H2—223985 (hereinafter‘DZ’);

15 0 Japanese Published Unexamined Patent Application No. H04—160991

(hereinafter‘D3’); and

a Japanese Patent Appiication No. 861—285490 (hereinafter‘D4’).

Reexamination of Claim 1 is requested in View of the New References.

20

3. Statement of Each Substantial New Question of Patentability

A. A substantial new question of patentabiiity as to Claim 1 is raised by the

References

25 Claim 1 of the ‘602 Patent was granted in a Notice of Allowance on November 17, 2003.

In the Notice of Allowance, the Office indicated that none of Gerke, Steventon, nor Williams

(considered by the Office during prosecution of the “602 Patent) disclose the combination of:

"a subway car for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed

30 sidewalls, a! ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a
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Application No; 09/423,284

Request for Reexamination

“a subway car for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed

sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a

plurality of video display monitors each having a vide screen, and a video signal

source unit operatively connected to said monitors, said monitors being spaced

along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each ofsaid monitor being

mounted at thejunction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of the monitor

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats. so that each video screen is

readily Visible to passengers in the subway car. "

Accordingly, the references of record do not teach or suggest such features, as recited in

Claim 1.

In Patent Owner‘s Office Action response dated October 10, 2003, Patent Owner had

asserted that: “Williams is directed to a system that can be removedfirom a seat ofan airplane

This similarly applies to Steventon, since this reference relates to the mounting ofmonitors

in the back ofseats in an airplane. " However, the New References show various Video monitor

systems that are used in applications, such as on train cars. These teachings provided by the

New References were not present during the prior examination of the “602 Patent, and as such,

these teachings are new.

In addition, in Patent Owner’s Office Action. response dated October 10, 2003, Patent

Owner had argued in part that: “ Williams.fails to overcome the recognized deficiencies ofGerke

and Steventon because Williams does not disclose securing a monitor to the junction henoeen

the ceiling and an adiacent M-rall ". However, as will be discussed more fully below, D2 appears

to teach “infiirmation signal diSpZay devices” mounted near the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling (see Figures 4 to 6 of D2). These teachings provided by the New References were not

present during the prior examination of the ‘602 Patent, and as such, these teachings are new.

The Patent Owner believes that a reasonable Examiner would consider such teachings

important in determining whether or not Claim 1 is patentable. For this reason, the combined

teachings of the New References and the references of record raise a substantial new question of

patentability with respect to at least independent Claim 1.
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4. Detailed Explanation Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.510(b)

A. Claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 6,700,602 The New References
 

l. A subway car for mass transportation

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a

ceiling adjoining the sidewalls,

a video display system comprising a plurality

of video display monitors each having a video

screen, and

a Video signal source unit Operatively

connected to said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of

the car on opposed sides thereof,

each of said monitor beinglrnounted at the
junction of the sidewall and ceiling,

with the screen of the monitor substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car, and

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

 

 

D3 teaches a “car body” for "an electric

train” that include longitudinally opposed

sidewalls with a ceiling that adjoins the

sidewalls. (age 738 and Fig, 2)

Di teaches “information systems that can

selectively display a variety of multifunctional

information in stations, in between stations, or

in train cars which are underway” (page 588).

 

D1 also teaches multiple “Information

communication display parts” (page 590 and

FIG. 2). 
D1 teaches "A video switcher which is an

image signal switching device; {2) An image

memory; (3) A video disk device which

facilitates selection and playback of the

desired images by means of external signals

via the controller; (4) A video tape recorder

via the controller; (5) Videodisc players which

are installed in stations or train cars. ” (page

588).

D2 appears to teach information signal display

devices disposed on opposing sides of the train

(Figures 4 to 6).

D3 appears to teach “television receivers”

spaced along the length of the "car body"

(Fig. 2)

D4 teaches “the display devices 2] to 2a are

arranged or; the walls flanking the aisles of

each train or above the windows of the

assertggmgs ” (- age 621).
D2 appears to teach I “information signal
display devices ” mounted near the junction of

the sidewall and ceiling (Figures 4 to 6)

None of the References teaches or suggests the
monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car.

D2 appears to teach “information signal
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display devices " that are downwardly directed.

(Figures 4 to 7)

seats, so that each video screen is readily

visible to assert ers in the subway cart 
5. Remarks

Despite the substantial new question of patcntability ostensibly introduced by the

teachings of the New Referencesa Patent Owner still believes Claim 1 is patentable over the

New References (and the references of record) in that, inter aha, the New References fail to

teach or suggest a “subway car...with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

aajr'acertt wall surface structure of the car”. As set forth in Patent Owner’s Office Action

response dated October 10, 2003, “Gerke and Steventon fat! to disclose a video monitor screen

that is sabstarztiallyflush with the adjacent wall. ”

Furthermore, Patent Owner had argued that Williams faiied “to overcome the

recognized deficiencies of Gerke and Stevertmh because Williams does not disclose a video

monitor screen that is substantialt’yflash to the achaceht wall as asserted by the Examiner As

noted above, the New References fail to address these deficiencies that were also present in the

art of record, as discussed in Patent Owner’s Office Action response dated October 10, 2003.

6. Conclusion

Thus, for the reasons set forth above, at least one substantial new question of

patentability has been raised with respect to Claim 1 of the ‘602 Patent based on the New

References, which were not of record during the prosecution of the ‘602 Patent. However, based

on the reasons set forth above, it is beiieved that Claim 1 (and therefore its dependent claims)

is/are patentable over both the New References and the art of record.

Accordingly, reexamination of Claim 1 of the ‘602 Patent, and the issuance of a

certificate confirming patentability, is respectfully requested.
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If the Office has any questions 01' comments which may be resolved over the telephone,

they are invited to call the undersigned at (858) 675-1670.

Respectfuliy submitted,

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

By: [/5 .
Peter J. Gutierrez, 111

Registration No. 56,732

16644 West Bernardo 1312, Suite 201

San Diego, CA 92127

Telephone No.: (858) 675—1670

Facsimile N0.: (858) 6754674

Dated: August 16, 2011
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PTO/89.67 (02-09)
Approved for use through 08l31l2010. OMB 0651—0033

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

(Also referred to as FORM PTO-1465)

REQUEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATSON TRANSMITTAL FORM

Address to:

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Commissioner for Patents Attorney Docket No.: BLAIROO 1 A
Po. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 Date: August 16. 2011

1. This is a request for ex parte- reexamination pursoant to 37 CFR 1.5?0 of patent number 5,700,602
issued Mamh 2: 2004 . The request is made by:

patent owner. D third party requester.

. The name and address of the person requesting reexamination is:
Scott Blair

1 Toronto Street, Suite 910

Toronto, M50 2V6

D a. A check in the amount of $ is enclosed to cover the reexamination fee, 37 CFR 120(c)(1);

b. The Director is hereby authorized to charge the fee as set forth in 37 CFR 120(c)(1)
to Deposit Account No. 501423 ; or

E] c. Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

4. Any refund should be made by D check or credit to Deposit Account No. 501423
37 CFR 1.2503). if payment is made by credit card, refund must be to credit card account.

. A copy of the patent to be reexamined having a doubie column format on one side of a separate paper is
enclosed. 37 CPR 1.510(b)(4)

. E] CD-ROM or CD-R in duplicate. Computer Program (Appendix) or large table
D Landscape Table on. CD

Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission
if applicable, items a. — c. are required.

a. C] Computer Readabie Form (CRF)
b. Specification Sequence Listing on:

i. [:1 CD-ROM (2 copies) or CD—R (2 copies); or

ii. D paper

c. D Statements verifying identity of above copies

8. D A copy of any disclaimer, certificate of correction or reexamination certificate issued in the patent is included.

9. Reexamination of claim(s) 1 is requested.

10. A copy of every patent or printed publication relied upon is submitted herewith including a listing thereof on
Form PTO/$8108. PTO—1449. or equivalent.

11. An English. language translation of all necessary and pertinent non-English language patents andlor printed
publications is included.

 
' ' " ' Pa e 1 of 2

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.510. The information is rgquired til obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 2's to file (and by the US PTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 USS 122 and 37 CFR 1,11 and 1.14. This coltection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including
gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount
ct time you require to complete this form similar suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief information Officer. US. Patent and Trademark
Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND SEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS.
SEND TO: Mail Stop Ex Parts Reexam, Commissioner for 9atents, PD. Box 1450, Aiexandria, VA 22313—1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, calf 1-800—PTO—9199 and select option 2.
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PTOr‘SBIS? (02-09)
Approved for use through 02f2812013. OMB 0651—0064

U S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it dispiays a valid OMB control number.

£2. The attached detaiied request includes at least the following items:

a. A statement identifying each substantiai new question of patentaoility based on prior patents and printed
publications. 37 CFR t.510{b)(1)
b. An identification of every claim forr which reexamination is requested, and a detailed explanation of the pertinency
and manner of appiying the cited art to every claim for which reexamination is requested. 3? CFR 1‘510(b)(2).

13. D A proposed amendment is included {only where the patent owner is the requester}. 37 CFR 1‘510(e)

14. [:1 a. it is certified that a copy of this request {if filed by other than the patent owrier) has been served in its entirety on
the patent owner as provided in 37 CFR 131% ).
The name and address of the party served and the date of service are:

 

 

Date of Service: ; or

D b. A duplicate copy is enclosed because service 09 patent OWner was not possibte, An explanation of the efforts
made to serve patent owner is attached. ties MPEP 2220.

35. Correspondence Address: Direct all communications about the reexamination to:

E] The address associated with Customer Number: 27299
OR

 

a Firm or
" lndividoai Name
Address

  

City
 

Country

Teiephone  

15. [:1 The patent is currently the subtract of the foltowing concurrent proceeding(s}:
a. Copenciing reissue Application No.

b. Copending reexamination Control No.

C. Copending interference No.
 

d. Copending litigation styled:
 

 

WARNiNG: information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO~2038.

%@ _ ’- in August 16. 2011
Authorized Signature Date

Peter J. Gutierrez, lit 56,732 For Pateniownemequester
Typedr‘Printed Name Registration No. [:i For Third Party Requesmr
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(12) (10) Patent N0.: US 6,700,602 B1

Blair (45) Date of Patent: Mar. 2, 2004

(54) SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM 4,647,980 A 3/1987 Steventon et al. 348/837
5,009,384 A * 4/1991 Gerke et al. .............. 1. 248/343

(76) Inventor; Scott Blair, 32 Marlow Avenue, 5,059,957 A 10/1991 Todoriki et al. ............. .. 345/7
Toronto Ontario (CA) M4] 319 5,123,728 A 6/1992 Gradin ct al. ............... .. 353/78

’ ’ 5,229,910 A 7/1993 Kasallai'a ........... .. .. 361/234

( * ) Notice: Subject to any disclaimer, the term of this 2 3:12:21; ““““““““ “ 40/449
patent 15 “tended or. @1115th under 35 5:666:291 A * 9/1997 Scott ct al. ............... .. 709/250
U~S~C~ 154(b) by 0 ddyb- 5,854,591 A * 12/1998 Atkinson ........... .. 725/76
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1997_ Jeffrey L, Costellia

(51) Int. C1.7 ........................... .. H04N 7/18; H04N 5/64 (57) ABSTRACT
(52) US. Cl. ........................................ .. 348/61; 348/837 1 . . .

_ ‘ ‘ AteleV1s1on system for subway cars (10) includes a plurality

(58) Fleld 0f SeaFCh """"""""186/ of TV monitors (22) mounted at intervals along the cars (10),
“ / ’ “ / ’ “ / at the junction of the sidewall and the ceiling, and a central

(S6) References Cited Video signal source unit (23) such as a Video tape player,Video disk player, computer-based digital video recorder or
television receiver, connected to the Video monitors (22).
Programs of short duration, e.g. 5—15 minutes, matching the

US, PATENT DOCUMENTS

2 ggmli‘né””””””””””””" average length of a subway ride, and comprising advertising
‘3’457’bbé A “7/196’9 grown messages, news bytes and the like are played and displayed
4’073’368 A 2/1978 Mustapick ' """""""" " 186/53 in the monitors repeatedly during the subway ride.
4,352,124 A 9/1982 Kline ........................ .. 348/61
4,630,821 A 12/1986 Greenwald ................... .. 463/1 7 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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1
SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

This application claims benefit of provisional application
Serial No. 60/045,811, filed May 7, 1997.

This invention relates to Video display systems, and more
specifically to Video display systems mounted in and oper-
ating in mass transit subway cars.

It is commonplace to provide visual advertising displays
such as posters in mass transit subway cars, where the
displays are available for reading by subway passengers
during travel. It is also known to equip subway cars with
closed circuit television cameras, for surveillance of pas-
senger behaviour and other safety checks. Images of such
surveillance are either displayed at a central security facility,
or recorded for subsequent viewing in the event of safety
problems.

It is also commonplace to equip subway cars with audio
public address systems for a myriad of uses, including transit
service announcements, community service events,
advertising, safety and emergency procedures, as well as
inter—staff communications.

Proposals have been made previously to equip other
transportation items, especially aircraft, with television or
video systems, primarily for the entertainment of passengers
on long journeys. Examples of such systems in the patent
literature can be found in US. Pat. No. 4,647,980 Steventon
et al., US. Pat. No. 4,630,821 Greenwald, U.S. Pat. No.
4,352,124 Kline, US. Pat. No. 5,123,728 Gradin et al., and
US. Pat. No. 3,457,006 Brown et al.

Entertainment of passengers on subway cars has until
now generally been ignored, since the average journey taken
by a passenger on a mass transit subway system is usually
short, lasting perhaps fifteen minutes. Nevertheless, subway
transit riders offer an attractive audience for visual adver-

tising messages, as evidenced by the proliferation of adver-
tising signs which commonly adorn a subway car. In
addition, mass transit systems such as subways are in need
of extra sources of revenue, to keep passenger fare structures
at an affordable level as operating costs rise, and to avoid
decreased ridership as a result.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a public
service message display system, entertainment system and
advertising system for mass transit subway cars.

It is a further object to provide a novel source of extra
revenue for a mass transit subway system.

The present invention provides a television public ser-
vice message display, entertainment and advertising system
for subway cars, in which television monitors are provided
at spaced intervals in subway cars, to display short duration
televisual entertainment and advertising features to subway
riders. The system is designed so that advertising spots on it
can be sold by the transit system to potential advertisers and
sponsors, for extra revenues for the transit system, It takes
advantage of the fact that subway riders are, for the most
part, occupying a subway car under relatively crowded
conditions but for only a relatively brief duration. They are
looking for something on which to focus their attention
during their brief ride, whilst at the same time often finding
it inconvenient to open newspapers, magazines or the like
under crowded circumstances and becoming bored by static
advertising or other displays around them. The present
invention provides properly positioned television monitors
displaying moving images of news items, advertising mate-
rial and the like, viewable by substantially all riders in the
car, and filling their need for Visual entertainment during the
brief duration of their subway ride.

Thus, according to the present invention, from one
aspect, there is provided a video system for displaying
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televised material to passengers in a mass transit subway car,
and comprising at least one video display monitor adapted
for mounting inside a subway car so as to display televised
materials to passengers riding therein, and a video signal
source unit operatively connected to said at least one moni-
tor.

According to a second aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a subway car for mass transportation and
comprising a video display system including at least one
video display monitor having a video screen, the monitor
being mounted in the subway car in a manner such that the
video screen thereof is readily Visible to passengers in the
subway car, and a video signal source unit operatively
connected to said at least one monitor.

The term “video signal source unit” as used herein
embraces player units for playing pre-recorded Video
material, such as computer-based digital video recorders
(including CD—ROM players), video tape players and Video
disk players, and television receivers for receiving live or
pre—recorded broadcast television signals from a remote
transmitter and supplying these to the Video display moni-
tors mounted in the subway cars. One system according to
the invention utilizes receivers including computer-based
digital Video recorders for receiving broadcast television
signals from a remote transmitter as the video signal source
unit. Such video signal source unit can be located either
within the mass transits” premises or on a remote broadcast-
ing site. Alternatively, the invention utilizes a video tape
player, a video disk player, or a computer-b ased digital Video
recorder, as the video signal source unit. The Video signal
source unit may be located in the same subway car as that
in which the monitor or monitors are located, or in adjacent
or remote cars of the same train, with the necessary opera-
tive connection between the player and the monitor(s). An
individual subway car can be equipped with its own Video
signal source unit, connected to a plurality of monitors
mounted at different, appropriately chosen locations along
the length of the subway car. Alternatively, one central video
signal source unit can be located in one car of subway train,
and connected to monitors in some or all of the cars of the

train, to provide a central Video signal source unit for the
train.

Computer (PC) based digital video recorders basically
transmit video signals from a hard drive or CD-ROM
storage. They are however also capable of receiving trans-
mitted input at intervals, e.g. news item updates, at, say,
hourly intervals, to add to their stored transmittable Video
data. In this sense they also act as television receivers.

The Video signal source unit and Video display monitors
used in the present invention can be of known, standard
form, obtainable as off the shelf items from manufacturers
and sales outlets. The connections between them, for display
of televised material, are also standard and well within the
skill of the art. For example, use can be made of the existing
subway infrastructure by which audio announcements are
currently transmitted. Alternatively, the connections may be
by use of coaxial cables, fibre optics, cell phone systems or
satellite transmission, or by other appropriate means.

A preferred system according to the invention is a
subway car or plurality of subway cars equipped with a
plurality of television monitors, especially LCD—based tele—
vision monitors, and a video signal source comprising a
video tape player, Video disk player or computer—based
digital Video recorder, the video signal source and the
monitors being interconnected by suitable electrical cable
systems which are self-contained within the subway car. In
this way, new subway cars can be built with the video system
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or parts thereof installed, and usable on substantially any
transit system, since the operation of the video system is
independent of any previously installed track, tunnel or
control systems.

The video system according to the present invention
provides a means for communicating a very wide range of
information to viewers in an environment ideally suited to
communicating short video messages to Viewers, especially
commercial messages or sponsored community service, or
informational news bytes. Most subway rides are of short
duration, e.g. 15—30 minutes or less. It is norm ally undesir-
able to play television programs of any significant length to
subway passengers for fear of distracting them from their
proper points of interchange and disembarkation on the
subway system. However, the system according to the
invention is ideally suited for displaying a series of short, 30
second—1 minute messages, in sequence, such as a series of
commercial messages. These can range from straightfor—
ward advertising as seen on commercial television, or the
type of news feed with corporate sponsorship as seen by
cable television viewers, with news services provided by
specialized companies in this business. If the information is
delivered by Video tape player, video disk player or
computer-based digital video recorder, it can be repeated at
intervals of, say, 5—15 minutes, based upon the average
duration of individual subway rides, i.e. the pre-recorded
program is of total duration of about 5—15 minutes. If the
feed is delivered from an outside source, its delivery
depends on the package of the server, and according to
agreement between the purchaser and the mass transit
management, and other interested parties as necessary.

Typically, the television images displayed by the moni-
tors of the system according to the invention do not incor-
porate sound, though they may contain rolling script, similar
to cable television news channels, or similar to closed-
captioning for the hearing impaired. This avoids risk of
interference with announcements being played to passengers
through the normal audio address system carried by the
subway train, and avoids adding to the general noise level
experienced by passengers on the subway cars, a noise level
which is commonly quite high even under normal running
conditions. However, sound may be incorporated where
appropriate, for example in safety or emergency situations,
or to mark the beginning of a message to which the subway
or transmission provider wishes to call attention.

The manner in which the Video display monitors are
disposed and mounted in the subway car depends to some
extent on the design of the subway car itself. Such designs
can vary between different subway systems. Normally from
6—12 such colour monitors are provided in each subway car,
suitably of 12"—13" size, spaced along the length of the car,
and disposed above the windows of the car, in a manner and
at a location which does not interfere with the operation of
any other essential element of the car (door operation, lights,
heating, air conditioning etc.). A subway car is normally
constructed so that it has a cavity wall, defined between its
outer structural shell and its inner lining wall, the cavity
providing for wiring and cables and other mechanical
functions, and, at places, containing insulation. The video
display monitors in the system of the invention are suitably
mounted in the cavity wall.

In a preferred arrangement, the Video display monitors
have a strong metal frame construction, fixed to the frame of
the subway car. The screens are preferably covered with a
rigid transparent unit, e.g. of polycarbonate, shaped to
coincide with the shape of the internal wall of the subway
car at the location of mounting. For example, when the
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monitor is mounted at the junction of the wall and ceiling of
the subway car, where there is commonly provided a con—
cavely curved segment of internal wall, the transparent cover
unit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can be
mounted as a continuum with the internal walls and blended

to contours thereof, with the monitor mounted behind it. The
screen is suitably angled downwardly, for best viewing by
passengers seated opposite the screen. The entire structure of
the monitor, including the cover unit if used, is suitably
housed in a stainless steel or strong plastic casement,
designed to appear integral with the subway car, without
visible edges or protuberances, and matching the materials
and colours of the subway car interior.

The video monitors used in the system of the present
invention can be of standard, cathode ray tube-based design.
Such monitors have the advantage of economy, being mass-
produced items manufactured on a very large scale. They are
eminently suitable for use in most embodiments according
to the invention, and can be viewed clearly from a variety of
angles. However, in circumstances where the subway car in
operation encounters locations of large magnetic field, it is
possible that the picture displayed on a CRT monitor will be
distorted as the monitor moves through such location. Any
such distortion effect can be reduced by surrounding the
monitor, to an extent practical and consistent with its pro-
vision of full visual display, with an appropriate shield such
as a steel or other ferromagnetic casement. Where such a
magnetic field problem turns out to be particularly acute, the
CRT-type monitor may be replaced by a monitor incorpo-
rating a colour liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, which is
not sensitive to intermittent encountering of external mag-
netic fields.

Specific preferred embodiments of the present invention
are illustrated in the accompanying diagrammatic drawings
in which:

FIG. 1 shows in plan view (FIG. 1A) and in side
elevation (FIG. 1B), an existing subway car as used on the
Toronto Transit System with indications of appropriate
locations for mounting video monitors according to the
invention;

FIG. 2 is a sectional view of a subway car according to
the invention with video monitors in place;

FIG. 3 is a detail, in section, of an existing subway car
illustrating the location for receiving a video monitor
according to the invention;

FIG. 4 is a detail similar to FIG. 3, with the video monitor
in place;

FIG. 4A is a View, similar to FIG. 4, of an alternative
embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a detail in perspective View, of a subway car
equipped with a monitor according to one embodiment of
the invention;

FIG. 6 is a detail similar to FIG. 5 but of a further

alternative embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 6, showing the general

appearance when the monitor is operating.
A typical subway car 10, as illustrated in FIGS. 1A and

1B, is equipped with sliding doors 12 and windows 14,
spaced at convenient intervals along the length of the car.
Passenger seats, in sets of 2’s and 3’s, are disposed beneath
and alongside the windows 14, clear of the doors 12, some
sets 16 being inward facing, other sets 18 being forward
facing and other sets 20 being rearward facing.

Suitable locations for video monitors 22 in accordance

with the invention are at the junction of wall and ceiling of
subway car 10, above the windows 14 and clear of the doors
12. They are thus disposed opposite to sets of inward facing
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seats 16, and angled downwardly for ease of Viewing of
passengers 24 seated in such inward facing seats 16, as
shown in FIG. 2, with direct sight lines. 26, but visible to
passengers seated elsewhere, and standing in the car 10. A
video player 23 is suitably located in the driver’s cab 27
(FIG. 1A), and connected to all the monitors 22 by cables
(not showing) disposed in the cavity walls of the car.

FIG. 3 shows a detail of the car 10, at the location where
a monitor 22 is to be installed. The car wall has an outer shell

28 in which windows 14 are sealingly mounted, and struc—
tural pillars 30 mounted at intervals and secured to the
vertical structural member 32. Centrally secured to the
exterior skin and body structure of body 34 of the car is a
main air duct 36 and a housing 38 carrying ceiling lights
running substantially the full length of the car 10. The space
between the ceiling housing 38 and the top of the pillars 30
is normally occupied by back lit advertising panels 40.
Removal of appropriate portions of these panels 40 provides
space for location of Video monitors 22, according to the
preferred embodiment of the invention.

Thus as shown in FIG. 4, the video monitor 22 is
enclosed and rigidly mounted in its own enclosure 42, of
stainless steel, rigid plastic or the like. The enclosure in turn
is secured to the top of structural pillar 30 and the side of
housing 38, in a space between the ends of illuminated
panels 40, and protruding rearwardly to a position adjacent
the outer part of the exterior skin and body structure 34. The
front wall of enclosure 42 is comprised of a clear transparent
polycarbonate shield 44, through which the screen 46 the
monitor 22 is clearly Visible. The screen 46 is angled
downwardly for best Viewing by a passenger 24 seated
opposite. The enclosure 42 with monitor 22 therein and
connections protruding outwardly therethrough is remov-
able as a unit, for replacement or service.

An alternative embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 4A, a
View similar to that of FIG. 4. In this alternative

embodiment, CRT Video monitor 22 is replaced with an
LCD -based Video monitor 22A which is of thin, rectangular
cross-section, and occupies less space in the ceiling structure
of the car. Accordingly, it can be moved towards the ceiling
so that its Viewing screen is substantially flush with or even
behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor
gives a better aesthetic appearance to the inside of the
subway car as a whole, as well as improving the display
performance by minimizing the interference effects, as pre-
viously discussed. An appropriately shaped enclosure 42A
for the LCD-based monitor, with transport screen 44A,
replaces enclosure 42 for the CRT Video monitor, and is
similarly mounted in place.

FIG. 5 shows a front, perspective View of the arrange-
ment shown in section in FIG. 4. The monitor 22 and its

covering shield 44 are recessed behind the upper portion of
the adjacent advertising panels 40, and the sides of the
enclosure 42 protrude inwardly from the lower portion of
panels 40. This provides ease of access to the enclosure 42
for its removal when necessary.

An alternative arrangement is shown in FIG. 6. Here the
polycarbonate shield 44 is convexly curved, and is disposed
further forward from the monitor screen 44. The shield 44

now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin and
body structure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically
appealing arrangement. In FIG. 7, there is diagrammatically
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illustrated the arrangement of FIG. 6 in practical operation
Poster-type illuminated advertisements are provided by
advertising panels 40 flanking the video monitors 22, whilst
the Video monitor 22, disposed at intervals along the length
of the car 10, show Video information and/or advertising
spots, at convenient, easily viewed locations and disposition
to passengers riding in the car 10.

It will be appreciated that the specific embodiments
illustrated and described herein are by way of example only,
and are not to be construed as limiting on the scope of the
invention. The description pertains specifically to the type of
subway car currently in use in the Toronto Transit System,
and illustrates a means and location for mounting the Video
monitors in such a system. Details of construction, and
hence details of appropriate mounting for video monitors
may differ from subway system to subway system according
to the form of car in use. Such mounting details do not depart
from the scope of the present invention. In all cases, it is
contemplated that a plurality of monitors will be provided in
each car, each rigidly mounted at a convenient location clear
of the doors and windows, and at a disposition where it can
be Viewed by passengers riding the subway car, without
difficulty. The provision of such video monitors mounted in
their own enclosures as described herein, and faced with a
transparent screen of, for example, polycarbonate, allows for
considerable variation in the detail of mounting means and
locations, to adapt them to different constructions of subway
cars currently in use on different mass transit systems.

What is claimed is:

1. A subway car for mass transportation including longi—
tudinal opposed sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls,
a Video display system comprising a plurality of Video
display monitors each having a video screen, and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on
opposed sides thereof, each of said monitor being
mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling,
with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed
with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and
directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so
that each Video screen is readily visible to passengers in
the subway car.

2. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the Video signal
source system includes a pre-recorded Video transmission
program for feeding to display on the monitors of duration
about 5—15 minutes.

3. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the program is
repeatable, and includes a series of commercial messages of
30 second—l minute duration.

4. The Video system subway car of claim 1 which is sound
free.

5. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the Video signal
source unit comprises a video tape player, a video disk
player or computer-based digital video recorder.

6. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video monitors
include LCD screens.

7. The subway car of any of claim 1 including a self-
contained wiring-cabling system connecting the Video moni-
tors to the Video signal source unit.

* * * * *
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SPECIFICATION

1. Title of Invention: Transportation Information Display
System

2. Claims

(I) Atransportation information display system consists

of information communication display parts using video

display devices; the information display part command
devices are control parts which are installed in each station;

an information display system which is linked to a central

control part which provides overall control over the control

parts; and the information communication display parts are

integrated and combined into automated passenger ticket

vending machines which are installed in stations.

(2) The video display device of the information display

system of Claim l is integrated and combined into the top

or bottom ofan automated passenger ticket vending ma-
chine.

(3) The video display device of the information display
system of Claim 1 is integrated and combined either into
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the left or right or on both sides of an automated passenger

ticket vending machine.

(4) A transportation information display system consists

of information communication display parts using video

display devices; the information display part command
devices are control parts which are installed in each station;

an information display system which is linked to acentral

control part wl1 icli provides overall control over the control

parts; and the information communication. display parts are

suspended within train cars to form advertising parts.

(5) The information communication display part using a

video display device of the information display system of
Claim 4 is an advertising part on both side walls of the
interior of a train car.

(6) A transportation information display system consists

of information communication display parts using video

display devices; the information display part command
devices are control parts which are installed in each station;

an information display system which is linked to a central

control part which provides overall control over the control

parts; and the information communication display parts are
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mounted on the rear walls ofnewspaper stands which are

installed on platforms.

3. Detailed Description of the invention
Industrial Field of Use

This invention pertains to the provision of information

systems that can sciectively display a variety of multifunc-
tionai information in stations, in between stations, or in

train cars which are underway, and to the pro vision of in-
structional devices.

Prior Art

Conventionally, posters and announcements have {re

quently been used to provide information in railroad and

bus stations, airports, and the like.

However, aithough announcements can provide in-

formation to a large number of individuals simultaneously,

announcements have the shortcoming ofbeing ephemeral
and difficult to hear in noisy locations, then they are ofien
misheard.

Moreover, atthough posters and the like have visual

impact, their shortcoming is that they are extremely labor-
intensive since their content cannot be changed in real-time

and each and every poster needs to be replaced.

Naturally, the control parts 0 may be constituted so as

to have their own broadcast functions to interrupt transmit-
ted instructions from the central control part H.

The information communication dispiay parts I are
formed of a video display device such as a cathode ray tube

or liquid crystal panel, or the like which displays not oniy

static images, but dynamic images, as weil.

The following is a descriptiOn of an exampie of the
control system of the information communication diSplay

part I made with reference to the biock diagram in Fig. 5.
The control parts G which are iinkcd to the central

control part H have a controi computer which has a data

communications function and the control computer is

iinlted under its control to the following devicas via control

communications pathways:

(1) Avideo switcher which is an image signal switching
device;

(2) An image memory;
(3) A video disk device which facilitates selection and

playback of the desired images by means of external
signals via the controller;

(4) A video tape recorder via the controller;
{5) Vidcodisc players which are installed in stations or

train cars;

(6) The foilowing devices which have image production

and editing functionality:

(9 Operating console
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In recent years, dynamic image visual information

displays have been proposed, but most of these simply

involve the installation of television cathode ray tubes or

other such display devices, then the content of the infor-

mation thus provided has been limited.
in the future, the roles of stations in urban areas will

no longer be iimited to transportation hubs, and they will
increasingly serve as bases for local culture.

It is therefore an objective of the present invention to

establish an information provision system which is appro—

priate for the changing roles of stations and which is not

limited to the display of static information in single stations.
Embodiments

The following is a description of the details of this

invention made with reference to the figures.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the totai system ofthe present

invention is comprised of information communication dis—
piay parts I which are the terminal devices, a control part G

which provides overall control over the information com-

munication display parts I. . .., And a centrai control part H

which provides overall control over the control parts G. . ..

(23 Hard disk

® Floppy disk
G) Printer

and other peripheral devices;
(7) Data transmission pathways via the communications
controlier.

Moreover, in the channels having video switchers are:

(l) a video memory which is linked to a control cornputer
via the control communication path which is linked
via a video signal converter;

(2) a videodisc which is linked to the control computer via

the controller and. the control communication path«
ways;

(3) a videotape recorder which is linked to the control

computer via the controller and the control communi-

cation pathways;
(4) image transmission pathways; which are linked to

(5) the video display devices I which are installed in sta~
tions or train cars, and linked to the central control

part H by means of the data transmission pathways

and image transmission pathways.
In this way. the video dispiay devicesI receive the

channel selection signai output from the control computers
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by means of the control communication pathways which

are connected to the control computer, [the video dispiay

devices I. . ..} are connected to the image signal switching

device which is the video switcher that performs the func-

tion of switching channels, and each [of the video display
devices 1...] functions as individual display parts thereby.

Moreover, the video switcher has channels i ~n and,

for example, it -4 video display devices may be connected
to channels 5 ~n.

In this case, channel 1 is connected to image memory
that the control computer can read and write via the video

signal converter and, furthermore, the image memory is
connected to the control communication pathway and

placed under the control of the control computer.
Channel 2 is connected to the videodisc and, further,

the vidcodisc is linked via the controller to the control

communication pathway, and is placed under the control of
the control computer.

Channel 3 is connected to the video tape recorder and,
further, the video tape recorder is linked via the controller

to the control communication pathway, and is piaced under

the controi of the control computer.

For example, images that have been stored ahead of

time in the videodisc can automated ally and sequentially be
played back according to a schedule that has been pro-
grammed into the control computer, and images can be

created and edited using the computer and peripheral de-

vices thereby so that this information is outputted via the

primary storage devices of the image memory, etc. and the
video signal converter:

Moreover, it is possible to interrupt the control com-
puter via the data transmission pathway, to transmit dynam-

ic images and static images via the image transmission

pathway, and to display this information on the video dis-

play device, to store it to the video tape recorder or to the

image memory, etc., and vice versa.

Each of these functions can be performed between the

control computer of the central control part H and the con-

trol computers of each of the stations as well as between

the control computer and the control computers of other
stations because these functions are linked to each of the

data transmission pathways.
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Channel 4 is linked directly to the image transmission
pathway.

Moreover, the control computer logically manages a

variety of information by means of terminals (control oper-

ating consoles), hard disks, floppy disks, and other means,

and [the control computer} is connected via the control

communication pathways to these peripheral devices which
are to be operated.

Further, data transmission pathways are connected

between the other control parts G (between stations) be»
tween central control parts l-I (between the central control

part H and stations), via communication controllers having

bidirectional data communication pathway functions.

Apart from not having video display devices connect—
ed to a video switcher, the constitution of the central con—

trol part it is approximately identical to the constitution of

the aforementioned control part G.

Therefore, in an operational state, by providing selec-

tion signals from the control computer to the video switcher,
the various devices (image memory, videodisc device, vid-

eotape recorder) which are connected to the video switcher

can transmit independent images to each of the video dis-
play devices by means of the image transmission pathways.

The display devices 3 that are the terminal devices
which determine the system configuration of this invention

may be combined and integrated and combined into the

automated passenger ticket vending machines that are in~

stalled in each station, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
1 it is an automated passenger ticket vending machine,

and with the operating part A serving as the automated
passengerticket vending function on the front of the vend-

ing machine 1, the vending machine 1 is provided with a

coin insertion slot 2 for ¥100 coins and the like, a bill inscr»
lion slot 3 for ¥1000 bills and the like, a card insertion slot

4, fare pushbuttons 5, and a ticket and change dispenser 6.
These operating parts A are formed in the lower part

lb of the front panel of the machine unit.

Meanwhile, a space 7 by means of a stepped part is

formed in. the upper part 1a of the front panel of the ma«
chine unit.

This spam 7 is for the insertion and integrated installa»
tion of an information transmission device 1 (not shown)

which is a video display device.

However, the use of this part need not be restricted to
this type of information transmission device J and may, for

example, be used as a space in which to place pamphlets,
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and may otherwise be used to integrate a variety ofdevices,

such as card selling machines.

Furthermore, the shape of the space area 4 and the

location of integration with the ticket vending machine

need not be limited to the upper part illustrated, and a varie-

ty of design changes are possible.

When the operation of the vending machine 1 operat»
ing console A and the control part (3 are linked, an output

part is provided on the operating console A side in which

the changes in the leakage electrical field of the input in-

formation that is coded by the operation of each function is
converted and transmitted, and a host device which reads

the information which is outputted by the output part is
provided on the control part C side.

Since combinations of each type of device are possible

in this configuration, it is acceptable to change oniy those

devices which are worn or are to be upgraded.
in a second embodiment, a suspended advertising part

8 is formed in a train car as illustrated in Fig. 2.

An information transmission display part I is formed

of an advertising part 8 which is suspended and hangs
down from the ceiling in the form of a panei advertising

part 8 consisting of a panel-type such as a liquid crystal

panel, or the like, within a mounting frame.

modes of transport can be shown in graphic detail in the

event of, for example, incidents within a station because the

desired dynamic or static images can be displayed on a

sequential information communication display part by

commands from a control part without having to change the
display part.

Moreover, the same system can be used in the event of

incidents in the vicinity of a station and transpoltation in~

formation provided thereby.

Furthermore, the appropriate instructions can be given

to passengers because infonnation can be exchanged with

other stations or with train cars which are underway and

individual passengers can make the decisions that are right
for them without confusion.

In this case, although it is obvious that the same
broadcast can be made on all information communication

display Screens, when necessary, informatics can be dis-

played only in stations within a specific biock.

Therefore, this invention performs a wide variety of
information provision and management functions in which

a wide range of instructions can be provided to passengers

or passersby, as well as station area information, advertise-

ments about special events, and the like. It is therefore a
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This information transmission display part I may also
be formed on the sidewall 9 of the train car.

in this constitution, it is unnecessary to replace each

and every poster as in the prior art. The content ofthe in—
formation can be instantly changed as desired even when

the train car is in motion, and a wide range of information
content can be selected.

In a third embodiment, {the invention] is formed on
the rear wall ofa newspaper stand 10 which is installed on

a platform.

The rear wail of the newspaper stand 10 which is in~

stailed on a platform is an unused area which is currently
used for the placement of a trash can for the like. A cathode

ray tube or parrot-type information tranSmission display

part 5 is configured on this wall Surface.

Furthermore, an interactive type information providing
system is also possible by providing an operating console

11 or a touch panel-type information transmission display

part because, given the iocation, there is adequate space.
Effect of the Invention

Given the present invention as constituted above, [pas—

sengers} can be guided or tumstiies closed, detailed expla—

nations ofthe accident situation provided, or alternative

multipurpose, economicai, and up—to—date system which

supports the increasing centrality and importance of sta-
tions as terminals by constituting a combination ofa variety
of devices therein.

4. Brief Description of the Drawings
Figs. l—3 show in embodiment of the information commu—

nication display part of the present invention. Fig. 4 is an

integration drawing of the system of the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram iilustratiug the configuration of
the control part.

A Passenger ticket automated vending machine operat-
ing part

I Information communication display part
C Contro! part

H Central control part

Rinjiro MINESAKI
Hisao USHIHISA

Masanori WADA, patent attorney
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Patent applicant:

Representative:
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Specifications
1. Title of the Invention

System Providing nonstandard
Information to a Large Indefinite Number of
People in a Transportation fiehicle
2, Patent Claims

(1) A system providing nonstandard
information to a large indefinite number of
people in a transportation vehicle
comprising a display deoice for presiding
nonstandard information capable of changing
the display Content at any time in the
limited space of a transportation vehicle
provided as the transportation means to a
large indefinite number of people; a nwans
for transmitting the provided information
from inside the transportation vehicle to
the display device; and a means for
receiving the information transmitted from
outside of the transportation vehicle and
providing the information to said
transmission means in the transportationvehicle.

3. Detailed Description of the Invention
(Field of Industrial Application)

The present invention relates to a
systEm ‘which takes the opportunity to
effectively use the time on a transp0rtation
vehicle to provide various information to a
large indefinite number of people who are
using a limited space such as an airplane,
train, and bus as a transportation means by

installing display devices for providing
nonstandard information.

(Prior Art)
Conventionallg, in a transportation

device used by a large indefinite number of
people, such as a train or a bus, usually,
information such as advertisements and
notifications in the vehicle hang down as
printed material or are posted on the walls.
These are normally displayed for a limited
time period. In the case of adeertisements,
the provider of the transportation means
obtains income from advertising contracts
over a prescribed period.

A related known example is the “New
Tideo Service System in Vehicles with Liquid
Crystal Displays” reported on radio and in
newspapers on February 14, 1989.
(Problems to Be Solved by the Invention)

When the prior art described above is
viewed from the perspective of providing
information, the provided information is
diaplayed for a constant time period as
described above because printed material is
posted. when the posted information is
changed, the printed material posted in the
vehicle must be replaced each time. Usually,
this posted information is displayed at a
large number of places from several
locations to several tens of locations in a
single oehicle, but when used in several
tens of connected cars as in a train, that
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number reaches several hundred locations.

Consequently, when the posts are changed
periodical J, the problems are the difficult 

management and no improvement in the
utilization rate of the locations providing
information.

In addition, when viewed from
perspective of receiving information, because
the information provided is the same for a
constant time period, new information is viewed
once and ignored thereafter. Even if new
information is posted, becauss the posted
information is viewed for the most part when in
its presence for approximatelg several tens of
minutes, the problem is that the amount of
information is low co . daring the occupation
at the posted location. Information prorision
means using lightwemitting diodes exist, but
are limited to providing standard information
with fixed information such as the name of the

station stop, the type of train, etc. There are
examples of video and text information presided
in the vehicles, but these are limited to
providing the information set up in the
rehicles, and information is not provided
promptly.

An objective of the present invention
is to provide a system which solres the
problems described above.
(Means for Solving the Problems)

The problems described above are
overcame b} installing display devices for
providing nonstandard information having

 

provided information; 4, a device for receiting
transmissions of regionespecific information
and signals from the transportation vehicle; 5,
a region—specific information controller which
controls the transmission of region—specific
information and manages the signals receired
from the transportation vehicle; and 6, an
information signal transmission path betwoen
the regionwspecific information controller and
the region—specific transmitter.

An example where the transportation
vehicle is a bus is explained with reference to
Figure l. The regionwspecific information
transmitter/receiter 4 is installed at each bus
stop, collects the provided information
transmitted from the region—specific
information controller 5, and transmits the
information provided through antenna 3 to the
transportation vehicle 1. The transportation
vehicle 1 receives the information prewided
through antenna 2, and prOnides the information
to customers through the displa;* information
signal transmitter and the information signal
display devices installed in the bus. A
transportation “ehicle la provides information
stored in region—specific information
transmitter 4h through antennas 3b, 2a to the
interior of the bus. E transportation vehicle
lb provides information stored in region"
specific information transmitter 4n through
antennas 3n, 2b to the interior of the bus. The
region—specific information controller 5
controls which information is sent to the
regionaspecific information transmitter 4.
Consequently, the transmitted information
content from regionwspecific information
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displaped content which can be changed at
any time and devices for transmitting the
information provided on the display devices
from inside and outside of a transportation
Vehicle in a transportation vehicle, such
as an airplane, a train, or a bus as the
transportation means which has limited
space to a large unspecified number of
people.
(Operation)

The target provided information is
transmitted from a transmitter, which has a
function for setting and transmitting the
nonstandard provided information placed in
a location not used hy the passengers in
the transportation rehicle, for example,
the cockpit in an airplane, the conductor’s
cab in a train, or the driver’s seat on a
bus; and a function for receiving and
transmitting the information received from
outside of the transportation vehicle, and
can he displayed on a plurality of display
devices set up at locations used by the
passengers.
(Embodiments)

Embodiments of the present invention
are described with reference to the
following figures

Figure 1 shows the entire system of
the present invention. Reference number 1
is a transportation vehicle; 2, an antenna
installed in the transportation Vehicle; 3,
an antenna primarily for transmitting the

transmitters 4a to 4n may differ from each
other or be identical. In addition, the
transmitted infermation can be changed for
some pluralitg of regions.

This swstem is bidirectional. When
the transportation vehicle 1 arrives at a
stop, the provided information is receired
from the region—specific information
transmitter/receiver described above, and

signal notifying the arrival of
transportation xehicle l at the stop is
transmitted to antenna 3 from antenna 2.
That signal is received by the region—
specific information transmitter/receiver
4, passed through the transmission path 6,
and transmitted to the region-specific

 

information controller 5, and the

navigation status of the transportation
vehicle 1 can be determined. In addition,
this status can be transmitted as
information to the next stop to notify
waiting customers.

in this drawing, the transmission
paths 5 are indicated by wires to simplify
the representation. naturally, wireless
transmission paths based on communication
satellites can he used. In this case, the
antennas for transmission and reception
such as parabolic antennas can be installed
in the region—specific information
controller 5 and the region—specific
information transmitter/receiwer 4.

Figure 2 Shows a display information
signal transmitter and an information
signal displag device installed in the
transportation vehicle. Reference number 7
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is a display information Signal transmitter and
comprises a video information playback funCtiOn
7b which primarily plays back video storel on a
video disk or a -ddeotape; a text and image
information input function To which primarily
reads out text and image information from a
storage mediwn such as a magnetic disk or a
memory card and inputs information depending on
the associated input keg; a text and image
information control function ?d for controlling
the enabling of the input information display;
a video, text, and image information synthesis
function 7c which synthesizes the video
information plaged back by the video
information playback function 7b anl
information from the text and image information
control function 7d and selects either one; a
region-specific information reception function
7f which primaril; receives and stores the
regionvspecific information from outside of the
transportation vehiclE; an information
transmission function 7g which finall;
transmits the information prorided to the
customers through the information display
devices; and an operation control function 7a
for operating these functions. Reference
numbers 2 and 3 are antennas; 4, a region“
specific information transmission function
primarily for transmitting region-specific
information' 8, an information display derice
for displaying the provided information
transmitted from the displa; information
display desice 7; and 9, transmission paths
between these devices. Reference number 10 is

 

 

de*i¢“ 8. In this example, information is
provided orer the entire surface of the
information signal displa} device 8.The video
or text and image information described above
are synthesized and proviled. A portion of that
information can be used and provided.

Figures 4 to 7 Show an example of the
information signal display device 8 in the
transportation vehicle installed in the train.
(Effects of the Invention)

sccording to the present invention, the
locations proriding information in a
transportation rehicle can be put to good use,
and compared to when conventional printed
material are posted, not only is the management
time reduced, an effect is that the tower of
information provided to the customers is
strengthened recause promptness and newness are
brought out.
4. Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 shows an example of the entire
system of the present invention. Figure 2 is a
drawing for explaining an example of the device
functions in the transportation vehicle. Figure
3 shows an example of the provision of region—
specific information. Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7
show examples of the information signal display
device installed in the transportation vehicle.
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Normally, the provided information
provides an;' one of the video, test, and
image information stored on a video disk or
a videotape or their combinations. However,
when the region—specific information is
transmitted through antenna 3 from the
region-specific information transmission
function 4, the information is reCEived by
antenna 2 and the transmitted data are

stored by the regionwspecific information
input function 7f, passed through the text
and image information control function 7d,
tart and image information synthesis
function 7c, and information transmission
function 7g, and displaged on the
information signal display device 8, The
prorided information not only supplements
the video and text and image information
provided‘ beforehand to the transportation
vehicle, but can preside urgent
information. For example, a news crawl and
information restricted to the region can be
provided. This information can change the
content of the provided information in
units while the transportation Vehicle
follows its route if the regionmspecific
information transmission function 4 is
installed.

Figure 3 shows the form assuming the
transportation sehicle is a train. In the
example, cultural information 11 in segment
1, event information 12 in segment 2, and
theme park information 13 in segment 3 are
provided to the information signal display

Descriptions of the Reference Numbers
1 transportation vehicle
2 antenna installed in the transportation
vehicle

3 antenna installed in a region—specific
information transmission function
4 region—specific information
transmission function

region—specific information controller
transmission path
display information signal transmitter
information signal display device

a transmission path
10 traveling status information input
11, 12, 13 examples of regionwspecific
information provision
14 example of information provided on
printed material

4mm
01:

Rgent: Katsuo Ogawa, Patent Attorney
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Clean copies of the drawings (no changes to the content)
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Figure 3
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Figure 5
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Figure 7
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Specification

Title of the Invention: Teletext Broadcast Receiving
System for Mobile Body

Claim

A teletext broadcast receiving system for a
mobile body comprising a tuner for receiving
television broadcasts instailed in a mobile body. a
teietext broadcast decoder that extracts and
demodulates teletext data from a teicvision broadcast

signal received by said tuner, a memory that stores a
piurality of screen portions of the teletext data
obtained by said teietext broadcast decoder and a

display means that displays the teletext broadcast
data stored in said memory

such that, when at least one screen portion
of teietext broadcast data for a teletext broadcast

channel that has been deemed necessary has been
demodulated by said teletext broadcast decoder. this

screen of teletext broadcast data obtained by
demodulation is stored in the corresponding area of
said memory and the stored data of said memory is
updated.

Detailed Description ofthe Invention

[i’ield oprplication in industry}
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October 25, 1990
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ku, Tokyo
6-5 Marunouchi l Chome, Chiyoda~ku, Tokyo
7-35 Kitashinagawa 6 Gimme, Shinagawa—ku, Tokyo

Hidemori Matsue, Patent Attorney

The present invention relates to a teletext broadcast
receiving system for a mobile body preferably used
in installations in mobile bodies such as electric
trains.

[Summary ofthe invention]

The present invention is a teletext broadcast receiving
system for a mobile body that is installed in a mobile
body such as an electric train wherein, when at least

one screen portion of teletext broadcast data for a
teletext broadcast program that has been deemed
necessary is demodulated by a teletext broadcast
decoder, this screen ot‘teietext broadcast data that has

been obtained by demoduiation is stored in a

corresponding area of a memory, the stored data of
the memory storing teictext broadcast data is updated,
and even when all of the data for the teletext

broadcast program has not been received, the teletext
broadcast program may be displayed favorably.

[Prior Art]
in recent years. television receivers have

been instailed in mobile bodies such as electric trains,

images reproduced by VTRs and the like received
and services provided to passengers. In such cases, an
antenna is attached to the roof of the electric train,

television broadcast signals received from ground-
based transmitting stations by this antenna and

images received.
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[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]
However. the ability to receive these television

broadcast signals has been limited to times when
locations with comparatively good radio wave states are
traveled through. In other words, with mobile bodies
traveling through areas with many obstacles such as the
buiidings in cities. there are few locations where good
reception is possible without unnecessary interference
for the broadcast signals from the transmitting stations.
The state of reception is very poor when a normal
television antenna is just installed on a mobile body.
and the images are often such that they are not good
enough for practical use. For example. in the case of'the
Yamanote electric train line that runs roughly through
the center of Tokyo, the distance from the transmitting
stations is very short, and under normal circumstances it

is area with a strong electric field capable of good
reception even with a simply structured antenna.
However. there are very many obstacles such as
buildings. and it is close to impossible to receive
television signals with conventional technology without
ghosting.

in addition. radio waves for teletcxt broadcasts

are transmitted using some television broadcast signals,
but since these signals for tcletcxt broadcasts are
converted into digital data for transmission, it is

[Work or Operation ofthc Invention]
Therefore, if the data for all Screens for the

tcietext broadcast program initially deemed necessary is
stored in the memory, the data for the teletext broadcast
program may be updated sequentially even if only part
of the data for a screen of the teletext broadcast

program can be received while the mobile body is
traveling or the like by updating only the data for this
part that could be received to the latest data. All of the

screen data for the teletext broadcast program deemed
necessary is stored in the memory; therefore. display of
all screens of the corresponding teletcxt broadcast
program is possible at any given time.

{Embodiment}

in the following, an embodiment oi‘the present
invention will be described with reference to Fig. 1
through Fig. 4.

in this example. a television receiver is used in
a receiving system that displays telctext broadcasts;

therefore. the overall constitution of this receiving
system will be described first.

impossible to receive the teletext broadcasts in moving

bodies which are particularly sensitive to occurrences of
ghosting.

It is an object of the present invention to make
good reception ot‘teletext broadcasts possible in moving
bodies such as electric trains.

[Means to Solve the Problems]

As is shown. for example, in Fig. 1. the present
invention comprises a tuner for receiving televisiOn
broadcasts (43} installed in a mobile body (1). a teletext
broadcast decoder (46) the demodulates teletext
broadcast data extracted from a television broadcast

signal received by this tuner (43), a memory (47) that
stores a plurality of screen portions of the teletext
broadcast data obtained by this teletcxt broadcast
decoder (46} and display means (10!). (102), (103)
(124) that display that teletext broadcast data stored in

this memory (47). When at least one screen portion of
teietext broadcast data for a teletext broadcast program
that is deemed to be necessary has been decoded by the
teletcxt broadcast decoder (46). this teletext broadcast

data that has been obtained by decoding is stored in a
corresponding area ol‘thc memory (47), and the stored
data in the memory (47') is updated.

[n Fig. I and Fig. 2, (i) indicates a car body
for an electric train. and doors (entrances and exits)

(ll), (12), (i3) (lo) and (17), (18), (19) (22) are
provided in six locations on each side in the side surface
of this car body (5). Television receivers (NH). (102),

(303) (124) are installed above the left and right door
pocket parts for each of the doors (ii) through (22)
inside the car. As is shown in Fig. 2. for example.
television receivers (“7) and (l l 8) are attached to the

upper part of the door pocket part on the left and right
of the door (19). In this instance, each of the television
receivers (101), (i032). (103) (124) is made low
profile using liquid crystal panels or the like.

Furthermore. these various teievision receivers

(10]), (102), (103) (l24) are for displaying teietext
broadcasts, but to receive these teletext broadcasts, (our

antennas (39a), (30b). (300). (30d) are attached to the
periphery ofventilators (3) and (4) on the rooftop (2) of
the car body (1). in this instance. each of the antennas
{3021). (30b). (300). (30d) has a dipole antenna
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constitution comprising two conductive rods (31}. (32)

one ofthe ends of each being in proximity to each other
and a reliector (33) disposed at a prescribed gap from
these conductive rods (3]), (32). The gap part between
the two conductive rods (3i). (32) is connected to a

coaxial cable (35) (see Fig. 3) through a balloon
{matching transformer). and this coaxial cable (35) is

connected to a switching unit (4]) inside an under-floor
unit (40). The length of the two conductive rods (31),
(32) is selected according to the frequency of the
channel received, and the refiector (33) is longer than
the iength of the two conductive rods (3]), (32)
together.

Furthermore, the angles of attachment of the
tour antennas (303), (30b). (30c). (30d) are offset 90°
each in the horizontai direction. Antennas (30a). (30b)

are attached to the Front and back {direction parallel to
the rails} of the ventiiator (3). and antennas (30c), (30d)
are attached to the left and right (direction
perpendicular to the raiis) of the vcntiiator (4) which is
adjacent to the ventilator (3).

Describing the state of attachment of the

antennas to the ventilators in detail here, this car body

Furthermore. one end of linking members (34) forming
the antennas (30c) and (30d) is secured to the top part of
this cover (24), and along with each of these linking
members (34) securing a reflector (33) substantially in
the middle part, the conductive rods (3]), (32) are
secured to the other end. Here. the two conductive rods

(31) and (32) are provided with a prescribed gap and
secured to the linking member (34). in addition.

insulating material is used for the linking members (34).
In addition. in this example, an angle material with an
L—shaped cross-section is used for the conductive rods

(3 l). (32) and reflectors (33) and is such that they may
easily attached.

Here, a space H in the direction of height
between the upper part of each ventilator and the lower
edge of the reflector (33) is set to at ieast IS mm, and
width L in the horizontal direction between each

ventilator and the reflector (33) is set to at ieast a width

of 20 mm. Furthermore, the reflector height 8 is set to

70 mm or greater. in this instance. larger values for the
height H and width 1. ofthc ventilator and the height B
0i~ the reflector (33) itself are preferable in terms ofthe
antenna characteristics, but the size of equipment that
can actuaiiy be installed on the rooftop (2) is
determined by standards such as rolling stock gauge.

(t) has a plurality of ventilators (3). (4), (5) on the
root" (2). These ventilators (3), (4), {5) are so—cailed
forced ventilators that function as ventiiation devices

forcing air into the car from the outside while it is
traveling, and legs (3a). (4a). (5a) at the four corners of
each of the ventilators (3), (4), (5) are secured to the

rooftoc (2) by bolts (23). in this instance, each of the
ventilators (3). (4). (5) is attached to the car body (I)
in an insulated state.

Furthermore. two antennas (30a), (30b) are
attached using the bolts (23) that secure the legs (Be) at
the four corners of the ventilator (3). in addition, two

antennas (30c), (36d) are attached using the bolts (23)
that secure the legs {4a) at the four corners of the

ventilator ('4) which is adiacent to the ventilator (3).
Showing an enlargement of the state of

attachment of these antennas (30c), (30d) to the
ventilator (4) in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, a U~shaped cover (24)
is attached around the ventilator (4) by the boits (23). In
this instance, the cover (24) is such that it does not
block the air passage part (4b) of the ventilator (4).

Very large antennas cannot be attached. and values
somewhat larger than the vaiues above are the limit for
these values.

With the attachment of the four antennas (30a),
(3023), (30c), (30d). each of the antennas (30a), (30b),
(390). (39d) oniy receives the radio waves oriented
toward the conductive rods {31), (32). The radio waves

oriented toward the conductive rods (3 i). (32) from the
opposite side {ventilator side) are shielded by the

reflector (33). and the generation of standing waves by
rellected radio waves can be controlled. Therefore.
radio VidVfiS that come from all directions in

substantially 360° may be received by the four antennas
(30a), (3011), (30c), (30d) that are installed in positions
that differ by 90° each.

Furthermore, the four antennas (30a), (30b),

(36c), (30d) constituted in this manner are connected to
the switching unit (4!) inside the under-floor unit (40)
that is hung beneath the floor ofthe car body (1) by the
coaxial cables (35). The equipment for receiving
teletext broadcasts is housed in this under-floor unit

(40), and the switching unit (41) seiectively outputs
receive signals supplied by any of the antennas under
the control oi‘a discriminator circuit (44) which will be

discussed hereinafter. Furthermore, this switching unit
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(41) supplies the received signal that is output to a
ghost reduction tuner (43) via a booster (42), and this
ghost reduction tuner (43) receives a television
broadcast signai for a prescribed channel that is set in

advance. In this instance, the ghost reduction tuner (43)
uses a GCR signal that has been inserted into the

rerticai blanking interval, and ghost reduction is carried

out on the received broadcast signal; therefore. a ghost
suppression filter, GCR signai extraction circuit,
comparator circuit, control circuit and the like are

provided in both the channel tuning section and
intermediate frequency amplifien'demodulator section.
A GCR signal in which distortion due to diffuse
reflection of radio waves and the like and a reference

signal are compared, and reflected wave signals are
suppressed.

Here, in this example. the prescribed channei

television broadcast signal obtained by this ghost
reduction tuner (43) is suppiicd to the discriminator

circuit (44). and the levei of the synchronizing signal
inciuded in the television broadcast signal received by
this discriminator circuit (44) is determined. The

selection ofthe antenna line by the switching unit (42)
is set to the synchronous signal with the best ievel, and
a so-cailed diversity antenna is formed.

Describing the constitution of this memory
(47) here, the data storage part of this memory (47) is
divided into a pluraiity of areas, and the areas are used
as shown in Fig. 5. in other words, it is such that four

tcietext broadcast channeis A, B, C. 1) may be stored,
and there are areas a1 through aiO, bi through blO, 0]
through 010 and d] through diO that can store to screen

portions from page l to page it) for each program. In
this instance, areas at through alO. bl through blOs cl
through (:10 and d1 through diO are such that the stored

data for each area may be updated independently if they
have data for a prescribed tclctext broadcast program
stored in them for the time being when operation of the
car body (i) is started. When onl} the data for part of a
page (screen) of one teletext broadcast program can be
received, oniy the storage area for this page that could
be received is rewritten. Therefore, there are instances

where the stored data for each page making up the
various teletext broadcast programs A, 8, C, D is not
stored at the same time. Moreover. when each of the

teletext broadcast programs A, B, C, D is made up of 10
or less pages, the area for the page for which data could
not be obtained is iefi empty.

in this instance, a timer circuit (45) is connected to this
discriminator circuit (44), and the level determination

described above is carried out in a prescribed interval
with control by the timer circuit (45).

Furthermore, the television broadcast signal
obtained by the ghost reduction tuner (43) is supplied to
the teletext broadcast decoder (46), and a teletext

broadcast signai of text. graphics and the like multiplied
by the vertical blanking time for the broadcast signal is
obtained by this teletext broadcast decoder (46). In this

instance. a plurality of teietext broadcast programs are
sent hy a singie channel television broadcast signal, and
when at least one screen portion of data for a prescribed
teletcxt broadcast channel set in advance has been

obtained, this data is recorded in the memory (47)
connected to the teletcxt broadcast decoder (46). In

other words, the teletext broadcast decoder (46) has a
circuit that determines whether or not each teletext
broadcast screen that is received and obtained is

compiete. When it is determined that data for a

complete screen for even one screen has been obtained
by this circuit, and when this data is a teletext broadcast

channel that is deemed necessary, it is stored in the
memory (47).

Furthermore. the data for the prescribed
teletext broadcast program stored in the memory (47) in
this manner is sequentially read out to the teletext

broadcast decoder (46) and formed into a video signai
that displays the text. graphics and the like as images.
This video signai is output from the under-floor unit
(46) via a coaxial cable. When, in this instance, at least

one screen portion of any program of the four stored
teletext broadcast programs A, B, C, D is rewritten, this

rewritten program is read sequentially from the first
page to the final page and is displayed.

Moreover, the output video signal from the
under-floor unit (40) is a baseband video signal (in
other words a video signal that is not RF modulated). In

this example, in addition, a power supply circuit (48) is
provided in the under-floor unit (40), and a low voltage
direct current power supply is output from this power
supply circuit (48).

Furthermore, the coaxial cabie that outputs the
video signal from the under-floor unit (40) is connected
to a three—way distribution unit (6!) in the car body (1)
to provide the output video signal. in addition, the
power suppiy output from the power supply circuit (48)
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is also supplied to the three-way distribution unit (61).
This three-way distribution unit (6]) is such that the

baseband video signal is divided in three.
Furthermore, 01" the first. second and third

distribution outputs from this three~way distribution
unit (61), the first distribution output is suppiied to a
first two-way distribution unit (7]), the second

distribution output supplied to a connection terminal
(62) provided on a connection surface on a iirst end

(one end) side of the car body (1) and the third
distribution output supplied to a connection terminai
(63) provided on a connection surface on a second end

(other end) side of the car body (1). In addition, the
power supply supplied to the three-way distribution unit
(61) is also suppiied to the first two—nay distribution
unit(7l).

This first twowway distribution unit (Ti) is such

that it divides the baseband video signal that is supplied
intt-vo.

Furthermore. the first distribution output
distributed by the first two-way distribution unit (71) is
supplied to a second two—way distribution unit (72)
connected to a subsequent stage. and the second
distribution output is supplied to a 13th two-way

distribution unit (83) that is connected to a subsequent
stage. ln this instance. the power supply supplied from
the three-way distribution unit (61) side is suppiied to

(l E3) attached inside the car. and the second distribution

output is supplied to at Mill two-way distribution unit (84)
in the subsequent stage.

Hereafter. the baseband video signal supplied by
two-way distribution units (84). (85). (86) (93)
connected to subsequent stages is divided in two in the
same manner. and the first distribution output is supplied
to the currcsponding television receivers (Hit). (115).
(l 16) (124) attached inside the car. The second

distribution output is supplied to two-way distribution
units (85), (86). (87) (93) connected to the subsequent
stage. However. the second distribution output of the 23rd
two-way distribution unit (93) connected at the end is
supplied to atelevision receiver {124).

in this instance. the power supply suppiied from
the two~way distribution unit in the previous stage is
Supplied to television receivers connected to the various

two-way distribution units and the two-way distribution
unit in the subsequent stage.

Moreover. when the connection terminais (62)
and (63) provided on the connection surface are linked

before and after to another car that is not provided with a
tuner and the like. it is connected to a video signal input
terminal in this linked car (not shown in the drawings).
The video signals for the teletext broadcasts and the like
may be supplied to preceding and following

the second and 13th two«way distribution units (72) and
(33).

This second two-way distribution unit (72)
divides in two in the same manner as the first two-way

distribution unit (7!), and the first distribution output is
supplied to a television receiver (102) attached inside

the car. The second distribution output is connected to a
third two~way distribution unit (73).

Hereafter. the baseband video signal supplied
by two~way distribution units (73), (74), (75) (32)

connected to subsequent stages is divided in two in the
same manner, and the first distribution output is
supplied to the corresponding television receivers (103),
(104), (105) (i l I) attached inside the car. The second

distribution output is supplied to the two-way
distribution units (74). (75). (76) (82) connected to

the subsequent stage. However, the second distribution
output of the 12th two-way distribution unit (82)
connected at the end is supplied to a television receiver
(1 l2).

in this instance. the power suppiy supplied
from the two-way distribution unit in the previous stage
is supplied to teievision receivers connected to the
various two-way distribution units and the two—way

distribution unit in the subsequent stage.
in addition, the first distribution output ofthe

13th two-way distribution unit (83) connected to the

second distribution output side of the first two—way

distribution unit (71) is supplied to a television receiver

cars. In this instance, the power suppiy necessary for the
television receivers in the preceding and 1following cars
is supplied by a power suppiy circuit in each ofthe cars.

Next, the operation when teletext broadcast
images are displayed on the television receivers (10]),
(102), (l03) (124) connected in this manner wiil he
described.

First, the teletcxt broadcast is received1 and the

data for the teletext broadcast program deemed
necessary is stored in the memory (47) connected to the
teletext broadcast decoder (46). If, in this instance, the

state of reception for the television broadcast signal is
good. the operation of storing to the memory (47) is
completed in a short time. but service is actually
provided when the car {1) is traveling. Therefore, when
the reception state is temporarily good and when at least
one screen portion of data for a teletext broadcast
programs deemed necessary can be obtained by the
telctext broadcast decoder (46), this data for the screen
that is obtained is stored in the memory (47), and the
data for the same page that was stored previously is
updated newiy to that received.

In other words, as is shown in the flow chart

in Fig. 6, the screen for the teletext broadcast program
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received by the teletext broadcast decoder (46} is
assembied. and a determination is made as to whether

the screen that is assembied is a compiete- screen (in
other words. whether the screen that is assembled has

parts missing). Furthermore. when the screen that is

assembled is complete, the data {or this screen is written

to the corresponding area of the memory (47}, and the
data in this area is rewritten. Furthermore. when this

rewriting occurs. the stored data in the memory (47} {or
the teletext broadcast program that is rewritten is read
so that is displayed sequentially starting with the first

page, and they output video signal is created by the
teletext broadcast decoder {46). In addition. when the

aSSembled screen is determined to be an incomplete
screen, the assembled screen data is discarded, and at
this time the received data is not stored.

When a teletcxt broadcast program is
received, the direction of‘thc transmitting station as seen
from the car (I) varies becrausa of the travel, but the
constitution is a diversity antenna that determines

whether it is possible to have good reception from any
oi" the four antennas (30a). (30b). (300}, (30d} in
directions differing by 90°. Connection to the tuner {43)
side is made with each of these antennas (30a), (30b),
(30c). (30d) in order by the

teietext broadcast program dispiaycd at prescribed
intervals is read and the video signal that dispiays the
teletext broadcast is created. This video signai is
transmitted to the teievision receivers (101} through
(124) via the various distribution units (61). (71}

through (93), and the tcietext broadcast program is
diSplayed on the television receivers (lOi) through
(124} disposed in this car. In this instance, the four

teletext broadcast programs stored in the memory (47)
are displayed sequentially in a cycle of several minutes
to several tens of minutes. However. when new teletext

broadcast program data can be received as described

above, this program that can be received is displayed
starting with the first page.

Moreover. in the embodiment described above.

only telctcxt broadcast receiving equipment was
instailed. but VTR and other image reproduction
equipment may be provided, and reproduced images
may be displayed instead of the teietext broadcast
program. in addition, this was such that when data for a

teietext broadcast program can be received, this telctext

broadcast program was displayed. but the four teletext

broadcast programs may be dispiayed sequentially in
each prescribed time period regardless of the state of the
reception of” data.

in addition, in the embodiment described

abm'e, the receiving system was installed in an

switching unit (4]). and the State of reception is
sequentialiy determined by a determination circuit (44)
in the ghost reduction tuner (43). The connection is

made to the antenna obtaining the best broadcast signal.
Moreover. since having a temporarily good

state of reception and obtaining a screen for a telctext

broadcast program deemed to be necessary by the
teletext broadcast decoder (46} is limited to extremely
good states of reception. most are when the train is
stopped at stations and the like. In other words. for

example, in the case of an electric train traveling as a

local train in the city center. the train is stopped several
tens of seconds to one minute at a station every 2 to 3
minutes or" travel. The possibility of reception of a

teletext broadcast program during this train stoppage
being possibie is high, and reception of teletext
broadcasts is possible with the comparatively high
frequency. In this instance, the time necessary for a one

screen portion of the one teletext broadcast program to
be transmitted is often normally under one second and
at the iongest several seconds; therefore. it is
sufficientiy possible to receive a teletext broadcast
program using the constitution described above.

Furthermore, if teietext data can be imported
into the memory (47) connected to the telctext
broadcast decoder {46) in this manner, the data for the

electric train, but it may be used in another mobile
body {automobiie ship or the iike}.

Furthermore, the present invention is also not
limited to the embodiment described above and various

other constitutions naturally possible.

[Effects ofthe invention]
According to the present invention, even when only the
data for some screens for this teletext broadcast

program can be received during the traveling or the like
ofa mobiie body, just the part of this data that could be
received is updated to the most recent data, and the data

for the teietext broadcast program is updated
sequentially to the most recent data. Teletext broadcast

programs using comparatively the most recent data may
aivvays be displayed even if the state of reception in the
mobile body deteriorates because of travel or the like.

grief Description ofthe Drawings

Fig. l is a block diagram showing an embodiment ofthe

present invention. F lg. 2 is a partial cutaway perspective
view showing the state of the system of an embodiment

instaiied in a car body. Fig. 3 is a perspective view
showing the important parts of an embodiment. Fig. 4 is
a side view showing the important parts of an
embodiment. Fig. 5 is an expianatory diagram showing

the state ot‘use ol‘ the memory of an embodiment. Fig. 6
is a flow chart to
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accompany a description of an embocéiment. (l) is a car
body. (3), {4) (8) a ventiiator. (303), (3013}. (300).

(30d) antennas. (40) under-Soot unit. (41} switching
unit, (43} ghost reduction tuner. {46) teletext broadcast

decoder, {47) memory: (48) power supply circuit, (6!)
three-way eistribution unit. (62). (63) connection

terminals. (7]), (72) (93) two-way distribution units
and {10? ), (102) {124) television receivers.

Agent: Hidemori Matsrze
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Specifications
I. Title of the Invention

Ira—Vehicle Information Guide System
2. Patent Claims

(I) An iii-company [sic] information guide system for
broadcasting the dispiays of guide information about
the next andfor tater station stops in a traveling train
comprising an information proceSsor (A) which is
provided in the train and compiles image information
data as the information for broadcast on the train;

a transmitter (B) for distributing the created
image information data as image information to each
display device; and

a display device (C) installed in each car.
(2) The iii-vehicle information guide system described
in claim E, wherein the image information data created
as described above inciudes guide information about at
toast the name of the next station stop; expected arrival
time; speciai express trains, express trains, departure
times, destinations, and boarding piatforms related to
the first train or bus departing after the time of the
specified transfer time added to the expected arrival
time in the schedules for each route related to the

transportation

facilities of the current train company or other
companies having connections at the next station stop.
(3) The in-vehicie information guide system described
in claim i or 2, wherein said display device is instailcd
in the upper part of a wall on the side of the aisle in the
train, or above the window at each passenger seat.

3. Detailed Description of the Invention
Overview

in the past, the information guide in a train was by
voice using in-company [sic'j broadcast facilities based
on the conductor rounds. However, since the voice is

not preserved, the information cannot be provided no
matter how many times it is repeated to passengers who
were asleep or missed the announcement or passengers
who forgot. Therefore, broadcasts using images are
conducted to fix the deficiency of voice broadcasts.
Alternately, both are used together.

Field of Industrial Application
The present invention relates to an infonnation guide

service system based on image broadcasts to passengers
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riding on a traveling train, more particulariy, to a
system providing information services which do not
disappear and can be viewed at any time within a
prescribed time on a display device.

Problems of the Prior Art
Conventional information announcements were voice

broadcasts to the passengers through speakers provided
in each car bell [sic]: by wire from a broadcast facility
provided in the conductor‘s cab. However. since voice
is fleeting and disappears, the weakness is that this
information cannot be provided to passengers who need
information and forgot or missed the information for
whatever reason. The probiern was the repetition of the
broadcast to fix this weakness annoyed the other
passengers.

Solution Means

The intent of the present invention is to provide
information content in a visual guide as described
above as image information broadcast (displayed) in
each car and to preserve the infbrmation for a
prescribed time to

Embodiments

Figure l is a drawing for explaining one embodiment
and aiso serves as a drawing of the principie of the
present invention.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 are supplementai drawings of
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the operation for creating the
image display data conducted on the information
processor as an operation flow.

Figure 3 describes the input and compiiation in a
fimction block diagram.

Figure 4 shows the instailation locations of the
display devices.

The interior of part A delineated by the dot-dash
lines in Figure 1 shows the information processor. The
interior of part B shows the transmitter. The interior of
part C shows the display device on each side of the car.
Data buses 6 connect an information processor A which
has an operating unit 2 including a monitor unit
connected to a central processing unit I (referred to as a
CPU); 3 main storage 3 (referred to as MS) which
becomes the working area for data compilation where
the data are compiied with CPU 1; and data files It, 5
storing trip planning data of the train containing at least
the planned departure time, names of the station stops,
each station, departure platform number

~620n

enabie reading by passengers needng information at
any time.

The structure of the hardware for realizing the above
intent provides an information processor which a crew
member manages, operates, and selects and compiles
image information data, and a transmitter which
distributes and broadcasts the image information data
created (selected and compiled) on the processor to
each display device as the image information at
locations which can be managed by the crew member in
the conductor cab on the train; and provides a solution
by displaying and broadcasting the guide information
needed by the passengers disenibarking at the next
station stop on the dispiay devices provided on each
side of the car.

if some information wiil be provided, the following
operating conditions apply. The image information data
created as the display content described above is
displayed before stopping at the next station. The data
is information rotated to transfers for connections, such
as the station name, expected arrival time (desirably,
updated if late), platform number which are required by
passengers disembarking at the next station. The
information is continuously displayed on the dispiay
devices installed at iocations where the information can

be selected from a diagram and is easiiy seen. in
addition, the information is successively updated and
provided until the next stop.

between each station from the starting station of the
boarded train to the final station during the current trip,
trip planning (train schedule) data of related connecting
trains at each station step inciuding information about
the departure time from each station, destination, and
departure platform (terminal) of connecting trains
departing from the stations where the boarded train
stops (the term connecting trains includes ordinary
trains, express trains, and special express trains which
have a given route; ordinary trains, express trains, and
special express trains which are traveling on different
routes and headed in different directions; as well as

trains, boats, and vehicles of transportation facilities
such as buses having terminals at the station stop which
connect at later stops), and source data containing at
least various information needed for cornpilatEOn which
includes the required extra time information believed to
be required to move between platforms and between
platform terminals to make connections for each station
stop of the boarded train.

After the operating unit 2 is operated and the train
departs, Figure 3 shows one example of the set-up data
indicated by the double line frames. Specifically, data
for displaying the station name related to the station
stop settings fiom the data files 4, 5 when the name of
the next station stop (may be encoded) is set;
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data for displaying the expected arrival time; data
related to the departure times and platforms of
connecting trains; and if needed, data related to the
required extra time for connecting are retrieved and set
for each setting in the MS 3 from the files 4, 5 by using
the setting of the station name in the setting unit 31 of
the name of the next station stop as the key. if there is a
difference between the current train schedule and his

expectations (running late), the operator compiles by
revising and setting the arrival time, required extra
time, and display item in each setting unit.

First, in the compilation, a comparator 36 compares
the time of the required extra time for connecting in
each direction set in the extra time setting unit 35 added
to the arrival time setting unit 32 at the next station stop
of the boarded train to the departure time data group of
the connecting trains departing in each direction from
the train schedule memory unit 34 which reads in only
the needed part stored in file 5; selects the trains
available for connection in each direction; and passes
the trains to the train selection unit 37. Next, in order to
compile the connection information data, the train
selection unit 37 repeatedly compares the departnre
times, selects the train at the closest time for each train
class of the trains available for connection which were

selected by the

Next, preferably, the display devices 21 to 2n are
arranged on the walls flanking the aisles of each train or
above the windows of the passenger seats at
approximately the eye level of an average adult walking
by.

In a variation of the present invention, when a train is
late, if the change in the expected arrival time can be
changed on the train, data compiled beforehand and
supplied on a medium such as a disk cartridge or a
floppy disk greatly lessens the operations performed by
the crew member on the train. in addition, although the
scale will become large, the compilation is conducted at
a central command center which manages the train
movements and can be provided on—line to each train.
Nearly the same effect is obtained as a service received
by the passengers, but the time the crew member needs
to directly perform the operations becomes smaller,
which is an advantage.

Effects

The present invention as described above has the
following effects. Guide information having a depth of
information can be provided at the time required by a
passenger needing an information guide on the train in
a form which does not

-621-

comparator 36, and stores the information in the
specified format location of the format and compilation
unit 38 only for the needed directions.

Then, the name of the station stop, arrival time, and
arrival platform related to the next station stop
combined with data indicating the departure time,
platform, destination, direction of the available
c0nnecting train in each direction and the data read
from file 4 of associated data such as the train name,
express or ordinary type, vehicle type such as train or
bus are combined, formatted, and compiled to complete
the compilation.

These operations, if needed, set and revise each
monitor on the operating unit 2, and are executed
primarily between the CPU l and the MS 3.

However, the image information data which have
been compiled are transferred to the transmitter 13
which converts the data into image information for
display on the display devices in each car and transmits
the information. After conversion, the image
information is broadcast from each of the display
devices 21 to Zn as images.

the speed of the traveling train, and a more
comprehensive service is available from the perspective
of the operations.

4. Brief Description of the Drawings
Figure 1 is drawing for explaining an embodiment

which also illustrates the principle of the present
invention and describes the system structure.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 are supplementary drawings of
Figure l which explain the operation flow of the
embodiment as a flow, explain the function blocks, and
Show the display locations, respectively.

In the drawing, A indicates the information
processor; B, the transmitter; and C, the diSplay device.
The assigned numbers indicate the detailed parts.
Reference number 1 indicates the CPU; 2, the operating
unit; 3, the main storage (MS); 4, 5, the data files; and
6, the paths. in addition, l 1 indicates the setting unit of
the compiled display data; 12, the image data
conversion unit; 13, the transmitter; and 14, the display
system controller.
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disappear. Not only is there an improvement in the quaiity
of the service which does not annoy passengers who do
not need information compared to the operation based
only on voice broadcasts, but an ability to revise as
needed to match   
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Furthermore, 2t, 22,..., Zn indicate the display devices

in each car.

In addition, 31 indicates the setting unit of the name of
the next station stop; 32, the arrival time setting unit; 33,
the display item setting unit; 34, the schedule storage unit
for temporarily storing a part of the scheduie; 35, extra
time setting unit; 36, the comparator; 37, the selector; and
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